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Terms Used in Stack Diagrams
 

 

 

Term Description

arg Argument.

[ array 1 Real or complex vector or matrix.
[ C-array ] Complex vector or matrix.
date Date in form MM.DDYYYY or DD.MMYYYY.
o dim List of one or two array dimensions (real numbers).
‘global! Global name.

grob Graphics object.
HMS A real-number time or angle in hours-minutes-

seconds format.
o list List of objects.
local Local name.

[L matrix 11 Real or complex matrix.
norm Positive integer real number (rounded if non-

* Npont * N@ME€packup
*Nport* Miibrary
#n

©#N#mM

‘name'

obj

PICT

# program

[ R-array 1]

"string "

'symb'

T/F

0/1

time

[ vector 1

xory

X_unit

'::Xg y::'

z  
integer).

Backup identifier.
Library identifier.
Binary integer.
Pixel coordinates. (Uses binary integers.)
Global or local name.
Any object.
Current graphics object.
Program.

Real vector or matrix.

Characterstring.
Expression, equation, or name treated as an

algebraic.

Test result used as an argument: zero (false) or
non-zero (true) real number.

Test result returned by a command: zero (false) or
one (true).

Time in form HH.MMSSs.
Real or complex vector.
Real number.

Unit object; or, a real numbertreated as a
dimensionless unit object.

Complex numberin rectangular form, or user-unit

coordinate.

Real or complex humber.
  



Comments on the HP 48
Programmer’s Reference
Manual
 

We welcome your evaluation of this manual. Your comments and
suggestions help us improve our publications.

HP 48 Programmer’s Reference Manual

Please circle a response for each of the statements below. You can use

the Comments space to provide additional opinions.

1=Strongly Agree 4 =Disagree

2=Agree 5=Strongly Disagree

3=Neutral

m | am satisfied with the product documentation. 12345

= The manual is well organized. 12345

= | can find the information | want. 12345

= The information in the manualis accurate. 12345

= | can easily understand the instructions. 12345

= The manual contains enough examples. 12345

= The examples are appropriate and helpful. 12345

= The illustrations are clear and helpful. 12345

= The amount of information is: too much appropriate toolittle

= The parts | refer to most frequently are:
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Notice

This manual and any examples contained herein are provided “as is” and
are subject to change without notice. Hewlett-Packard Company makes
no warranty of any kind with regard to this manual, including, but not

limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a

particular purpose. Hewlett-Packard Co. shall not be liable for any errors
or for incidental or consequential damages in connection with the
furnishing, performance, or use of this manual or the examples contained
herein.

o Hewlett-Packard Co. 1990. All rights reserved. Reproduction,
adaptation, or translation of this manualis prohibited without prior
written permission of Hewlett-Packard Company, except as allowed under
the copyright laws.

The programs that control your calculator are copyrighted and all rights
are reserved. Reproduction, adaptation, or translation of those programs
without prior written permission of Hewlett-Packard Co.is also
prohibited.

Corvallis Division

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.
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What’s in This Manual
 

This manual contains concise reference information for the HP 48: a

brief, alphabeticallisting for each programmable keyword, and tables of
error messages, units, flags, and reserved variables.

The HP 48 Owner’s Manual, on the other hand, contains conceptual,

descriptive information, organized by subject area and menu.

This reference manual consists of the following:

Command Dictionary: the main part of the manual. Organized
alphabetically by command, it summarizes each programmable
operation. The syntax appears in a stack diagram that shows what
each keyword requires as arguments and returns as results.

Table of Error and Status Messages (appendix A): an alphabetical
listing of error and status messages.

Table of Units (appendix B): definitions of the types of units available
in the HP 48.

Table of System Flags (appendix C): the predefined flags in the
HP 48.

Reserved Variables (appendix D): lists the reserved variables and
their contents.
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Command Dictionary
 

The following three topics explain how to read the stack diagramsin the
command dictionary, how commands are alphabetized in the dictionary,
and the meaning of the command classifications at the upper right corner
of each stack diagram.

How to Read Stack Diagrams. Each entry in the command
dictionary includes a stack diagram. This is a table showing the arguments
that the command, function, or analytic function takes from the stack and
the results that it returns to the stack. The “—” character in the table
separates the arguments from the results. The stack diagram for a
command may contain more than one “argument — result” line,
reflecting all possible combinations of arguments and results for that
command. Consider this example:

 

 

R-C Real-to-Complex Command

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — (X, y)

[ R-array, ] [ R-array, ] — [C-array ]   
This diagram indicates that the command R—C (real-to-complex) takes
two arguments (an argument from level 2 and an argument from level 1),
and returns one result (to level 1). R—C can take either real number
arguments X and y, in which case it returns a complex number <X, y, or
real array arguments [ R-array; 1 and [ R-array, 1, in which case it
returns a complex array [ C-array 1.

The definitions of the abbreviations used for argument and result objects
are contained in the table, “Terms Used in Stack Diagrams,” on the inside

of the front cover. Often, descriptive subscripts are added to convey more
information.
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Some commands affect a calculator state —a mode, a reserved variable, a

flag, or a display— without returning a result to the stack, and in some
cases, without taking any arguments from the stack. For example, the
command ERASE erases PICT, taking no arguments and returning no
results. Its stack diagram looks like this:

ERASE Erase PICT Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   

How Commands Are Alphabetized. Commands appear in
alphabetical order. Command names that contain special (non-alphabetic)
characters are organized as follows:

m For commands that contain both special and alphabetic characters:

m A special character at the start of a command name is ignored.
Therefore, the command *H follows the command GXOR and

precedes the command HALT.

m A special character within or at the end of a command name is
considered to follow “Z” at the end of the alphabet. Therefore,
the command R—B follows the command RSD and precedes the
command R—C.

m Commands that contain only special characters appear at the end of
the dictionary.

Classification of Operations. The command dictionary contains HP
48 commands, functions, and analytic functions. Commands are calculator
operations that can be executed from a program. Functions are
commands that can be included in algebraic objects. Analytic functions
are functions for which the HP 48 provides an inverse and a derivative.
The command classification is located in the upper right corner of the
stack diagram.

Command Dictionary 7



ABS Absolute Value Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — x|

) - Viesy?
X_unit — |x|_unit

[aray ] — || array ||
'symb' — 'ABS(symb)'  

Use: Returns the absolute value of its argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: ABS has a derivative (SIGN) but not an inverse.

In the case of an array, ABS returns the Frobenius (Euclidean) norm of
the array, defined as the square root of the sum of the squares of the
absolute values of all n elements. Thatis,

/ = 2
E|Zi|
i=1

Related Commands: NEG, SIGN
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ACK Acknowledge Alarm Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   

Use: Acknowledges the oldest past-due alarm.

Affected by Flags: Repeat Alarms Not Rescheduled (-43),
Acknowledged Alarms Saved (—44).

Remarks: ACK clears the alert annunciator if there are both no other
past-due alarms and no other active alert sources (such as a low battery
condition).

ACK has no effect on control alarms. Control alarms that come due are
automatically acknowledged and saved in the system alarm list.

Related Commands: ACKALL
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ACKALL Acknowledge All Alarms Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—   
 

Use: Acknowledges all past-due alarms.

Affected by Flags: Repeat Alarms Not Rescheduled (-43),
Acknowledged Alarms Saved (—44).

Remarks: ACKALL clears the alert annunciator if there are no other
active alert sources (such as a low battery condition).

ACKALL has no effect on control alarms. Control alarms that come due

are automatically acknowledged and saved in the system alarm list.

Related Commands: ACK

10 Command Dictionary



ACOS Arc Cosine Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — arc cos z

'symb' — 'ACOS(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the value of the angle having the given cosine.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (-1), Numerical Results (-3),
Angle Mode (-17, -18).

Remarks: For a real argument x in the domain -1 <x <1, the result

ranges from 0 to 180 degrees (0 to « radians; 0 to 200 grads).

A real argument outside of this domain is converted to a complex
argument z = x + 0i, and the result is complex.

The inverse of COS is a relation, not a function, since COS sends more

than one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for COSis
expressed by ISOL as the general solution

'slACOSCZ 0+2sm*nl’

The function ACOSis the inverse of apart of COS, a part defined by
restricting the domain of COS such that 1) each argument is sent to a
distinct result, and 2) each possible result is achieved. The pointsin this
restricted domain of COS are called the principal values of the inverse
relation. ACOSin its entirety is called the principal branch of the inverse
relation, and the points sent by ACOS to the boundary ofthe restricted
domain of COS form the branch cuts of ACOS.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for ACOS was chosen because it
is analytic in the regions where the arguments ofthe real-valued inverse
function are defined. The branch cut for the complex-valued arc cosine
function occurs where the corresponding real-valued function is
undefined. The principal branch also preserves most of the important
symmetries.

The graphs below show the domain and range of ACOS. The graph of the
domain shows where the branch cuts occur: the heavy solid line marks one
side of a cut, while the feathered lines mark the other side of a cut. The

graph of the range shows where each side of each cut is mapped under the
function.
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...ACOS

These graphs show the inverse relation '=1#ACOS(Z2+Z*w*nl' for
the case s1=1 and n1=0. For other values of s1 and n1, the vertical band

in the lower graph is translated to the right or to the left. Taken together,
the bands cover the whole complex plane, which is the domain of COS.

You can view these graphs with domain and range reversed to see how the
domain of COSis restricted to make an inversefunction possible.
Consider the vertical band in the lower graph as the restricted domain
2 = X, y». COS sends this domain onto the whole complex plane in the
range W = U, v» = COS{X, y» in the upper graph.

Related Commands: ASIN, ATAN, COS, ISOL
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...ACOS

 

Domain: 2 = (x, y>

 
 

 
Range: W = (u, v) = ACOS{Xx, y>
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ACOSH Inverse Hyperbolic Cosine Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — acosh z

'symb’ — 'ACOSH(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the inverse hyperbolic cosine of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (—1), Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: For real arguments |x| < 1, ACOSH returns the complex
result obtained for the argument (x, 0).

The inverse of ACOSH is a relation, not a function, since COSH sends

more than one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for
COSH is expressed by ISOL as the general solution

"s1ACOSHOZ »+2%w*isnl

The function ACOSH is the inverse of apart of COSH, a part defined by
restricting the domain of COSH such that 1) each argumentis sent to a
distinct result, and 2) each possible result is achieved. The points in this
restricted domain of COSH are called the principal values of the inverse
relation. ACOSH in its entirety is called the principal branch of the
inverse relation, and the points sent by ACOSH to the boundary of the
restricted domain of COSH form the branch cuts of ACOSH.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for ACOSH was chosen because
it is analytic in the regions where the arguments of the real-valued inverse
function are defined. The branch cut for the complex-valued hyperbolic
arc cosine function occurs where the corresponding real-valued function is
undefined. The principal branch also preserves most of the important
symmetries.

The graphs below show the domain and range of ACOSH. The graph of
the domain shows where the branch cut occurs: the heavy solid line marks
one side of the cut, while the feathered lines mark the other side of the

cut. The graph of the range shows where each side ofthe cut is mapped
under the function.
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...ACOSH

These graphs show the inverse relation '=1*#ACOSH(Z)+2*mw*i*nl’
for the case s1=1 and n1=0. For other values of s1 and n1, the horizontal
half-band in the lower graph is translated to the right or to the left. Taken
together, the bands cover the whole complex plane, which is the domain
of COSH.

You can view these graphs with domain and range reversed to see how the
domain of COSH is restricted to make an inversefunction possible.
Consider the horizontal half-band in the lower graph as the restricted
domain Z = <X, y». COSH sends this domain onto the whole complex
plane in the range 1 = <u, v» = COSHIX, y» in the upper graph.

Related Commands: ASINH, ATANH, COSH, ISOL
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ALOG Common Antilogarithm Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — 107

'symb' — 'ALOG(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the common antilogarithm; that is, 10 raised to the given
power.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (—3).

Remarks: For complex arguments:

10%Y) = ¢* coscy + i € sin cy

where ¢ = In 10.

Related Commands: EXP, LN, LOG

Command Dictionary 17



AND AND Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

#n, #n, — #n,

“string" “string5" — “string5"

T/F, T/F, — 0/1

T/F 'symb' — 'T/F AND symb'

'symb' T/F — 'symb AND T/F'

‘symb,’ 'symb,,' — 'symb, AND symb,'    
Use: Returns the logical AND of two arguments.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3), Binary Integer Wordsize
(=5 through -10).

Remarks: When the arguments are binary integers or strings, AND
does a bit-by-bit (base 2) logical comparison.

m An argument that is a binary integeris treated as a sequence of bits
as long as the current wordsize. Each bitin the result is determined
by comparing the corresponding bits (bity and bity) in the two
arguments as shown in the following table:

 

bit, bit, bit, AND bit,
 

-
-
O

0
O

-
O
=
0

-
O
O
O

     
m An argument that is a string is treated as a sequence of bits, using 8

bits per character (that is, using the binary version of the character
code). The two string arguments must be the same length.

When the arguments are real numbers or symbolics, AND simply does a
true/false test. The resultis 1 (true) if both arguments are non-zero;it is
@ (false) if either or both arguments are zero. This test is usually done to
compare two test results.

18 Command Dictionary



...AND

If either or both of the arguments are algebraic objects, then the result is
an algebraic of the form 'symb, AHD symb,'. Execute +HLIM (or set
flag —3 before executing AND) to produce a numeric result from the
algebraic result.

Related Commands: NOT, OR, XOR

Command Dictionary 19



APPLY Apply Function to Arguments Function
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

  { symb, ... symb,} 'name — ‘name(symb,... symb,)"
 

Use: Creates an expression from the specified function name and
arguments.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: A user-defined functionf that checks its arguments for
special cases often can’t determine whether a symbolic argument x
represents one of the special cases. The functionf can use APPLY to
create a new expression 't (', If the user now evaluates 'fix2' xis

evaluated before f, so the argumenttof will be the result obtained by
evaluating x.

The algebraic syntax for APPLYis:

"AFFLYname,symby ,...,Symb, »'

When evaluated in an algebraic expression, APPLY evaluates the
arguments (to resolve local names in user-defined functions) before
creating the new expression.

Example: The following user-defined function Asin is a variant of the
built-in function ASIN. Asin checks for special numerical arguments. If
the argument on the stack is symbolic (the second case in the case
structure, Asin uses APPLY to return the expression

"A=zinlargument:'.
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...APPLY

+ arqgument

» FS? THEH argument ASIN EHD

& 7 9 ¥ argument TYFPE FOS

THEHM 'AFFLY<{Azin,argument?' EVAL EMD

"argument==1' THEH 'w~s2' EHD

"argument==-1' THEH '—-w~2' EHND

araurment ASIH

(
]

S
l

D
a
0

m

EMD

ENTER] [] Asin

Related Commands: QUOTE, | (Where)
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ARC DrawArc Command
 

 
Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

0 y) Xradius Xg1 Xg2 -

{#n#m} #0410 Xg1 X2 —    
Use: Draws an arc in PICT counterclockwise from X,¢ to Xpo, with its
center at the coordinate specified in level 4 and its radius specified in
level 3.

Affected by Flags: Angle Mode (=17 and -18).

The setting of flags —17 and — 18 determine the interpretation of X,y and
Xgo (degrees, radians, or grads).

Remarks: ARC always draws an arc of constant radius in pixels, even
when the radius and center are specified in user-units, regardless of the
relative scales in user-units of the x- and y-axes. With user-unit arguments,
the arc starts at the pixel specified by ©x,y» + (a, b), where (a, b) is the
rectangular conversion of the polar coordinate (X,agius > Xp1)- The resultant
distance in pixels from the starting point to the center pixelis used as the
actual radius, 7'. The arc stops at the pixel specified by (7', Xg0).

If X5y = Xpo , ARC plots one point. If |xgy — Xgo| > 360 degrees, 2r
radians, or 200 grads, ARC draws a complete circle.

Example: In Degrees mode, with the x-axis display range (XRNG)
specified as —6.5 to 6.5, the command sequence ©@,8> 1 & P8 ARC
draws an arc counterclockwise from 0 to 90 degrees with a constant radius
of 10 pixels.

Related Commands: BOX, LINE, TLINE
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ARCHIVE Archive HOME Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

‘Npoqt :NAME —

:10 :name —    
Use: Creates a backup copy of the HOME directory (thatis,all
variables), the user-key assignments, and the alarm catalog in the
specified backup object (: npon: Name) in independent RAM.

Affected by Flags: 1/0 Device (-33), I/O Messages (—39) if the
argument is : I0:name.

Remarks: The specified port number must be 0, 1, or 2. Ports 1 and 2
must be configured as independent RAM. (See FREE.) An error will
result if there is not enough independent RAM in the specified port to
copy the HOME directory.

If the backup object is : I10: name, then the copied directory is
transmitted via Kermit protocol through the current I/O port to the
specified filename.

If you wantto save flag settings, you can do so by executing RCLF and
storing the resulting list in a variable.

Related Commands: RESTORE
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ARG Argument Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

xy) — 6
'symb’ — 'ARG(symb)'  
 

Use: Returns the (real) polar angle 6 of a complex number <x, y>.

Affected by Flags: Angle mode (-17, —18).

Remarks: The polar angle 6 is equalto:

m arctany/x forx>0.

m arc tan y/x + = sign y for x < 0, Radians mode.

m arc tan y/x + 180 sign y for x < 0, Degrees mode.

m arc tan y/x + 200 sign y for x < 0, Grads mode.

A real argumentX is treated as the complex argument ©x, 0>.
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ARRY— Array to Stack Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level nm+1... Level 2 Level 1

[ vector ] — Zy...2, { Netement }

[[ matrix ]] e z11 e znm { nrow mcol }

 

Use: Takes an array and returnsits elements as separate real or complex
numbers. Also returns a list of the dimensions of the array.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The command OBJ— includes this functionality. ARRY— is
included for compatibility with the HP 28S. ARRY— is not in a menu.

If the argumentis an n-element vector, the first element is returned to
level n + 1 (not level nm + 1), and the nth element to level 2.

Related Commands: —ARRY, EQ—, DTAG, LIST—, OBJ—,

STR—
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—ARRY Stack to Array Command
 

 

  

Level nm+1... Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

Zy...2, Nement — [ vector]

Z11 znm {nrow mcol } - [[ matrix ]]
 

Use: Returns a vector of n real or complex elements or a matrix of
n x m real or complex elements.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The elements of the result array should be entered into the
stack in row order, with Z;4 (or zy) in levelnm + 1 (or n + 1), and z,,,

(or z,) in level 2. If one or more of the elements is a complex number, the
result array will be complex.

Related Commands: ARRY—, LIST—, —LIST, STR—, —-TAG,

—UNIT
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ASIN Arc Sine Analytic
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — arc sin z

'symb' — 'ASIN(symb)'   
Use: Returns the value of the angle having the given sine.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (-1), Numerical Results (-3),
Angle Mode (-17, —18).

Remarks: For a real argument x in the domain -1 <x <1, the result

ranges from —90 to +90 degrees (-7/2 to +/2 radians; —100 to +100
grads).

A real argument outside of this domain is converted to a complex
argument z = x + 0i, and the result is complex.

The inverse of SIN is a relation, not a function, since SIN sends more than

one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for SIN is expressed
by ISOL as the general solution

"ASIHCZ2*#0-10"nl+w*nl"’

The function ASIN is the inverse of a part of SIN, a part defined by
restricting the domain of SIN such that 1) each argumentis sent to a
distinct result, and 2) each possible result is achieved. The points in this
restricted domain of SIN are called the principal values of the inverse
relation. ASIN in its entirety is called the principal branch of the inverse
relation, and the points sent by ASIN to the boundary of the restricted
domain of SIN form the branch cuts of ASIN.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for ASIN was chosen because it is
analytic in the regions where the arguments of the real-valued inverse
function are defined. The branch cut for the complex-valued arc sine
function occurs where the corresponding real-valued function is
undefined. The principal branch also preserves most of the important
symmetries.
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...ASIN

The graphs below show the domain and range of ASIN. The graph of the
domain shows where the branch cuts occur: the heavy solid line marks one
side of a cut, while the feathered lines mark the other side of a cut. The

graph of the range shows where each side of each cut is mapped under the
function.

These graphs show the inverse relation 'ASIH(Z)#(-1>"nl+mw*nl"
for the case n1=0. For other values of n1, the vertical band in the lower

graph is translated to the right (for n1 positive) or to the left (for n1
negative). Taken together, the bands cover the whole complex plane,
which is the domain of SIN.

You can view these graphs with domain and range reversed to see how the
domain of SIN is restricted to make an inversefunction possible.
Consider the vertical band in the lower graph as the restricted domain
Z = (X, y>».SIN sends this domain onto the whole complex plane in the
range W = (U, v} = SIH(X, ¥yin the upper graph.

Related Commands: ACOS, ATAN, ISOL, SIN
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...ASIN
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ASINH Arc Hyperbolic Sine Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — asinh z

'symb’ — 'ASINH(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the inverse hyperbolic sine of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (—-1), Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The inverse of SINH is a relation, not a function, since SINH

sends more than one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for
SINH is expressed by ISOL as the general solution

"ASIHHCZ 2% d-12"nl+w*i*nl’

The function ASINH is the inverse of apart of SINH, a part defined by
restricting the domain of SINH such that 1) each argument is sent to a
distinct result, and 2) each possible result is achieved. The points in this
restricted domain of SINH are called the principal values of the inverse
relation. ASINH in its entirety is called the principal branch of the inverse
relation, and the points sent by ASINH to the boundary of the restricted
domain of SINH form the branch cuts of ASINH.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for ASINH was chosen becauseit
is analytic in the regions where the arguments of the real-valued function
are defined. The branch cut for the complex-valued ASINH function
occurs where the corresponding real-valued function is undefined. The
principal branch also preserves most of the important symmetries.

You can determine the graph for ASINH from the graph for ASIN (see
ASIN) and the relationship asinhz = i asin iz.

Related Commands: ACOSH, ATANH, ISOL, SINH
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ASN Assign Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj Xey —

'SKEY' Xcoy —   
Use: Defines a single key on the user keyboard by assigning the given
object to the key Xqy, Which is specified as rc.p.

Affected by Flags: User-Mode Lock (-61) and User Mode (-62)
affect the status of the user keyboard.

Remarks: The argumentXy, is a real number rc.p specifying the key by
its row number, column number, and its plane (shift). The values forp are
as follows:

 

 

Plane, p Shift

Oort unshifted

2 (4] left-shifted

3 (] right-shifted

4 (o] alpha-shifted

5 (@] [«1] alpha left-shifted

6 (o] (] alpha right-shifted    
Once ASN has been executed, pressing a given key in User or 1-User
mode executes the user-assigned object. The user key assignment remains
in effect until the assignment is altered by ASN, STOKEYS, or
DELKEYS. Keys without user assignments maintain their standard
definitions.

If the argument obj is the name 'ZEEY ', then the specified key is
restored to its standard key assignment on the user keyboard. This is
meaningful only when all standard key assignments had been suppressed
(for the user keyboard) by the command '3' DELKEYS (see
DELKEYS).
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To make multiple key assignments simultaneously, use STOKEYS. To
delete key assignments, use DELKEYS.

If you find yourself stuck in User mode because you have reassigned or
suppressed the keys necessary to cancel User mode, do a system halt
“warm start”): press and hold and the C key simultaneously,
releasing the C key first. This cancels User mode.

Example: Executing ASN with GETI inlevel 2 and 85. 3 in level 1
assigns GETI to (] [*_*] on the user keyboard. ([®] [*_*] has a location
of 85.3 becauseit is eight rows down, five columns across, and right-
shifted.) When the calculatoris in User mode, pressing (] [* *] now
executes GETI (instead of executing [*_*]).

Related Commands: DELKEYS, RCLKEYS, STOKEYS
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ASR Arithmetic Shift Right Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

#n, — #n,  
 

Use: Shifts a binary integer one bit to the right, except for the most
significant bit, which is maintained.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, —12).

Remarks: The mostsignificant bit is preserved while the remaining
(wordsize - 1) bits are shifted right one bit. The second-most significant bit
is replaced with a zero. The least significant bit is shifted out and lost.

An arithmetic shift is useful for preserving the sign bit of a binary integer
you wantto shift. Although the HP 48 makes no special provision for
signed binary integers, you can still interpret a number as a signed
quantity, and in this case an arithmetic shift is meaningful.

Related Commands: SL, SLB, SR, SRB
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ATAN Arc Tangent Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — arc tan z

'symb' — 'ATAN(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the value of the angle having the given tangent.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (—1), Numerical Results (-3),
Angle Mode (-17, —18).

Remarks: For a real argument, the result ranges from -90 to +90
degrees (-m/2 to +n/2 radians; —100 to + 100 grads).

The inverse of TAN is a relation, not a function, since TAN sends more

than one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for TAN is
expressed by ISOL as the general solution

"HATAMCZ 2 +w*nl!

The function ATAN is the inverse of apart of TAN, a part defined by
restricting the domain of TAN such that 1) each argumentis sent to a
distinct result, and 2) each possible result is achieved. The points in this
restricted domain of TAN are called the principal values of the inverse
relation. ATAN in its entirety is called the principal branch of the inverse
relation, and the points sent by ATAN to the boundary of the restricted
domain of TAN form the branch cuts of ATAN.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for ATAN was chosen because it
is analytic in the regions where the arguments ofthe real-valued inverse
function are defined. The branch cuts for the complex-valued arc tangent
function occur where the corresponding real-valued function is undefined.
The principal branch also preserves most of the important symmetries.

The graphs below show the domain and range of ATAN. The graph of the
domain shows where the branch cuts occur: the heavy solid line marks one
side of a cut, while the feathered lines mark the other side of a cut. The

graph of the range shows where each side of each cut is mapped under the
function.
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These graphs show the inverse relation 'ATAMC(Z»+w#n1 ' for the case
n1=0. For other values of n1, the vertical band in the lower graph is
translated to the right (for n1 positive) or to the left (for n1 negative).
Taken together, the bands cover the whole complex plane, which is the
domain of TAN.

You can view these graphs with domain and range reversed to see how the
domain of TAN isrestricted to make an inversefunction possible.
Consider the vertical band in the lower graph as the restricted domain
Z = (X, y». TAN sends this domain onto the whole complex plane in the
range W = ¢U, v} = TAHIX, y? in the upper graph.

Related Commands: ACOS, ASIN, ISOL, TAN
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Branch Cuts for ATAN (2Z)
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ATANH Arc Hyperbolic Tangent Analytic
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — atanh z

'symb’ — 'ATANH(symb)'  
 

Use: Returns the inverse hyperbolic tangent of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (-1), Numerical Results (-3),
Infinite Result Exception (—22).

Remarks: For real arguments |x| > 1, ATANH returns the complex
result obtained for the argument(x, 0). For a real argument x=*1, an
Infinite Result exception occurs. If flag —22 is set (no error), the
sign of the result (MAXR) matches that of the argument.

The inverse of TANH is a relation, not a function, since TANH sends

more than one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for
TANH is expressed by ISOL as the general solution

"HTAHHCZ 2 +m+1*nl

The function ATANH is the inverse of apart of TANH, a part defined by
restricting the domain of TANH such that 1) each argumentis sent to a
distinct result, and 2) each possible result is achieved. The pointsin this
restricted domain of TANH are called the principal values of the inverse
relation. ATANH in its entirety is called the principal branch of the inverse
relation, and the points sent by ATANH to the boundary of the restricted
domain of TANH form the branch cuts of ATANH.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for ATANH was chosen because
it is analytic in the regions where the arguments ofthe real-valued
function are defined. The branch cut for the complex-valued ATANH
function occurs where the corresponding real-valued function is
undefined. The principal branch also preserves most of the important
symmetries.

You can determine the graph for ATANH from the graph for ATAN (see
ATAN) and the relationship atanh z = —i atan iz.

Related Commands: ACOSH, ASINH, ISOL, TANH
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ATTACH Attach Library Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

Niibrary -

:npon :n"bmy —

 

Use: Attaches the library with the specified number to the current
directory. Each library has a unique number. If a port number is
specified,it is ignored.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: To use a library object, it must be in a port and it must be
attached. A library object from an application card (ROM)is
automatically in a port (1 or 2), but a library object copied into RAM
(such as through the PC Link) must be stored into a port using STO.

Many libraries are attached automatically when you install an application
card. Others require you to ATTACH them, as do manylibraries copied
into RAM. (The owner’s manual for the application card or library will
tell you which ofits library objects must be attached manually. You can
also ascertain whether a library is attached to the current directory by
executing LIBS.

A library that has been copied into RAM and then stored (with STO) into
a port can be attached only after the calculator has been turned off and then
on again following the STO command. This action (off/on) creates a
system halt, which makes the library object “attachable.” Note that it also
clears the stack, local variables, and the LAST stack, and it displays the
MATH menu. (To save the stack first, execute DEFTH +LIST 'name’
5T0)

There is no limit on the number of libraries that can be attached to the
HOME directory, but only one library at a time can be attached to any
other directory. If you attempt to attach a second library to a non-HOME
directory, the new library will overwrite the old one.

Related Commands: DETACH, LIBS
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AUTO Autoscale Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  —
 

Use: Calculates a y-axis display range, or an x- and y-axis display range.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The action of AUTO depends on the plot type as follows:

 

Plot Type Scaling Action
 

FUNCTION Samples the equation in EQ at 40 values of the
independent variable, equally spaced through the
x-axis plotting range, discards points that return
+ 00, then sets the y-axis display range to include
the maximum, minimum, and origin.

CONIC Sets the y-axis scale equal to the x-axis scale.

POLAR Samples the equation in EQ at 40 values of the
independent variable, equally spaced through
plotting range, discards points that return +oo,
then sets both the x- and y-axis display ranges in
the same manneras for plot type FUNCTION.

PARAMETRIC Same as POLAR.

TRUTH No action.

BAR Sets the x-axis display range from 0 to the number

of elements in LDAT, plus 1. Sets the y-range to
the minimum and maximum of the elements. The

x-axis is always included.   
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(continued)

Plot Type Scaling Action

HISTOGRAM Sets the x-axis display range to the minimum and
maximum of the elements in XDAT. Sets the y-axis
display range from 0 to the number of rows in
LDAT.

SCATTER Sets the x-axis display range to the minimum and
maximum of the independent variable column
(XCOL) in ZDAT. Sets the y-axis display range to
the minimum and maximum of the dependent
variable column (YCOL).
 

AUTO actually calculates a y-axis display range and then expands that
range so that the menu labels do not obscure the resultant plot.

When executed from a program, AUTO does not draw a plot— execute
DRAW to do so. (When executed from the keyboard, AUTO does draw a
plot and axes.)

Example: The program # FUHCTIOHW AUTO DRAW DRA: # sets the
plot type to FUNCTION, autoscales the y-axis, plots the equation in EQ,

and adds axes to the plot.

Related Commands: DRAW, «H, SCALE, SCLY, XRNG,
YRNG, +W
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AXES Axes Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

x y) —
{&y} —

{ % y) "x-axis label" "y-axis label" } —

{ "x-axis label" "y-axis label" } -—   
Use: Specifies in the reserved variable PPAR the intersection
coordinates of the x- and y-axes, and/or the labels for the x- and y-axes.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The argument for AXES (a complex numberorlist) is
stored as the fifth parameter in the reserved variable PPAR. If the
argument for AXESis a:

m Complex number, it replaces the current entry in PPAR.

m List containing a complex number, that number replaces the
intersection coordinates without changing any current label
specifications.

m List containing a complex number and two strings, that list replaces
the current entry in PPAR.

m List containing two strings, the strings replace the current label
strings, or are added to the entry.

The default value 1s <&, 80,

Axeslabels are not displayed in PICT until subsequent execution of
LABEL.

Example: The command sequence

£ d8,8x "t "g" 3 HXES LAEBEL

specifies an axes intersection at &, 82, and puts the labels t and w4 in
PICT. The labels are positioned to identify the horizontal and vertical axes
respectively.

Related Commands: DRAW, DRAX, LABEL
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BAR Bar Plot Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 —  
 

Use: Sets the plot type to BAR.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is BAR, the DRAW command plots a
bar chart using data from one column of the currentstatistics matrix
(reserved variable £DAT). The column is specified by the first parameter
in the reserved variable £PAR (using the XCOL command). The plotting
parameters are specified in the reserved variable PPAR, which has the
form:

“Xmin » Ymin * “Xmax » Ymax » Indep res axes ptype depend =

For plot type BAR, the elements of PPAR are used as follows:

B Xnin, Ymin? 1s @ complex number specifying the lower left corner of

42

PICT(the lower left corner of the display range). The default value is
C—E.Se—3. 10,

“Xmax » Ymax ' 18 @ complex number specifying the upper right corner
of PICT (the upper right corner of the display range). The default
valueis &, Sy 3,20,

indep is either a name specifying a label for the horizontal axis, or a
list containing such a name and two numbers, with the minimum of
the two numbers specifying the horizontal location of the first bar.
The default value of indep is X.

res is a real number specifying the bar width, in user-unit
coordinates; or a binary integer specifying the bar width in pixels. The
default value is &, which specifies a bar width of 1 in user-unit
coordinates.

axes is a complex number specifying the user-unit coordinates of the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes; or a list containing
such a number and two strings specifying labels for the horizontal and
vertical axes. The default value is <&, &0,
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m ptype is a command name specifying the plot type. Executing the
command BAR places the command name BAR in PPAR.

m depend is a name specifying a label for the vertical axis. The default
value is Y.

A bar is drawn for each element of the column in £DAT. Its width is
specified by res andits heightis the value of the element. The location of
the first bar can be specified by indep; otherwise, the value in
Xemin > Ymin? 15 used.

Related Commands: CONIC, FUNCTION, HISTOGRAM,

PARAMETRIC, POLAR, SCATTER, TRUTH
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BARPLOT Draw Bar Plot Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—   
 

Use: Plots a bar chart of the specified column of the currentstatistics
matrix (reserved variable LDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The data column to be plotted is specified by XCOL andis
stored as the first parameter in reserved variable PAR. The default
column is 1. Data can be positive or negative, resulting in bars above or
below the axis. The y-axis is autoscaled and the plot type is set to BAR.

When BARPLOT is executed from a program, the graphics display, which
shows the resultant plot, does not persist unless GRAPH, PVIEW (with

an empty list argument), or FREEZE is subsequently executed.

Related Commands: FREEZE, GRAPH, HISTPLOT, PVIEW,
SCATRPLOT, XCOL
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BAUD Baud Rate Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  Npayud -rate
  

Use: Specifies bit-transfer rate.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Legal n-values are 1200, 2400, 4800, and 9600 (default).

For more information, refer also to the reserved variable JOPAR (I/O
parameters) in appendix D of this manual.

Related Commands: CKSM, PARITY, TRANSIO
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BEEP Beep Command

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—   nfrequency Xduration

 

Use: Sounds a tone at n hertz for x seconds.

Affected by Flags: Error Beep (-56).

Remarks: The frequency of the tone is subject to the resolution of the
built-in tone generator. The maximum frequency is approximately 4400
Hz; the maximum duration is 1048.575 seconds. Arguments greater than
these maximum values default to the maxima.

Related Commands: HALT, INPUT, PROMPT, WAIT
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BESTFIT Best-Fitting Model Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—    

Use: Executes LR with each of the four curve fitting models, and selects
the modelyielding the largest correlation coefficient (absolute value).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The selected model is stored as the fifth parameterin the
reserved variable LPAR, and the associated regression coefficients,

intercept and slope, are stored as the third and fourth parameters,
respectively.

Related Commands: EXPFIT, LINFIT, LOGFIT, LR, PWRFIT
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BIN Binary Mode Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

—   
 

Use: Sclects binary base for binary integer operations. (The default base
is decimal.)

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through - 10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, -12).

Remarks: Binary integers require the prefix #. Binary integers entered
and returned in binary base automatically show the suffix b. If the
current base is not binary, then you can enter a binary number by ending
it with b. It will be displayed in the current base when it is entered.

The current base does not affect the internal representation of binary
integers as unsigned binary numbers.

Related Commands: DEC, HEX, OCT, STWS, RCWS
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BINS Sort Into Frequency Bins Command
 

Level 3 Level2 Levell — Level 2 Level 1
 

Xmmin Xwidth Npins - [[ nfreq bin1--- nfreq bin n ]] [ nfreq bin L nfreq bin R ]   

Use: Sorts the elements of the independent column (XCOL) of the
current statistics matrix (the reserved variable £¥DAT) into (Npins + 2)
bins, where the left edge of bin 1 starts at value X, and each bin has
width Xyigth-

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: BINSreturns to level 2 a matrix containing the frequency of
occurrences in each bin, and it returns to level 1 a 2-element vector

containing the frequency of occurrences outside the defined range of
x-values. The level-2 matrix can be stored into the reserved variable XDAT
if it is desired to plot a histogram of the bin data as a bar plot (for
example, by executing BARPLOT).

For each element x in £DAT, the nth bin count Nyeq pin n is incremented,

where:

X = Xmin
Nfreq binn = IP[ X ] +1

width

for Xpmin <X < Xmax, Where Xmax = Xmin + (Moins) Xwiatn)-

Example: Suppose the independent column of £DAT contains the data:

-
1 1 4 7 - [x

] 11 o1 2B 9538 5

The command sequence 1 2 5 EIHS returns the matrix
(L 51 C=21C5%1CLC271T¢LC 2 11tolevel?2and the vector

L 1 1 Jtolevell.
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The data has been sorted into 5 bins of width 2, starting at x-value 1 (and
ending at x-value 11). The first element of the matrix indicates that there
are Sx-values (2 1 1 1 2)inbin 1, where bin 1 starts at x-value 1 and
ends at X-value 2.99999999999. The vector indicates one occurrence of an

x-value less than xp,;, (9), and one occurrence of an x-value greater than

Xmax (13).

Related Commands: BARPLOT, XCOL
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BLANK Blank Graphics Object Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

#Nwicth #Mpeight — grobyank   

Use: Creates a blank graphics object of the specified width and height.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: —GROB, LCD—
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BOX Box Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

{#n,#m,} { #n,#m,} —

X1, ¥4) (X2, ¥o) - 
 

Use: Draws in PICT a box whose opposite corners are defined by the
specified pixel or user-unit coordinates.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: ARC, LINE, TLINE
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BUFLEN Buffer Length Command
 

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1
 

  — n 0/1
 

Use: Returns the number of characters in the HP 48’s serial input buffer
to level 2 and an indicator of the success of the data reception to level 1.

Affected by Flags: Nonc.

Remarks: The value returned to level 1is 1 if no framing, overrun, or

overflow errors have occurred in data reception; it is & if a framing error,
a UART overrun error, or an input-buffer overflow has occurred. (The
input buffer holds up to 255 bytes.) When a framing or overrun error
occurs, data reception ceases until the error is cleared (which BUFLEN
does); therefore, n represents the data received before the error.

Use ERRM to see which error has occurred when BUFLEN returns & to

level 1.

Related Commands: CLOSEIO, OPENIO, SBRK, SRECV, STIME,

XMIT
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BYTES Byte Size Command

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1

 

 

Obj - #nchecksum Xsize   
 

Use: Returns the number of bytes and the checksum for the given
object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the argument is a built-in object, then the size is 2.5 bytes
and the checksum is # &.

If the argument is a global name, then the size represents the name and
its contents, while the checksum represents the contents only. To figure
the size of the name alone, calculate (3.5 + 2 x n), where n is the number

of characters in the name..

Example: It is possible for objects that decompile identically to have
different byte sizes and checksums. Forinstance,

13
and

1 'R STO R £ +

both produce lists containing the number 1. However, in the first case the
list contains the built-in object 1 (for a size of 7.5 bytes), while in the
second case the list contains a RAM copy of 1 (for a size of 15.5 bytes).

Related Commands: MEM
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B—R Binary to Real Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

#n — n    

Use: Converts a binary integer to its floating-point equivalent.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through —10),
Binary Integer Base (—11, —12).

Remarks: If #n> # 1000000005558 (base 10), then only the 12
most significant decimal digits are preserved in the mantissa of the result.

Related Commands: R—B
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CASE CASE Conditional Structure Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

CASE —

THEN T/F —

END —

END —    
Use: Starts CASE...END conditional structure.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The CASE...END structure lets you execute a series of
cases (tests). The first test that returns a true result causes execution of
the corresponding true-clause, ending the CASE. . .END structure.
Optionally, you can include after the last test a default clause thatis
executed if all the tests evaluate to false.

The CASE...END structure has the syntax:

CARSE

test-clause; THEHtrue-clause; EHD:

test-clause, THEHtrue-clause, EHD:

test-clause, THEHtrue-clause, EHD
default-clause (optional)

EHD

When CASEis executed, test-clause,is evaluated. If the test is true,

true-clause, is executed, and execution skips to END.If test-clause;is
false, execution proceeds to test-clause,. Execution within the CASE
structure continues until a true clause is executed, or until all the test

clauses evaluate to false. Optionally, a default clause can be included. In
this case, the default clause is executed if all the test clauses evaluate to

false.

Related Commands: END, IF, IFERR, THEN
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CEIL Ceiling Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — n

X_unit — n_unit

'symb' — 'CEIL(symb)'  
 

Use: Returns the smallest integer greater than or equal to its argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Examples: 2.2 CEIL returns 4.

-Z.2 CEIL returns -=.

Related Commands: FLOOR, IP, RND, TRNC
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CENTR Center Command

Level 1 — Level 1

o y)

 

 

 
—

— 
 

Use: Adjusts the first two parameters in the reserved variable PPAR,
“Xmin » Ymin? and  Xmay , Ymax, SO that the point represented by the
argument ¢Xx,y> is the plot center.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The center pixel is in row 32, column 65 when PICT is its
default size (131 x 64).

If the argumentis a real number X, CENTR makes the point ©x, @3 the
plot center.

Related Commands: SCALE
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CF Clear Flag Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   nflag number
 

Use: Clears the specified user or system flag.

Affected by Flags: Nonc.

Remarks: User flags are numbered 1 through 64. System flags are
numbered -1 through —64. See appendix C, “Table of System Flags,” for
a listing of HP 48 system flags and their flag numbers.

Related Commands: FC?, FC?C, FS?, FS?C, SF
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%CH Percent Change Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — 100(y -x)/x
X 'symb' — '%CH(x,symb)'

'symb’ X — '%CH(symb,x)"

'symb,’ 'symb,,' — '%CH(symb,,symb,)'

X_unit y_unit — 100(y_unit—x_unit)/x_unit

X_unit 'symb' — '%CH(x_unit,symb)'

'symb' x_unit — '%CH(symb,x_unit)'   
Use: Returns the percent change from x (level 2) toy (level 1) as a
percentage of x.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: If both arguments are unit objects, the units must be
consistent with each other.

The dimensions of a unit object are dropped from the result, but units are
part of the calculation.

If you use simple temperature units, such as x_ ", the calculator assumes
the values represent temperatures and not differences in temperature.
(For compound temperature units, such as x_*°C.“rin, the calculator
assumes temperature units represent temperature differences.) For more
information on using temperature units with arithmetic functions,refer to
the keyword entry for +.

Examples: Evaluating 1_rm S88_crm %CH returns 458, because 500

cm represents an increase of 400% over 1 m.

Evaluating 1686 188_r *CH returns -24.82345856982 (in Standard
mode), because 100 radians represents a decrease of about 84% from 100.

Evaluating 188_k 158_K XCHreturns S8, However, 18G_°0C
SE_"C XCHreturns 1Z.3994372236, the equivalent of 272, 15_E

422.15_K XCH.

Related Commands: %, %T
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CHR Character Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

n — "string"    

Use: CHR returns a string representing the HP 48 character
corresponding to the character code n.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The character codes are an extension of ISO 8859/1. Codes
128 through 159 are unique to the HP 48.

The default character = is supplied for all character codes that are not
part of the normal HP 48 display character set.

Character code 0 is used for the special purpose of marking the end of the
command line. Attempting to edit a string containing this character causes
the error Can't Edit CHE(&@>

Related Commands: NUM, POS, REPL, SIZE, SUB
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CKSM Checksum Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

 Nchecksum -   

Use: Specifies the error-detection scheme.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Legal n-values are:

 

 

 

n-Value Meaning

1 1-digit arithmetic checksum

2 2-digit arithmetic checksum

3 3-digit cyclic redundancy check. The default
value.   

IR transmission should use a checksum of 3.

The CKSM specified is the error-detection scheme that will be requested
by KGET, PKT, or SEND.If the receiver disagrees with the request,
however, then 1-digit arithmetic checksum will be used.

For more information, refer also to the reserved variable JOPAR (I/O
parameters) in appendix D of this manual.

Related Commands: BAUD, PARITY, TRANSIO
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CLEAR Clear Command

Leveln... Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

obj,, ... obj, —  
 

Use: Removes all objects from the stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: You can recover a CLEARed stack by pressing
[€q] [LAST STACK] before executing any other operation. There is no
programmable command to recover the stack.

Related Commands: CLVAR, PURGE
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CLKADJ Adjust System Clock Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

X —   

Use: Adjusts the system time by x clock ticks, where 8192 clock ticks
equals 1 second.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Ifx is positive, X clock ticks are added to the system time. Ifx
is negative, X clock ticks are subtracted from the system time.

Example: -28426 CLEAD.Jdecrements the system time by 2.5
seconds.

Related Commands: —TIME
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CLLCD Clear LCD Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  
 

Use: Clears (blanks) the stack display.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The menu labels continue to be displayed after execution of
CLLCD.

When executed from a program, the blank display persists only until the
keyboard is ready for input. To cause the blank display to persist until a
key is pressed, execute FREEZE after executing CLLCD. (When
executed from the keyboard, CLLCD automatically freezes the display.)

Example: Evaluating #« CLLCD 7 FREEZE * blanks the display
(except the menu labels) and then freezes the entire display.

Related Commands: DISP, FREEZE
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CLOSEIO Close 1/0 Port Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—    

Use: Closes the serial port and the IR port, saving power. Also clears
the input buffer and any error messages for KERRM.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the HP 48 turns off,it automatically closes the serial
and IR ports, but does not clear KERRM. Therefore, CLOSEIO is not
needed to close the ports unless the calculator has been set to not time
out automatically.

Executing HP 48 Kermit protocol commands automatically clears the
input buffer; however, executing non-Kermit commands (such as SRECV
and XMIT) does not.

CLOSEIO also clears error messages from KERRM. This can be useful
when debugging.

Related Commands: BUFLEN, OPENIO
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CLY Clear Sigma Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

—   
 

Use: Purges the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable LDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: RCLY, STOL, X+, X-
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CLUSR Clear Variables Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  —
 

Providedfor compatibility with the HP 28. CLUSR is the same as CLVAR.

See CLVAR.
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CLVAR Clear Variables Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Purges all the variables and empty subdirectories in the current
directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: CLUSR, PGDIR, PURGE
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CNRM Column Norm Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  [array ] - Xcolumn norm
 

Use: Returns the column norm (one-norm) ofits array argument.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The column norm is the maximum value (over all columns)
of the sums of the absolute values of all elements in a column. For a

vector, the column norm is the sum of the absolute values of all of the

elements.

For complex arrays, the absolute value of a given element(x, y) is

Vx? + y*.

Related Commands: CROSS, DET, DOT, RNRM
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COLCT Collect Like Terms Command
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

‘'symb,' — 'symb,'

X — X

0 y) — 0 y)  
 

Use: Simplifies an algebraic expression or equation by “collecting” like
terms.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: COLCT operates separately on the two sides of an equation,
so that like terms on opposite sides of the equation are not combined.

Examples: '&+EXPC182' COLCT returns 2. 71528122846,

'S+:+3" COLCT returns ' 14+,

"HEl_m+E#2_cr' COLCT returns ' C189_cmix',

PReZeATCOLCT returns "S5 0T+Z2#Y21,

"HE+SxA+Y+Y ' COLCT returns 'dxil+2%Y ",

Related Commands: EXPAN, ISOL, QUAD, SHOW
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COLXY Sigma Columns Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  Xxcol xycol
 

Use: Specifies the independent-variable and dependent-variable
columns ofthe currentstatistics matrix (the reserved variable £¥DAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: COLYX combines the functionality of XCOL and YCOL. It is
included in the HP 48 for compatibility with the HP 28S. It does not
appear in a menu.

The independent-variable column number X,is stored as the first
parameter in the reserved variable ZP4R. The default independent-
variable column numberis 1. The dependent-variable column number
Xycol 18 stored as the second parameter in XPAR. The default dependent-
variable column numberis 2.

COLX accepts non-integer real numbers, storing them in LPAR, but
subsequent commands that utilize these two parameters in LPAR will
cause an error.

Example: 2z 5 COLE sets column 2 in EDAT as the independent-
variable column, sets column 5 as the dependent-variable column, and
stores 2 and 5 as the first and second elements in XPAR.

Related Commands: BARPLOT, BESTFIT, CORR, COV, EXPFIT,

HISTPLOT, LINFIT, LOGFIT, LR, PREDX, PREDY, PWRFIT,

SCATRPLOT, XCOL, YCOL
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COMB Combinations Function

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

n m — Cnm

‘symb,,' m — 'COMB(symb,,, m)'

n ‘'symb,' — ‘COMB(n, symb,,, )’

‘symb,' 'symb,' — 'COMB(symb,,, symb,, )"  
Use: Returns the number of combinations of n items taken m at a time.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The calculation formula is:

n!
Cnm =N

’ m!(n -m)!

The arguments n and m must each be less than 102,

Related Commands: PERM,!
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CON Constant Array Command
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

{ Neolumns } Zconstant - [ vector,constant ]

{ Nrows Meolumns } Zconstant - [[ matrixconstam ]]

[ R-array ] Xconstant — [ R-arrayconstant |

[ C-aray ] Zconstant - [ C-arrayonsiant |

‘name’ Zeonstant —  
 

Use: Returns a constant array— an array whose elements all have the
same value.

Affected by Flags: None

Remarks: The constant value is a real or complex number taken from
level 1. The resulting arrayis either a new array, or an existing array with
its elements replaced by the constant, according to the object in level 2.

m Creating a new array: If level 2 containsa list of one or two integers,
a new array is returned to level 1. If the list contains a single integer
Neoumns » @ constant vector with n elements is returned to level 1. If
the list contains two integers Nyous and Meoumns , @ constant matrix

with n rows and m columnsis returned to the stack.

m Replacing the elements of an existing array: If level 2 contains an
array, an array of the same dimensions is returned, with each element
equal to the constant. If the constant is a complex number, the
original array must also be complex.

If level 2 contains a name, the name must identify a variable that
contains an array. In this case, the elements of the array are replaced
by the constant. If the constant is a complex number, the original
array must also be complex.

Examples: { 2 2 » & COH returns the matrix
([ & & 1l & & 11

[ ¢2y42 7,92 1 2 COH returns the complex vector

[ 2,82 03,82 1.

Related Commands: IDN
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CONIC Conic Plot Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Sets the plot type to CONIC.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is CONIC, the DRAW command plots
the current equation as a second order polynomial of two real variables.
The current equation is specified in the reserved variable EQ. The
plotting parameters are specified in the reserved variable PPAR, which
has the form:

“Xmin » Ymin * “Xmax » Ymax * indep res axes ptype depend =

For plot type CONIC, the elements of PPAR are used as follows:

B “Xmin, Ymin? 1S @ complex number specifying the lower left corner of
PICT(thelower left corner of the display range). The default value is
(=K, .10,

B (Xpmax , Ymax” 18 a complex number specifying the upper right corner
of PICT (theuppernght corner of the display range). The default
valueis C5.5,3.20.

m indep is a name specifying the independent variable; or a list
containing such a name and two numbers specifying the minimum
and maximum values for the independent variable (the plotting
range). The default value of indep is X.

m res is a real number specifying the interval, in user-unit coordinates,
between plotted values of the independent variable; or a binary
integer specifying the interval in pixels. The default value is &, which
specifies an interval of 1 pixel.

m axes is a complex number specifying the user-unit coordinates of the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes; or a list containing
such a number and two strings specifying labels for the horizontal and
vertical axes. The default value is « &, @5,

m ptype is a command name specifying the plot type. Executing the
command CONIC places the command name CONIC in PPAR.

m depend is a name specifying a label for the vertical axis. The default
value 1s Y.
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...CONIC

The current equation is used to define a pair of functions of the
independent variable. These functions are derived from the second-order
Taylor’s approximation to the current equation. The minimum and
maximum values of the independent variable (the plotting range) can be
specified in indep; otherwise, the values in  Xpyin , Ymin? and
Xmax » Ymax~ (the display range) are used. Lines are drawn between
plotted points unless flag —31 is set.

See “Conic Sections” in chapter 19 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manualfor
examples using the CONIC plot type.

Related Commands: BAR, FUNCTION, HISTOGRAM,

PARAMETRIC, POLAR, SCATTER, TRUTH
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CONJ Conjugate Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

X — X

x y) — & -y)
[ R-array ] — [ R-array ]

[ C-amay, ] - [Camay,]

'symb' — 'CONJ(symb)'

 

Use: Conjugates a complex number or a complex array.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: Conjugation is the negation (sign reversal) of the imaginary
part of a complex number. For real numbers and realarrays, the
conjugate is identical to the original argument.

Example: [ (3,4> (7,2» 1 COHJ returns

C ':E:_l-q':' L.I!— » .

s

—

Related Commands: ABS, IM, RE, SCONJ, SIGN
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CONT Continue Program Execution Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

 —  

Use: Resumes execution of a halted program.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Since CONT is a command, it can be assigned to a key or to
a custom menu.

Example: The program

# "Emter A, press O COWT " O COWMT 3 MEHU FROMFT =

displays a prompt message, builds a menu with the CONT command
assigned to the first menu key, and halts the program for data input.
After entering data, pressing COHT resumes program execution. (Note
that pressing [\q](CONT] is equivalent to pressing COHT .)

Related Commands: HALT, KILL, PROMPT
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CONVERT Convert Units Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

  X1 _Un'tssource X2 _Unftstargd — X3 _Un,tsta,gd

 

Use: Converts a source unit object to the dimensions of a target unit.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The source and target units must be compatible. The
number part X, of the target unit object is ignored.

Related Commands: UBASE, UFACT, —UNIT, UVAL
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CORR Correlation Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

— Xcorrelation   

Use: Returns the correlation coefficient of the independent and
dependent data columns in the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable
BDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The columns are specified by the first two elements in the
reserved variable LPAR, set by XCOL and YCOL, respectively. If XPAR
does not exist, CORR creates it and sets the elements to their default

values (1 and 2).

The correlation is computed from the following formula:

n

z (xifll - -x—;].) (xin, - x_flg)

i=1

n n

E (xinx - xnl )2 .E (xiflz - xfl2)2

i=1 i=1

 
 

where x;,is the ith coordinate value in column ny, X;,, is the ith

coordinate value in the column n, , X,is the mean ofthe data in column

ny, X, is the mean of the data in column n, , and n is the number of data

points.

Related Commands: COV, COLL, PREDX, PREDY, XCOL,

YCOL
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COS Cosine Analytic
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — cos z

‘symb' — 'COS(symb)'

x_unitangular — cos (x_unitangula,)  
 

Use: Returns the cosine of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3), Angle Mode (-17, —18).

Remarks: For real arguments, the current angle mode determines the
number’s interpretation as an angle, unless the angular units are specified.

For complex arguments,

cos (x +iy)=cosx coshy - isinx sinhy

If the argument for COSis a unit object, then the specified angular unit

overrides the angle mode to determine the result. Integration and
differentiation, on the other hand, always observe the angle mode.

Therefore, to correctly integrate or differentiate expressions containing
COS with a unit object, the angle mode must be set to Radians (since this
is a “neutral” mode).

Related Commands: ACOS, SIN, TAN
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COSH Hyperbolic Cosine Analytic

Level 1 — Level 1

z — cosh z

‘symb' — 'COSH(symb)'   
Use: Returns the hyperbolic cosine of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: For complex arguments,

cosh (x +iy )=coshx cosy + isinhx siny

Related Commands: ACOSH, SINH, TANH
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Ccov Covariance Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

- Xcovariance  
 

Use: Returns the sample covariance of the independent and dependent
data columns in the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable XDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The columns are specified by the first two elements in
reserved variable ¥PAR, set by XCOL and YCOL respectively. If XPAR
does not exist, COV createsit and sets the elements to their default values
(1 and 2).

The covariance is calculated from the following formula:

1 7 — —
n -1 'El (xinl - xnl) (xin, - xn,)

1=

 

where X;,is the ith coordinate value in column ny , X;,, is ith coordinate

value in the column n, , X,is the mean of the data in column ny , x,,is

the mean of the data in column n, , and n is the number of data points.

Related Commands: CORR, COLY, PREDX, PREDY, XCOL,

YCOL
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CR Carriage Right Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   

Use: Prints the contents, if any, of the printer buffer.

Affected by Flags: Double-Spaced Printing (—37), Printing Device
(=34),1/0 Device (-33).

If flag —34 is set (printer output directed to the serial port), flag —33 must
be clear.

Remarks: In the case of the HP 82240B Infrared Printer (flag —34
clear), CR leaves the printhead on the right end of the just printed line.

In the case of printing to the serial port (flag —34 set), CR sends to the
printer a string that encodes the line termination method. The default
termination method is carriage-return/linefeed. The string is the fourth
parameter in the reserved variable PRTPAR. See appendix D, “Reserved
Variables,” for more information about PRTPAR.

Related Commands: DELAY, OLDPRT, PRLCD, PRST, PRSTC,

PRVAR, PR1
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CRDIR Create Directory Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

‘global' —    

Use: Creates an empty subdirectory with the specified name within the
current directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Executing CRDIR doesn’t change the current directory; you
must evaluate the name of the new subdirectory to make it the current
directory.

Related Commands: HOME, PATH, PGDIR, UPDIR
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CROSS Cross Product Command

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

[vectorA] [ vector B ] — [vector A xB ]  
 

Use: CROSS returns the cross product C = A x B of the vectors
[a; a,a;] and [by b, b31, where:

¢y = axbs — azb,

€2 = aszhy — ab3
c3 = a1b, — azb,

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The arguments must be two-element or three-element
vectors, and can be one of each. (The HP 48 automatically converts a
two-element argument [ d; d, 1 to a three-element argument

[didyd 1)

Related Commands: CNRM, DET, DOT, RNRM
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C-PX Complex to Pixel Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  o y) — { #n #m}
 

Use: Converts the specified user-unit coordinates to pixel coordinates.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The user-unit coordinates are derived from the (Xmin » Ymin)
and (Xmax » Ymax) parameters in the reserved variable PPAR.

Related Commands: PX—C
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C—R Complex to Real Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1

o y) — X y

[ C-array ] — [ R-array, ] [ R-array, |   
Use: Separates the real and imaginary parts of a complex number or a
complex array.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The result in level 2 representsthe real part of the complex
argument. The result in level 1 represents the imaginary part of the
complex argument.

Related Commands: R—C, RE, IM
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DATE Date Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

— date   
 

Use: Returns the system date to level 1.

Affected by Flags: Date Format (-42).

Example: If the current date is May 21, 1990, if flag —42 is clear, and if

the display mode is Standard, D'ATE returns 5. 21199, (The trailing
zeros are dropped.)

Related Commands: DATE+, DDAYS, TIME, TSTR
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—DATE Set Date Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

date —   

Use: Sets the system date to date.

Affected by Flags: Date Format (-42).

Remarks: date has the form MM.DDYYYY or DD.MMYYYY, depending
on the state of flag —42. MM is month, DD is day, and YYYY is year. If
YYYY is not supplied, the current specification for the year is used. The
range of allowable datesis January 1, 1989 to December 31, 2088.

Example: If flag —42 is set and the current system year is 1993, then
15.85 +DATE sets the system date as June 16, 1993.

ated Commands: —TIME
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DATE+ New Date Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

 date, Xdays — date., 
 

Use: Returns a past or future date, given date, in level 2 and the
number of days Xgays in level 1.

Affected by Flags: Date Format (-42).

Remarks: If x4,is negative, DATE+ calculates a past date.

Related Commands: DATE, DDAYS
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DDAYS Delta Days Command

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

date, date, — Xdays   

Use: Returns the number of days between date, and date,.

Affected by Flags: Date Format (-42).

Remarks: If the level 2 date is chronologically later than the level 1
date, the result is negative.

Related Commands: DATE, DATE +
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DEC Decimal Mode Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—  
 

Use: Selects decimal base for binary integer operations. (The default
base is decimal.)

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, —12).

Remarks: Binary integers require the prefix #. Binary integers entered
and returned in decimal base automatically show the suffix d. If the
current base is not decimal, then you can enter a decimal number by
ending it with d. It will be displayed in the current base when it is
entered.

The current base does not affect the internal representation of binary
integers as unsigned binary numbers.

Related Commands: BIN, HEX, OCT, STWS, RCWS
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DECR Decrement Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

1

name - Xdecrement 
 

Use: Decrements by 1 the value of the real number in name, storing the
new value Xgecrement back into name and returning Xgecrement t0 level 1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The contents of name must be a real number.

Example: If 25,7 isstoredinA4, 'A' DECE returns 34.7.

Related Commands: INCR
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DEFINE Define Variable or Function Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

'name =expression' —

‘name(name,... name,) =expression(name,... name,)' —    
Use: Stores the expression on the right side of the = in the variable
specified on the left side, or creates a user-defined function.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (—3).

For arguments of the form 'name=expression', if flag -3 is set,
expression will be evaluated to a number before it is stored in name. (If
expression contains a formal variable, DEFINE will error if flag -3 is
set.)

Remarks: If the left side of the equation is name only, DEFINE stores
expression in the variable name.

If the left side of the equation is name followed by parenthetical
arguments name; ... name,, DEFINE creates a user-defined function
and stores it in the variable name.

Examples: 'A=Z#:' DEFIHE stores 'Z+:' in variable 4.

"HOK, Y a=2%5+3-% " DEFIME creates a user-defined function A. The

contents of4 is the program « + X % 'Z#H+3-%"

Related Commands: STO
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DEG Degrees Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Sets Degrees angle mode.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: DEG clears flags —17 and —18. It clears the FAD and
GFAD annunciators.

In Degrees angle mode, real-number arguments that represent angles are
interpreted as degrees, and real-number results that represent angles are
expressed in degrees.

Related Commands: GRAD, RAD
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DELALARM Delete Alarm Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

 Nindex -   

Use: Decletes the alarm specified by njpgex.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If nje is 0, all alarms in the system alarm list are deleted.

Related Commands: FINDALARM, RCLALARM, STOALARM
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DELAY Delay Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

Xdelay -   
 

Use: Specifies how many seconds the HP 48 waits between sending lines
of information to the printer.

Affected by Flags: Printing Device (—34) and I/O Device (-33).

Setting flag —34 directs printer output to the serial port. In this case, flag
-33 must be clear.

If flag —34 is set and transmit pacing is enabled (non-zero) in reserved
variable JOPAR, then XON/XOFF handshaking controls data
transmission and the delay setting has no effect. (See “The IOPAR
Variable”in chapter 33 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual for more
information about the transmit pacing parameter in JOPAR.)

Remarks: X;qay specifies the delay time in seconds. The default delay is
1.8 seconds. The maximum delay is 6.9 seconds. (The sign of Xgejqy is
ignored, so —4 [DELAY is equivalent to 4 DELAY.)

The delay setting is the first parameter in the reserved variable PRTPAR.
See appendix D, “Reserved Variables,” for more information about
PRTPAR.

A shorter delay setting can be useful when the HP 48 sends multiple lines
of information to your printer (for example, when printing a program). To
optimize printing efficiency, set the delay just longer than the time the
printhead requires to print one line of information.

If you set the delay shorter than the time to print one line, you may lose
information. Also, as the batteries in the printer lose their charge, the
printhead slows down, and, if you have previously decreased the delay, you
may have to increaseit to avoid losing information. (Battery discharge will
not cause the printhead to slow to more than the 1.8 second default delay
setting.)

Related Commands: CR, OLDPRT, PRLCD, PRST, PRSTC,

PRVAR, PR1
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DELKEYS Delete Key Assignments Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

Xey —

{ Xkey1 -+ Xkeyn } -
0 —

ISI —    
Use: Clears the user-defined assignmentsof the key(s) Xyey, Which is
specified as rc.p.

Affected by Flags: User-Mode Lock (-61) and User Mode (-62)
affect the status of the user keyboard.

Remarks: The argument X, is a real numberrc.p specifying the key by
its row number,its column number, and its plane (shift). For a definition
of plane, see ASN.

Specifying @ for Xyey clears all user key assignments and restores the
standard key assignments.

Specifying S as the argument for DELKEYS suppresses all standard key
assignments on the user keyboard. This makes keys without user key
assignments inactive on the user keyboard. (You can make exceptions
using ASN or restore them all using STOKEYS.) If you find yourself
stuck in User mode—probably with a “locked” keyboard—because you
have reassigned or suppressed the keys necessary to cancel User mode, do
a system halt (“warm start”): press and hold and the C key
simultaneously, releasing the C keyfirst. This cancels User mode.

Deleted user key assignmentsstill take up from 2.5 to 15 bytes of memory
each. You can free this memory by packing your user key assignments by
executing RCLEEYS @ DELKEYS STOEEYS.

Related Commands: ASN, RCLKEYS, STOKEYS
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DEPND Dependent Variable Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 l Level 1
 

'global'

{ global }

{ global ygar Yena }

{ Ystart Yena }

Ystart Yend I   
Use: Specifies the dependent variable and/or its plotting range.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The specification for the dependent variable name andits
plotting range is stored as the seventh parameter in the reserved variable
PPAR. If the argument to DEPND is a:

m Global variable name, that name replaces the dependent variable
entry in PPAR.

m List containing a global name, that name replaces the dependent
variable name but leaves unchanged any existing plotting range.

m List containing a global name and two real numbers, that list replaces
the dependent variable entry.

m List containing two real numbers, or two real numbers from levels 1
and 2, those two numbers specify a new plotting range, leaving the
dependent variable name unchanged. (LASTARG returns a list, even
if the two numbers were entered separately.)

The default entry is Y.

The plotting range for the dependent variable is meaningful only for plot
type TRUTH, where it restricts the region for which the equation is
tested.

Related Commands: INDEP
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DEPTH Depth Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  
 

Use: Returns a real number n representing the number of objects
present on the stack (before DEPTH was executed).

Affected by Flags: None.
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DET Determinant Command

Level 1 — Level 1

[[ matrix ]] - xdeterminant  
 

Use: Returns the determinant of the argument matrix.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The argument matrix must be square.

Related Commands: CNRM, CROSS, DOT, RNRM
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DETACH Detach Library Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

Niibrary -

‘Moot Miibrary —   
 

Use: Detaches the library with the specified number from the current
directory. Each library has a unique number. If a port numberis
specified,it is ignored.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: A RAM-based library object attached to the HOME
directory must be detached before it can be purged, whereas a library
attached to any other directory does not. Also, a library object attached to
a non-HOME directory is automatically detached (without using
DETACH) whenever a new library object is attached there.

Related Commands: ATTACH, LIBS, PURGE
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DISP Display Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

obj n —    

Use: Displays obj in the nth displayline.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: n <1 indicates the top line of the display; n > 7 indicates the
bottom line.

To facilitate the display of messages, strings are displayed without the
surrounding " " delimiters. All other objects are displayed in the same
form as would be used if the object were in level 1 in the multi-line display
format. If the object display requires more than one display line, the
display startsin line n, and continues down the display either to the end of
the object or the bottom of the display.

The object displayed by DISP persists in the display only until the
keyboard is ready for input. The FREEZE command can be used to cause
the object to persist in the display until a key is pressed.

Example: The program

& "EMTER Data Mow" 1 DISF 7 FREEZE HALT »

displays EMTER [ata How at the top of the display, “freezes” the entire
display, and halts.

Related Commands: FREEZE, HALT, INPUT, PROMPT
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DO DO Indefinite Loop Structure Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

DO —

UNTIL —

END T/F —   
Use: Starts DO...UNTIL.. .END indefinite loop structure.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: DO...UNTIL...END executes a loop repeatedly until a test
returns a true (non-zero) result. Since the test clause is executed after the
loop clause, the loop is always executed at least once. The syntax is:

00 loop-clause UMTIL test-clause EMD

DO starts execution of the loop clause. UNTIL ends the loop clause and
begins the test clause. The test clause must return a test result to the
stack. END removes the test result from the stack. If its value is zero, the

loop clause is executed again; otherwise, execution resumes following
END.

Related Commands: END, UNTIL, WHILE
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DOERR Do Error Command
 

 
Level 1 — Level 1

nefror e

#nerror -

“OITOI" _’

0 —   
Use: Executes a “user-specified” error, causing a program to behave
exactly as if a normal error had occurred during program execution.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: DOERR causes a program to behave exactly as if a normal
error has occurred during program execution. The error message
depends on the argument provided to DOERR:

B Ngror O #Nepror display the corresponding built-in error message. See
appendix A, “Table of Error and Status Messages,” for a complete
listing of HP 48 error messages and their numbers.

m "error" displays the contents of the string. (A subsequent execution
of ERRM returns "error". ERRN returns # 7@@aah.)

m & abandons program execution without displaying a message— &
DOERR is equivalent to pressing [ATTN].

See “User-Defined Errors” in chapter 30 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual
for a program example using DOERR.

Related Commands: ERRM, ERRN, ERR(
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DOT Dot Product Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

[array A ] [aray B ] — X  
 

Use: Returns the dot product A-B of two arrays A and B,calculated as
the sum of the products of the corresponding elements of the two arrays.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Both arrays must have the same dimensions.

Some authorities define the dot product of two complex arrays as the sum
of the products of the conjugated elements of one array with their
corresponding elements from the other array. The HP 48 uses the
ordinary products without conjugation. If you prefer the alternate
definition, apply CONIJ to one or both arrays before using DOT.

Example: [ 1 2 2 1 [ 4 5 & 1 DOTreturns 22 (by calculating
1x4+2x5+3x%6).

Related Commands: CNRM, CROSS, DET, RNRM
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DRAW Draw Plot Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—    

Use: Plots the mathematical data in the reserved variable EQ or the

statistical data in the reserved variable £¥DAT, using the specified x- and
y-axis display ranges.

Affected by Flags: -30 (Function Plotting), —31 (Curve Filling).

Remarks: The plot type determinesif the data in the reserved variable
EQ or the data in the reserved variable £DAT is plotted. DRAW does
not erase PICT before plotting— execute ERASE to do so. When
executed from a program, DRAW does not draw axes— execute DRAX
to do so.

When DRAW is executed from a program, the graphics display, which
shows the resultant plot, does not persist unless GRAPH, PVIEW (with
an empty list argument), or FREEZE is subsequently executed.

Related Commands: AUTO, AXES, DRAX, ERASE, FREEZE,

GRAPH, LABEL, PVIEW
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DRAX DrawAxes Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—    

Use: Draws axes in PICT.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Tick marks are placed on both axes at every tenth pixel from
the axes intersection. The coordinates of the axes intersection are
specified by AXES. DRAX does not draw axes labels —execute LABEL

to do so.

Related Commands: AXES, DRAW, LABEL
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DROP Drop Object Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  obj —
 

Use: Removes the level 1 object from the stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: CLEAR, DROPN, DROP2
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DROPN Drop n Objects Command
 

Level n+1 ... Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

  obj, ... obj, n —
 

Use: Removes the first n + 1 objects from the stack (the first n objects
excluding the integer n itself).

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: CLEAR, DROP, DROP2
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DROP2 Drop 2 Objects Command

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj, obj, -  
 

Use: Removes the first two objects from the stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: CLEAR, DROP, DROPN
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DTAG Delete Tag Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 :tag:obj — obj 
 

Use: DTAG removesall tags (labels) from an object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The leading colon is not shown for readability when the
tagged objectis on the stack.

DTAG has no effect on an untagged object.

Related Commands: LIST—, -TAG
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DUP Duplicate Object Command
 

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1
 

  obj — obj obj
 

Use: DUP returns a copy to level 1 of the object in level 1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: DUPN, DUP2, PICK
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DUPN Duplicate n Objects Command
 

Level n+1..Level 2 Level 1 — Level 2n..Level n+1 Level n..Level 1
 

  obj, ... obj, n — obj,, ... obj, obj, ... obj,
 

Use: Takes an integer n from level 1 ofthe stack, and returns copies of
the objects in stack levels 2 through n + 1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: DUP, DUP2, PICK
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DUP2 Duplicate 2 Objects Command
 

Level 2 Level1 — Level 4 Level 3 Level2 Level1l

 

obj, obj, - objy obj, objy obj,    

Use: DUP2 returns copies of the objects in levels 1 and 2 ofthe stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: DUP, DUPN, PICK
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D-R Degrees to Radians Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — (x/180) x

'symb’ — 'D—R(symb)’    
Use: Converts a real number representing an angle in degreesto its
equivalent in radians.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: This function operates independently of the angle mode.

Related Commands R—D
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e e Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

— le|

— 2.71828182846  
 

Use: Returns the symbolic constant e or its numerical representation,
2.71828182846.

Affected by Flags: Symbolic Constants (—2), Numerical Results

(-3).

When evaluated, e returns its numerical representation if either flag —2 or
flag -3 is set; otherwise, e returns its symbolic representation.

Remarks: The number returned for = is the closest approximation of
the constant e to 12-digit accuracy. For exponentiation, use the expression
'EXFsy rather than '=""'| since the function EXP uses a special
algorithm to compute the exponential to greater accuracy.

Related Commands: EXP, EXPM,i, LN, LNP1, MAXR, MINR, =
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ELSE Else Command

See the IF and IFERR keyword entries for syntax information.

 

Use: Starts false clause in conditional or error-trapping structure. See
the IF and IFERR keyword entries for more information.

Related Commands: IF, IFERR, THEN, END
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END End Program Structure Command

See the IF, CASE, IFERR, DO, and WHILE keyword entries for syntax information.

 

Use: Ends conditional, error-trapping, and indefinite loop structures.
See the IF, CASE, IFERR, DO, and WHILE keyword entries for more

information.

Related Commands: IF, CASE, IFERR, THEN, ELSE, DO,
UNTIL, WHILE, REPEAT
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ENG Engineering Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

n —    

Use: Sets the number display format to Engineering mode, which
displays one to three digits to the left of the radix mark and an exponent
that is a multiple of three. The total number ofsignificant digits displayed
isn + 1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Enginecering mode uses n + 1 significant digits, where
0 <n <11. (Values for n outside this range are rounded up or down.) A
number is displayed or printed as

(sign) mantissa E (sign) exponent

where the mantissa is of the form (nn)n.(n...) (with up to 12 digits total)
and the exponent has one to three digits.

A number with an exponent of —499 is displayed automatically in
Scientific mode.

Example: The number 103.6 in Engineering mode with five significant
digits (n=4) would appear as 1&3. ¢HEA. This same number with one
significant digit (n=0) would appear as 164.E3.

Related Commands: FIX, SCI, STD
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EQ- Equationto Stack Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1

'symb,=symb,' — 'symb,’ 'symb,’

z — z 0

'name’ — ‘name' 0

X_unit — X_unit 0

'symb' — ‘symb' 0    
Use: EQ— separates an equation into its left and right sides.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the argumentis an expression, thenit is treated as an
equation whose right side equals zero.

Related Commands: ARRY—, DTAG, LIST—, OBJ—, STR—
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ERASE Erase PICT Command

Level 1 — Level 1
 

 

—  
 

Use: Erases PICT, leaving a blank PICT of the same dimensions.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: DRAW
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ERRM Error Message Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

— "error"    

Use: Returns a string containing the error message of the most recent
calculator error.

Affected by Flags: Nonec.

Remarks: Sce appendix A, “Table of Error and Status Messages,” for a
complete listing of HP 48 error messages and their numbers.

ERRM does return the string for an error generated by DOERR.If the
argument to DOERR was &, the string returned by ERRM is empty.

Example: The program = IFERE + THEH ERREM EHL *returns
"BEad Argument Tups" to level 1if improper arguments (for example,
a complex number and a binary integer) are in levels 1 and 2.

Also see the program example under “The
IFERR...THEN.. .ELSE...END Structure” in chapter 30 of the HP 48
Owner’s Manual.

Related Commands: DOERR, ERRN, ERR(
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ERRN Error Number Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  - #Norror
 

Use: Returns the error number of the most recent calculator error.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: See appendix A, “Table of Error and Status Messages,” for a
complete listing of HP 48 error messages and their numbers.

If the most recent error was generated by DOERR with a string
argument, ERRN returns # 7@@@6h. If the most recent error was
generated by DOERR with a binary integer argument, ERRN returns
that binary integer. (If the most recent error was generated by DOERR
with a real number argument, ERRN returns the binary integer
conversion of the real number.)

Example: The program # IFERE + THEWM ERRHM EMD * returns
# 262hto level 1 if improper arguments (for, example, a complex
number and a binary integer) are in levels 1 and 2.

Related Commands: DOERR, ERRM, ERR(
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ERRO Clear Last Error Number Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 
—  
 

Use: Clears the last error number so that a subsequent execution of
ERRN returns # Bh. Also clears the last error message.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: DOERR,ERRM, ERRN
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EVAL Evaluate Object Command

Level 1 — Level 1

obj — It depends!  
 

Use: Evaluates the object. The effect of evaluation depends on the
object type:

 

Obj. Type Effect of Evaluation
 

Local Name Recalls the contents of the variable.

 

Global Name Calls the contents of the variable:

m A name is evaluated.

m A program is evaluated.

m A directory becomes the current directory.

m Other objects are put on the stack.

If no variable exists for a given name, evaluating
the name returns the name to the stack.

 

Program Enters each object in the program:

m Names are evaluated (unless quoted).

m Commands are evaluated.

m Other objects are put on the stack.

 

List  Enters each object in the list:

m Names are evaluated.

m Commands are evaluated.

m Other objects are put on the stack.

m Exception: programs are evaluated.  
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... EVAL

 

 

(continued)

Obj. Type Effect of Evaluation

Tagged If the tag specifies a port, recalls and evaluates
the specified object. Otherwise, puts the untagged
object on the stack.

 

Algebraic Enters each object in the algebraic:

m Names are evaluated.

m Commands are evaluated.

m Other objects are put on the stack.

 

Command, Evaluates the specified object.
Function, XLIB
Name
  Other Objects Puts the object on the stack.  
 

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: To evaluate a symbolic argument to a numerical result,
evaluate the argument in Numerical Result mode (flag —3 set) or execute
—NUM on that function.

Related Commands: —NUM, SYSEVAL
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EXP Exponential Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — e?

'symb’ — 'EXP(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the exponential, or natural antilogarithm; that is, e raised

to the given power.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: EXP uses a special algorithm to compute a more accurate
result for the exponential than can be obtained by using =".

For complex arguments,

e*Y) = e*cosy + i e*siny

Related Commands: ALOG, EXPM, LN, LOG
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EXPAN Expand Products Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

'symb,' — 'symb,,'

X — X

x y) — & ¥)   
 

Use: Rewrites an algebraic expression or equation by expanding
products and powers.

Affected by Flags: None.

Examples: 'A*(E+C>' EXFAH returns 'A*E+A*C'.

'ACE+CD ! EXPAM returns 'ACE#ACC.

'aeS' EXPAM returns UHER4

POA+Y2 EXPAM returns RCZHZERETHVCD

Related Commands: COLCT, ISOL, QUAD, SHOW
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EXPFIT Exponential Curve Fit Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Stores its name as the fifth parameterin the reserved variable
LPAR, indicating that subsequent executions of LR are to use the
exponential curve fitting model.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: LINFIT is the default specification in ZPAR.

Related Commands: LR, LINFIT, LOGFIT, PWRFIT, BESTFIT
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EXPM Exponential Minus 1 Analytic
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — eX-1

'symb' — 'EXPM(symb)' 
 

Use: Returnse® — 1.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: For values ofx close to zero, 'EXFM{Xx>' returns a more

accurate result than does 'ExFix3-1"'. (Using EXPM allows both the
argument and the result to be near zero, and it avoids an intermediate
result near 1. The calculator can express numbers within 10~*? of zero,
but within only 10~of 1.)

Related Commands: EXP, LNP1
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FACT Factorial (Gamma) Function

Level 1 — Level 1

n — n!

X — I'(x+17)

'symb' — 'FACT(symb)'  
 

Providedfor compatibility with the HP 28. FACTis the same as !. See !.
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FC? Flag Clear? Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

  nflag number - 0/ 1

 

Use: Tests whether the system or user flag specified by Ngag numper 1
clear, and returns a corresponding test result: 1 (true) if the flag is clear
or a (false) if the flag is set.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: CF, FC?C, FS?, FS?C, SF
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FC?C Flag Clear? Clear Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

  Ntlag number —+ 0/1
 

Use: Tests whether the system or user flag specified by Nfjag number 1
clear, and returns a corresponding test result: 1 (true) if the flag is clear
or & (false) if the flag is set. Then clears the flag.

Affected by Flags: None.

Example: If flag —44 is set, —44 FC7?C returns & to level 1 and clears
flag —44.

Related Commands: CF, FC?, FS?, FS?C, SF
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FINDALARM Find Alarm Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

date — Nindex

{ date time } — Nindex

0 - Mindex    
Use: Returns the alarm index nj,qex Of the first alarm due after the

specified time.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the level 1 argument is a real number date, FINDALARM
returns the index ofthe first alarm due after 12:00 AM on that date. If the
argumentis a list  date time it returns the index of the first alarm
due after that date and time. If the argument is the real number @,
FINDALARM returns the first past-due alarm.

For any ofthe three arguments, FINDALARM returns #if no alarm is
found.

Related Commands: DELALARM, RCLALARM, STOALARM
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FINISH Finish Server Mode Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Terminates Kermit Server mode in a device connected to an

HP 48.

Affected by Flags: 1/0 Device flag (-33), I/O Messages (—39).

Remarks: FINISH is used by a local Kermit device to tell a server
Kermit (connected via the serial port or the IR port) to exit Server mode.

Related Commands: KGET, RECN, RECYV, SEND, SERVER
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FIX Fix Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

   

Use: Sets the number display format to Fix mode, which rounds the
display to n decimal places.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Fix mode shows n digits to the right of the radix mark, where
0 <n < 11. (Values for n outside this range are rounded up or down.) A
number is displayed or printed as:

(sign) mantissa

where the mantissa can be of any form. However, the calculator
automatically displays a number in Scientific mode if:

m The number of digits for display exceeds 12.

m A non-zero value rounded to n decimal places otherwise would be
displayed as zero.

Example: The number 103.6 in Fix mode to four decimal places would
appear as 183, cH8A8,

Related Commands: FIX, SCI, STD
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FLOOR Floor Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — n

x_unit — n_unit

'symb' — 'FLOOR(symb)'   
Use: Returns the greatest integer less than or equal to its argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Examples: 2.2 FLOOR returns =.

—-2.2 FLOOR returns —4.

Related Commands: CEIL, IP, RND, TRNC
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FOR FOR Definite Loop Structure Command
 

 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

FOR Xstart Xfinish -

NEXT —

FOR Xstart Xinish -

STEP Xincrement -

Isymbincrt;rmm(I -   
Use: Starts FOR.. NEXT and FOR.. .STEP definite loop structures.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Definite loop structures execute a command or sequence of
commands a specified number of times.

m A FOR...NEXT loop executes a program segment a specified
number of times using a local variable as the loop counter. You can
use this variable within the loop. The syntax is:

Xsant Xsinish FOF counter loop-clause HE=T

FOR takes Xgaq and X;nisp from the stack as the beginning and ending

values for the loop counter, then creates the local variable counter as
a loop counter. Then, the loop clause is executed; counter can be

referenced or have its value changed within the loop clause. NEXT
increments counter by one, and then tests whether counteris less
than or equal to Xnish. If so, the loop clause is repeated (with the new
value of counter).

When the loop is exited, counter is purged.
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...FOR

m FOR...STEP works just like FOR.. .NEXT, except that it lets you

specify an increment value other than 1. The syntax is:

Xstant Xtinish FOF counter loop-clause Xincrement STEF

FOR takes Xgiaq and Xjnish, from the stack as the beginning and ending
values for the loop counter, then creates the local variable counter as
a loop counter. Next, the loop clause is executed; counter can can be
referenced or haveits value changed within the loop clause. STEP
takes Xjncrement from the stack and increments counter by that value.

If the argument of STEP is an algebraic or a name,it is automatically
evaluated to a number.

The increment value can be positive or negative. If the incrementis
positive, the loop is executed again when counteris less than or equal
to Xsinish- If the incrementis negative,the loop is executed when
counter is greater than or equal to Xinish.

When the loop is exited, counteris purged.

Related Commands: NEXT, START, STEP
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FP Fractional Part Function
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — y

X_unit — y_unit

'symb’ — 'FP(symb)'   
Use: Returns the fractional part of its argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The result has the same sign as the argument.

Examples: -2z.2 FFreturns -. =.

Z2.2_m FFreturns .=_nm.

Related Commands: IP
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FREE Free RAM Card Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

{} Nport -

{nameb,ackup <+ Miibrary } Noort —

namepecyyp Npont —

Niibrary Nport -    
Use: Frees (makes independent) the previously merged RAM in the
specified port (1 or 2). Any prior contents of the port are moved into user
memory. If you specify any backup or library objects in level 2, then these
objects are moved from port 0 to the newly freed RAM port.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The list in level 2 can be empty (in which case no objects are
moved to the newly independent RAM) or it can contain any number of
backup names and library numbers. Level 2 cannot be completely empty,
however.

Related Commands: MERGE
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FREEZE Freeze Display Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  ndisplay area 
 

Use: Freezes the part of the display specified by Ngispiay area, SO thatit is
not updated until a key press.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Normally, the stack display is updated as soon as the
calculatoris ready for data input. For example, when HALT stops a
running program, or when a program ends, any displayed messages are
cleared. The FREEZE command “freezes” a part or all of the display so
that it is not updated until a key is pressed. This enables you, for example,
to cause a prompting message to persist after a program halts for data
input.

Nisplay area 15 the sum ofthe value codes for the areasto be frozen:

 

Display Area Value Code
 

Status area 1

Stack/Command-line area

Menu area    
 

For example, = FREEZE freezes the stack/command-line area,
2 FREEZE freezes the status area and the stack/command-line area, and
-
© FREEZE freezes all three areas.

Values of Ngispiay area > 7 0r < 0 freeze the entire display (are equivalentto

value 7).

Examples: The program

# "Reada for data" 1 DISF 1 FEEEZE HALT #

displays the contents of the string in the top line of the display, then
freezes the status area so that the string contents persist in the display
after HALT is executed.
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... FREEZE

The program:

« L # 6d # 6d > PVIEW ¥ FEREEZE *

selects the graphics display and then freezes the entire display so that the
graphics display persists after the program ends. (If FREEZE was not
executed, the stack display would be selected after the program ends.)

Related Commands: CLLCD, DISP, HALT
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FS? Flag Set? Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

 Nflag number — 0/1 
 

Use: Tests whether the system or user flag specified by Nyjag numper is set,
and returns a corresponding test result: 1 (true) if the flag is set or &
(false) if the flag is clear.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: CF, FC?, FC?C, FS?C, SF
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FS?C Flag Set? Clear Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  Nflag number — 0/1
 

Use: Tests whether the system or user flag specified by Nfag number 15 set,
and returns a corresponding test result: 1 (true) if the flag is set or &
(false) if the flag is clear. Then clearsthe flag.

Affected by Flags: None.

Example: If flag —44is set, —44 FS7C returns 1 to level 1 and clears
flag —44.

Related Commands: CF, FC?, FC?C, FS?, SF
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FUNCTION Function Plot Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  
 

Use: Sets the plot type to FUNCTION.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is FUNCTION, the DRAW command
plots the current equation as a real-valued function of one real variable.
The current equation is specified in the reserved variable EQ. The
plotting parameters are specified in the reserved variable PPAR, which
has the form:

Xmin » Ymin * “Xmax » Ymax * indep res axes ptype depend =

For plot type FUNCTION, the elements of PPAR are used as follows:

® Xnin, ¥Ymin? 18 @ complex number specifying the lower left corner of

PICT(the lowerleft corner of the display range). The default value is
=Bl Dy =3l 10,

B {Xmax > Ymax” 18 @ complex number specifying the upper right corner
of PICT (the upper right corner ofthe display range). The default
valueis (5.5,3.20.

m /ndep is a name specifying the independent variable; or a list
containing such a name and two numbers specifying the minimum
and maximum values for the independent variable (the plotting
range). The default value of indep is X.

m res is a real number specifying the interval, in user-unit coordinates,
between plotted values of the independent variable; or a binary
integer specifying the interval in pixels. The default value is &, which
specifies an interval of 1 pixel.

® axes is a complex number specifying the user-unit coordinates of the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes; or a list containing
such a number and two strings specifying labels for the horizontal and
vertical axes. The default value is <@, @7,

m ptype is a command name specifying the plot type. Executing the
command FUNCTION places the command name FUNCTION in
PPAR.
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...FUNCTION

m depend is a name specifying a label for the vertical axis. The default

value is Y.

The current equation is plotted as a function of the variable specified in
indep. The minimum and maximum values of the independent variable
(the plotting range) can be specified in indep; otherwise, the values in
“Xmin » Ymin® and  “Xmax , Ymax(the display range) are used. Lines are

drawn between plotted points unless flag —31 is set.

If EQ contains an expression or program, the expression or program is
evaluated in Numerical Results mode for each value of the independent
variable to give the values of the dependent variable. IfEQ contains an
equation, the plotting action depends on the form of the equation:

 

Form of Plotting Action
Current Equation
 

‘expr=expr' Each expression is plotted separately. The

intersection of the two graphs shows where the

expressions are equal.

'name=expr' Only the expression is plotted. 'indep=constant' A verticalline is plotted.   
If flag —30 is set, all equations are plotted as two separate expressions.

If the independent variable in the current equation represents a unit
object, you must specify the units by storing a unit object in the

corresponding variable in the current directory. For example, if the
current equation is ' #+Z_ri ', and you want X to represent some number
of inches, you would store 1_ir (the number part of the unit object is
ignored) in X. For each plotted point, the numerical value of the
independent variable is combined with the specified unit (inches in this
example) before the current equation is evaluated. If the result is a unit
object, only the number partis plotted.
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...FUNCTION

See “Function Plots” in chapter 19 and numerous examples in chapter 18
of the HP 48 Owner’s Manualfor uses of the FUNCTIONplot type.

Related Commands: BAR, CONIC, HISTOGRAM,
PARAMETRIC, POLAR, SCATTER, TRUTH
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GET Get Element Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

[[ matrix ]} Pposiion — Zge
[[ matrix ]) { Nrow Meot } — Zget
'Namei’ Nposition — Zget

'narnematrix' { Niow Meol } - zge(

[ vector] Nposition — Zget

[ vector ] { Mposition } — Zget

lnan”evet:mfl nposition - zget

'narnevector' { nposition } - zget

{ list } N position — Objget

{ list } { Nposition } — Objget

‘name,y' Nposition — Objget

‘name;y' { Mposition } — Objget   
 

Use: Returns from the level 2 array or list the real or complex number
Zget, OF, from a list, the object 0bjgg, Whose position is specified in level1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: For matrices, Nposition counts in row order.

Examples: [[ 2 2 7 1L 2 29 1L 212114232 > GET

returns ‘9.

L
1(L 227y 10 22 %9 10 21 =2 11 5 GETreturns 1.

Tt HEBECDE L 1 > GETreturns 'H'.

See also “LMED (Median of a List)” in chapter 31 of the HP 48 Owner’s
Manual for a program example using GET.

Related Commands: GETI, PUT, PUTI
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GETI Get and Increment Index Command

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

([ matrix ]] N position? —  [[matrix]] Nposition2 Zget

[[matrix]]  {NowMea}r —  [[matrix]]  {MouMeats  Zga
'namematrixl npos'niom - 'namematrix' npositionz zget

lnamematrix‘ { Niow Meol }1 - Ina’ne'malrix { Niow Meol }2 zget

[ vector ] N position1 — [ vector ] Nposition2 Zget

[vector]  {Mposiiom}  —  [vector]  {Nposiiona } Zger
Inamevector. npositiom - InamevectorI nposition2 zget

Inarnevectml { npositiom } - lnamevectm' { Nposition2 } Zget

{ list } Npositiont - { list } Nposition2 Objget

{ list } {Nposiiom } — {ist} { Mpostionz}~ Obligey
‘name;g' Npositiont - ‘name;g' Nposition2 Objget

‘name;ig' { Nposion1 } — 'nameyg’ { Mposition2 } Objget    
Use: From the level 2 array or list, returns the real or complex number
Zye Or, from a list, the object 0bjge;, whose position is specified in level 1.
Also returns the array or list, and returns the next position in that array or
list.

Affected by Flags: Index Wrap Indicator (—-64).

The Index Wrap Indicator flag is cleared on each execution of GETI until
the position (index) wraps to the first position in the array or list, at which
point the flag is set. The next execution of GETI again clears the flag.

Remarks: For matrices, the position is incremented in row order.

See “SORT (Sort a List)” and “MNX (Finding the Minimum or
Maximum Element of an Array— Technique 1)” in chapter 31 of the HP
48 Owner’s Manual for program examples using GETI.

Related Commands: GET, PUT, PUTI
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GOR Graphics OR Command
 

 

 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

gmbtarge( {#n#m} gmb1 - gmbresult

gmbtarget (X:Y) gmb1 - gmbresull

PICT {#n #m} grob, —

PICT xy) grob, —
  
Use: Superimposes grob; onto grobygget, or onto PICT, with the upper
left corner pixel of grob, positioned at the specified coordinate in
grobygrget or PICT. GORuses a logical OR to determine the state (on or
off) of each pixel in the overlapping portion of the argument graphics
objects.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the level 3 argument (the target graphics object) is any
graphics object other than PICT, then grob,egy is returned to the stack. If
the level 3 argument is PICT, no result is returned to the stack.

If grob, extends past grobarger or PICT in either direction,it is truncated
in that direction.

grobgrget OF PICT
L

¥
(x,y)or

{#n #12}

 

 

   
«t——4——Truncated portion

of grob ,   
Related Commands: GXOR, REPL, SUB
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GRAD Grads Mode Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Sets Grads angle mode.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: GRAD clears flag —17 and sets flag —18. It displays the
GRAC annunciator.

In Grads angle mode, real-number arguments that represent angles are
interpreted as grads, and real-number results that represent angles are
expressed in grads.

Related Commands: DEG, RAD
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GRAPH Graphics Environment Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—    

Use: Seclects the Graphics environment (selects the graphics display and
activates the graphics cursor and Graphics menu).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When executed from a program, GRAPH suspends program
execution until [ATTN] is pressed.

Example: The program

% "Press ATTH to returmmto stack" 1 DISP

2 MAIT GREAFH =

displays an instructive message for three seconds and then selects the
Graphics environment. (The = character in the program indicates a
linefeed.)

Related Commands: PVIEW, TEXT
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—-GROB Stack to Graphics Object Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

obj Nehar size — grob   

Use: Creates a graphics object representing the level 2 object, where the
argument Ncpg size SPecifies the character size of the representation.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: N, size can be 0, 1 (small), 2 (medium), or 3 (large).
Nehar size = 0 1s the same as Nepgr size = 3, €xcept for unit objects and
algebraic objects, where 0 specifies the EquationWriter application
picture.

Example: The program

Y=Z#x"2' 8 *GREOB PICT STO £ > PVIEM #

returns a graphics object to the stack representing the EquationWriter
application picture of '‘%=3Z%x"Z2"', then stores the graphics object in
PICT and shows it in the graphics display with scrolling activated.

Related Commands: —LCD, LCD—
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GXOR Graphics Exclusive OR Command
 

 

  

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

grobygget {#n #m} grob, — grobe

gmbtarget xy) grob, - 9roDeg

PICT {#n #m} grob, —

PICT xy) grob, —
 

Use: Superimposes grob; onto grobigget, or onto PICT, with the upper
left corner pixel of grob, positioned at the specified coordinate in
grobigrget or PICT. GXOR usesa logical exclusive OR to determine the
state of the pixels (on or off) in the overlapping portion of the argument
graphics objects.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: GXOR is used for creating cursors, for example, where it is

desirable to make the cursor image appear dark on a light background,
and light on a dark background. Executing GXOR again with the same
image restores the original picture.

If grob, extends past grobyarget Or PICTin either direction,it is truncated
in that direction.

grobgrget OF PICT
L
¥

(x,y) or

{#n #m }

 

 

   

 

‘4—%-:-—Truncated portion
- of grob 4 
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...GXOR

If the level 3 argument (the target graphics object) is any graphics object
other than PICT, then grobeis returned to the stack. If the level 3
argument is PICT, no result is returned to the stack.

Example: The program

« ERASE PICT MEG PICT ¢ # Bd #6d 3

GROB S % 5 11A848AB11 GXOR LASTARG GHOR *

turns on (makes dark) every pixel in PICT, then superimposes a 5 X 5
graphics object on PICTat pixel coordinates £ # ©d #8d X. Each on-
pixel in the 5 by 5 graphics object turns off (makeslight) the
corresponding pixel in PICT. Then, the original picture is restored by
executing GXOR again with the same arguments.

Related Commands: GOR, REPL, SUB
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*H Multiply Height Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

Xtactor -  
 

Use: Multiplies the vertical scale by Xgacor-

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Executing *H changes the y-axis display range— the ¥, and
Ymax components of the first two complex numbers in the reserved
variable PPAR. The plot center (the user-unit coordinate of the center
pixel) is not changed.

Related Commands: AUTO, W, YRNG
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HALT Halt Program Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   

Use: Halts program execution.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Program execution is halted at the location of the HALT
command in the program. The HALT annunciator is turned on. Program
execution is resumed by executing CONT (usually by pressing
[(«a)(CONT]). Executing KILL (usually by pressing TR
KEILL)cancels all halted programs.

Related Commands: CONT, KILL, OFF
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HEX Hexadecimal Mode Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  
 

Use: Seclects hexadecimal base for binary integer operations. (The
default base is decimal.)

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, -12).

Remarks: Binary integers require the prefix #. Binary integers entered
and returned in hexadecimal base automatically show the suffix h. If the
current base is not hexadecimal, then you can enter a hexadecimal
number by ending it with h. It will be displayed in the current base when
it is entered.

The current base does not affect the internal representation of binary
integers as unsigned binary numbers.

Related Commands: BIN, DEC, OCT, STWS, RCWS
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HISTOGRAM Histogram Plot Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—    

Use: Sets the plot type to HISTOGRAM.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is HISTOGRAM, the DRAW command
creates a histogram using data from one column of the currentstatistics
matrix (reserved variable £DAT). The column is specified by the first
parameter in the reserved variable ¥PAR (using the XCOL command).
The plotting parameters are specified in the reserved variable PPAR,
which has the form:

“Xmin » Ymin + “Xmax » Ymax * Indep res axes ptype depend

For plot type HISTOGRAM,the elements of PPAR are used as follows:

® Xmin, Ymin® 1S @ complex number specifying the lower left corner of
PICT (the lowerleft corner ofthe display range). The default value is
C—=E.2y—Z. 10,

BXmax > Ymax1S @ complex number specifying the upper right corner
of PICT (the upperrlght corner of the display range). The default
valueis ©E.S. 32020,

m jndep is either a name specifying a labelfor the horizontalaxis, or a
list containing such a name and two numbers that specify the
minimum and maximum values of the data to be plotted. The default
value of indep is X.

m res is a real number specifying the bin size, in user-unit coordinates;
or a binary integer specifying the bin size in pixels. The default value
is B, which specifies the bin size to be 1/13 of the difference between
the specified minimum and maximum values of the data.

m axes is a complex number specifying the user-unit coordinates of the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes; or a list containing
such a number and two strings specifying labels for the horizontal and
vertical axes. The default value is &, @7,
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... HISTOGRAM

m ptype is a command name specifying the plot type. Executing the
command HISTOGRAM places the command name HISTOGRAM
in PPAR.

m depend is a name specifying a label for the vertical axis. The default
value is Y.

The frequency ofthe data is plotted as bars, where each bar represents a
collection of data points. The base of each bar spans the values of the data
points, and the height indicates the number of data points. The width of
each bar is specified by res. The overall maximum and minimum values
for the data can be specified by indep; otherwise, the values in
“Xmin, Ymin? and  {Xmax, Ymax? are used.

Related Commands: BAR, CONIC, FUNCTION, PARAMETRIC,
POLAR, SCATTER, TRUTH
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HISTPLOT Draw Histogram Plot Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Plots a frequency histogram of the specified column in the current
statistics matrix (reserved variable XDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The data column to be plotted is specified by XCOL and is
stored as the first parameter in the reserved variable LPAR. If no data
columnis specified, column 1 is selected by default. The y-axisis
autoscaled and the plot type is set to HISTOGRAM.

HISTPLOT plots relative frequencies, using 13 bins as the default number
of partitions. The RES command lets you specify a different number of
bins by specifying the bin width. To plot a frequency histogram with
numerical frequencies, execute BINS and then BARPLOT.

When HISTPLOT is executed from a program, the graphics display,
which shows the resultant plot, does not persist unless GRAPH, PVIEW
(with an empty list argument), or FREEZEis subsequently executed.

Related Commands: BARPLOT, BINS, GRAPH, FREEZE,
PVIEW, RES, SCATRPLOT, XCOL
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HMS+ Hours-Minutes-Seconds Plus Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

HMS, HMS, — HMS, +HMS,    

Use: Returns the sum of two real numbers, where the arguments and
the result are interpreted in hours-minutes-seconds format.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The format for HMS (a time or an angle) is H.MMSSs,
where:

m H is zero or more digits representing the integer part of the number.

m MM are two digits representing the number of minutes.

m SS are two digits representing the number of seconds.

m s is zero or more digits (as many as allowed by the current display
mode) representing the decimalfractional part of seconds.

Related Commands: HMS—, -HMS, HMS -
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HMS- Hours-Minutes-Seconds Minus Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

   

Use: Returns the difference of two real numbers, where the arguments
and the result are interpreted in hours-minutes-seconds format.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The format for HMS (a time or an angle) is H.MMSSs,
where:

m H is zero or more digits representing the integer part of the number.

m MM are two digits representing the number of minutes.

m SS are two digits representing the number of seconds.

m s is zero or more digits (as many as allowed by the current display
mode) representing the decimal fractional part of seconds.

Related Commands: HMS—, —HMS, HMS +
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HMS—- Hours-Minutes-Seconds to Decimal Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

HMS — X    

Use: Converts a real number in hours-minutes-seconds formatto its
decimal form (hours or degrees with a decimal fraction).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The format for HMS (a time or an angle) is H.MMSSs,
where:

m H is zero or more digits representing the integer part of the number.

m MM are two digits representing the number of minutes.

m SS are two digits representing the number of seconds.

® s is zero or more digits (as many as allowed by the display current
mode) representing the decimal fractional part of seconds.

Related Commands: —HMS, HMS+, HMS -
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—HMS Decimal to Hours-Minutes-Seconds Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

 X — HMS  
 

Use: Converts a real number representing hours or degrees with a
decimal fraction to hours-minutes-seconds format.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The format for HMS (a time or an angle) is HMMSSs,
where:

m H is zero or more digits representing the integer part of the number.

m MM are two digits representing the number of minutes.

m SS are two digits representing the number of seconds.

m s is zero or more digits (as many as allowed by the current display
mode) representing the decimalfractional part of seconds.

Related Commands: HMS—, HMS+, HMS -
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HOME HOME Directory Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

 — 
 

Use: Makes the HOME directory the current directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: CRDIR, PATH, PGDIR, UPDIR
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i i Function
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

|

©.,1)L
l

  
 

Use: Returns the symbolic constanti or its numerical representation,
0, 1).

Affected by Flags: Symbolic Constants (-2), Numerical Results

(=3).

Evaluating i returns its numerical representation if flag —2 or -3 is set;
otherwise,its symbolic representation is returned.

Related Commands: ¢, MAXR, MINR, 7
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IDN Identity Matrix Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

n — ([ R-matrixm,,y 1l

([ matrix ]] — ([ matrixgectiry 1]
‘name’ —    

Use: Returns an identity matrix; that is, a square matrix with its diagonal
elements equal to 1 and its off-diagonal elements equal to 0.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The result is either a new square matrix, orit is an existing
square matrix with its elements replaced by the elements of the identity
matrix, according to the argument in level 1.

m Creating a new matrix: If the argument is a real number n, a new real
identity matrix is returned to level 1, with its number of rows and
number of columns equal to n.

= Replacing the elements of an existing matrix: If the argumentis a

square matrix, an identity matrix of the same dimensionsis returned.
If the original matrix is complex, the result identity matrix will also be
complex, with diagonal values ¢ 1,83,

If the argumentis a name, the name must identify a variable
containing a square matrix. In this case, the elements of the matrix
are replaced by those of the identity matrix (complex if the original
matrix is complex).

Related Commands: CON
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IF If Conditional Structure Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

THEN T/F
END L

l

 

THEN T/F
ELSE
END [

A   
 

Use: Starts IF..THEN...END and IF...THEN...ELSE.. .END

conditional structures.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Conditionalstructures, used in combination with program
tests, enable a program to make decisions.

m [F...THEN...END executes a sequence of commands only if a test
returns a non-zero (true) result. The syntax is:

IF test-clause THEH true-clause EHL:

IF begins the test clause, which must return a test result to the stack.
THEN removes the test result from the stack. If the value is non-zero,

the true clause is executed. Otherwise, program execution resumes
following END.

Thetest clause can be a command sequence (for example, A E £)
or an algebraic (for example, 'A<E"'). If the test clause is an
algebraic,it is automatically evaluated to a number (—NUM or
EVAL isn’t necessary).
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...IF

m IF..THEN.. ELSE...END executes one sequence of commands if a
test returns a true (non-zero) result, or another sequence of
commandsif that test returns a false (zero) result. The syntax is:

IF test-clause THEHtrue-clause ELSE false-clause EHD

IF begins the test clause, which must return a test result to the stack.
THEN removes the test result from the stack. If the value is non-zero,

the true clause is executed. Otherwise, the false clause is executed.
After the appropriate clause is executed, execution resumes following
END.

If the test clause is an algebraic,it is automatically evaluated to a
number (—NUM or EVAL isn’t necessary).

Related Commands: CASE, ELSE, END, IFERR, THEN
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IFERR If Error Conditional Structure Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

IFERR —

THEN —

END —
 

IFERR —

THEN —

ELSE -

END —   
Use: Starts IFERR...THEN...END and
IFERR...THEN.. ELSE...END error trapping structures.

Affected by Flags: Last Arguments (-55).

Remarks: Error trapping structures enable program execution to
continue after a “trapped” error occurs.

m [FERR...THEN...END exccutes a sequence of commandsif an
error occurs. The syntax of IFERR.. THEN...END is:

IFERFtrap-clause THEH error-clause EHL:

If an error occurs during execution ofthe trap clause:

1. The error is ignored.

2. The remainder of the trap clause is discarded.

3. The key buffer is cleared.

4. If any or all of the display is “frozen” (by FREEZE), that statc
is cancelled.

5. If Last Argumentsis enabled, the arguments to the command
that caused the error are returned to the stack.

6. Program execution jumpsto the error clause.

The commands in the error clause are executed only if an error is
generated during execution of the trap clause.
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...IFERR

m IFERR...THEN.. ELSE...END executes one sequence of
commands if an error occurs or another sequence of commandsif an
error does not occur. The syntax of IFERR...THEN.. ELSE.. END
is:

IFERFtrap-clause THEH error-clause ELSE normal-clause EHL:

If an error occurs during execution of the trap clause:

1. The error is ignored.

2. The remainder ofthe trap clause is discarded.

3. The key buffer is cleared.

4. If any or all of the display is “frozen” (by FREEZE), that state
is cancelled.

5. If Last Arguments is enabled, the arguments to the command
that caused the error are returned to the stack.

6. Program execution jumps to the error clause.

If no error occurs, execution jumps to the normal clause at the
completion of the trap clause.

See “The IFERR...THEN...ELSE.. .END... Structure” in chapter 30
and “BDISP (Binary Display)”in chapter 31 of the HP 48 Owner’s
Manual for program examples that use error trapping structures.

Related Commands: CASE, ELSE, END, IF, THEN
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IFT If-Then Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

 

T/F obj — 
 

Use: Executes obj if T/F is non-zero. Discards obj if T/F is zero.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: IFT lets you execute in stack syntax the decision-making
process of the IF.. .THEN...END conditional structure. The “true
clause” is obj in level 1.

Example: ¥ & > "Positiwe" IFTleaves "Fo=itiwe" inlevel 1
ifX contains a positive real number.

Related Commands: IFTE
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IFTE If-Then-Else Function
 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

/F Objirue Objteise -    

Use: Executes Objye if T/F is non-zero, discarding 0bjise. Executes
Objiaise if T/F is zero, discarding Objye-

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: IFTE lets you execute in stack syntax the decision-making
process of the IF.. THEN...ELSE...END conditional structure. The
“true clause” is Objie 1n level 2. The “false clause” is 0bjigse in level1.

IFTEis also allowed in algebraic expressions, with the following syntax:

' IFTE i testtrue-clause,false-clause '

When an algebraic containing IFTE is evaluated,its first argument testis
evaluated to a test result. If it returns a non-zero real number, true-

clause is evaluated. If it returns zero, false-clause is evaluated.

Examples: The command sequence & = "Poszitiuve"

"Megat ive" IFTE leaves "Fosit iwve" on the stack ifX contains a

non-negative real number, or "Heaat ive" ifX contains a negative real
number.

The algebraic ' IFTE¢=28, SIM{X) -5, 12" returns the value of
sin(x)/x, even forx = 0, which would normally cause an Infinits=
Fe=ult error.

Related Commands: IFT
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iM Imaginary Part Function
 

 
Level 1 — Level 1

X — 0

& ¥) — y
[ R-array ] — [ R-array ]
[Carray] — [R-array ]
‘symb' — 'IM(symb)'   

Use: Returns the imaginary part of its (complex) argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: If the argumentis an array, IM returns a real array, the
elements of which are equal to the imaginary parts of the corresponding
elements of the argument array. If the argument arrayis real, all of the
elements of the result array are zero.

Related Commands: C—R, RE, R—C
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INCR Increment Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

name — Xincrement   

Use: Increments by 1 the value of the real number in name,storing the
new value Xjncrement back into name and returning Xincrement to level1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The value in name must be a real number.

Example: If 35.7 isstoredinA4, 'A' IHCE returns Z&. 7.

Related Commands: DECR
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INDEP Independent Variable Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

‘global'

{ global }

{ global Xgart Xena }

{ Xstart Xend }

L
l

  Xstart Xend
 

Use: Specifies the independent variable and/orits plotting range.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The specification for the independent variable name and its
plotting range is stored as the third parameter in the reserved variable
PPAR. If the argument to INDEDPisa:

m Global variable name, that name replaces the independent variable
entry in PPAR.

m List containing a global name, that name replaces the independent
variable name but leaves unchanged any existing plotting range.

m List containing a global name and two real numbers, that list replaces
the independent variable entry.

m List containing two real numbers, or two real numbers from levels 1
and 2, those two numbers specify a new plotting range, leaving the
independent variable name unchanged. (LASTARG returnsa list,
even if the two numbers were entered separately.)

The default entry is X.

Related Commands: DEPND
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INPUT Input Command
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

"stack prompt" ‘command-line prompt" — “‘result”

"stack prompt" { listcommand - line } — “result”
  
Use: Prompts for data input to the command line and prevents the user
access to stack operations.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When INPUT is executed, the stack area is blanked and

program execution is suspended for data input to the command line. The
contents of "stack prompt" are displayed at the top ofthe stack area.
Depending on the level 1 argument, the command line may also contain
the contents of a string, or it may be empty. Pressing resumes
program execution and returns the contents of the command line in string
form to level1.

In its general form, the level 1 argument for INPUT is a list that specifies
the content and interpretation of the command line. The list can contain
one or more of the following parameters, in any order:

m "command-line prompt", whose contents are placed in the
command line for prompting when the program pauses.

m Either a real number, or a list containing two real numbers, that

specifies the initial cursor position in the commandline:

m A real number n at the nth character from the left end of the first
row (line) of the command line. Apositive n specifies the insert
cursor; a negative n specifies the replace cursor. @ specifies the
end of the command-line string.

m A list that specifies the initial row and column position of the
cursor: the first numberin the list specifies a row in the
command line (1 specifies the first row of the command line); the
second number counts by characters from the left end of the
specified line. @ specifies the end of the command-line string in
the specified row. A positive row number specifies the insert
cursor; a negative row number specifies the replace cursor.
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... INPUT

m One or more of the parameters ALG, «, or ¥, entered as unquoted

names:

m ALG activates Algebraic/Program-entry mode.

m = ([a] [®](A)) specifies alpha lock.

m ¥ verifiesif the characters in the result string "result", without
the " delimiters, compose a valid object or objects. If the result-
string characters do not compose a valid object or objects,
INPUT displays the Irwalid Sunt ax warning and prompts
again for data.

You can choose to specify as few as one ofthe level-1 list parameters. The
default states for these parameters are:

m Blank command line.

m Insert cursor placed at the end of the command-line promptstring.

m Program-entry mode.

m Result string not checked for invalid syntax.

If you specify only a command-line promptstring for the level 1 argument,
you do not need to put it in a list.

Examples: The HP 48 Owner’s Manual contains programming

examplesillustrating the use of INPUT. See “The INPUT Command” in
chapter 29.

Related Commands: PROMPT, STR—
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INV Inverse (1/x) Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — 1/z

[[ matrix ]] — ([ matrix']]

'symb' — 'INV(symb)'

X_unit — 1/x_1/unit
 

Use: Recturns the reciprocal or the matrix inverse.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: For a complex argument (x, y), the inverse is the complex
number

®/(F + ¥, —y/(Z +)

Matrix arguments must be square (real or complex).

Related Commands: /, SINV
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IP IntegerPart Function
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

X — n

X_unit — n_unit

'symb' — 'IP(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the integer part of its argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The result has the same sign as the argument.

Example: 22.2_m IF returns 22_m.

Related Commands: FP
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ISOL Isolate Variable Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

  'symb,' ‘global' — 'symb,,’
 

Use: Returns an algebraic 'symb,' that rearranges 'Symb;' to
“isolate” the first occurrence of variable global.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (-1), Numerical Results (-3).

When flag -3 is set, symbolic results are evaluated to real numbers. This
means that the = sign is evaluated. If global or any other variable in the
result equation is formal, an Undef ined Hame error results; if global
and all other variables have values, a numerical result is returned from the

calculation global — expression. This result has limited value. In
general, execute ISOL with flag —3 clear.

Remarks: The result 'symb,' is an equation of the form
' global=expression ' . If global appears more than once, then 'symb,'
is effectively the right side of an equation obtained by rearranging and
solving 'symb;' to isolate the first occurrence of global on the left side
of the equation.

If 'symb,' is an expression,it is treated as the left side of an equation

'symb;=a".)

If global appears in the argument of a function within 'symb, ', that
function must be an analytic function— a function for which the HP 48
provides an inverse. Thus ISOL cannot solve 'IF<:x»=a" for X, since IP
has no inverse.

Related Commands: COLCT, EXPAN, QUAD, SHOW
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KERRM Kermit Error Message Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  — "error-message”
 

Use: Returns the text of the most recent Kermit error packet.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If a Kermit transfer fails due to an error packet sent from the
connected Kermit device to the HP 48, then executing KERRM retrieves
and displays the error message. (Kermit errors not in packets are
retrieved by ERRM rather than KERRM.)

Related Commands: FINISH, KGET, PKT, RECN, RECV, SEND,

SERVER
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KEY Key Command

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1

 

 

— Xnm 0/1   
 

Use: Returns to level 1 a test result and,if a key is pressed, returns to
level 2 the row-column location x,,,, of that key.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: KEY returns a false result (2) to level 1 until a key is
pressed. When a key is pressed,it returns a true result (1) to level 1 and
Xnm to level 2. The result X, is a two-digit number that identifies the row
and column location of the key just pressed. Note that, unlike WAIT,
which returns a three-digit numberthat identifies alpha and shifted
keyboard planes, KEY returns the row-column location of any key
pressed, including (4], [®], and [a].

Example: The program # [0 UHTIL KEY EHWD 71 SAME =
returns 1 to the stack if the (4] key is pressed while the indefinite loop is
running.

Related Commands: WAIT
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KGET Kermit Get Command
 

Level 1 Level 1l

 

name

“name"

{ name4 name,, }

{ name, ... name, }

{ { namey name,,, } name ... } L
l

  
 

Use: Used by a local Kermit to get a server Kermit to transmit the
named object(s) (that s, files).

Affected by Flags: I/0 Device (-33), RECV Overwrite (-36),1/0
Messages (—39).

I/O Data Format (-35) affects KGET ifthe file is transmitted fo an
HP 48.

Remarks: To rename an object when the local device getsit, include
the old and new names in an embedded list. For example,
L AAA BEE 3 KGET gets the variable named444 but changes its
name to BBB. {{ AAA EBEE » CCC » KGET gets A4A4 as BBB and
gets CCC underits own name. (If the original name is not legal on the
HP 48, enterit as a string.)

Related Commands: FINISH, RECN, RECV, SEND, SERVER
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KILL Cancel Halted Programs Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   

Use: Cancels all currently halted programs. (Halted programs are
typically cancelled by pressing CTRL KILL) IfKILLis

executed within a program, that program is also cancelled.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Cancelled programs can not be resumed.

KILL cancels only halted programs and the program from which KILL
was executed, if any. Commands that halt programs are HALT and
PROMPT.

Suspended programs cannot be cancelled. Commands that suspend
programs are INPUT and WAIT.

Related Commands: CONT, DOERR, HALT, PROMPT
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LABEL Label Axes Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

  
 

Use: Labels axes in PICT with x- and y-axis variable names and with the
minimum and maximum values of the display ranges.

Affected by Flags: -30 (Function Plotting).

Remarks: The horizontal axis nameis chosen in the following priority
order:

1. If the axes parameter in the reserved variable PPAR is a list, then
the "x-axis" element from thatlist.

2. The independent variable name in PPAR.

The vertical axis name is chosen in the following priority order:

1. If the axes parameter in PPAR is a list, then the "x-axis" element
from thatlist.

2. If flag —30 is clear, and the equation in EQ is of the form
'name=expression ', where name is not the independent variable,
then name.

3. The dependent variable name from PPAR.

The independent and dependent variable names are the defaults.

Related Commands: AXES, DRAW, DRAX
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LAST Last Arguments Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

— obj

- obj, obj,

- obj, obj, obj,  
 

Providedfor compatibility with the HP 28S. LASTis the same as
LASTARG. See LASTARG.
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LASTARG LastArguments Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

— Obj1

— obj, obj,

  
 

Use: Returns copies of the arguments of the most recently executed
command.

Affected by Flags: Last Arguments (-55).

Remarks: The objects return to the same stack levels that they
originally occupied. Commands that take no arguments leave the current
saved arguments unchanged.

Note that when LASTARG follows a command that evaluates an

algebraic or a program (as do the commands 3, f, TAYLR, COLCT,
DRAW, ROOT, ISOL, EVAL, and -=NUM), then the last arguments

saved are from the evaluated algebraic or program, not from the original
command.

Related Commands: LAST
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LCD- LCD to Graphics Object Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

— grob   

Use: Returns the current stack display to level 1 as a 131 x 64 graphics
object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Example: LCD+ PICT STO GRAFH returns the current display to
level 1 as a graphics object, stores it in PICT, then shows the image in the
Graphics environment.

Related Commands: —GROB, —LCD
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—LCD Graphics Object to LCD Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

grob —  
 

Use: Displaysin the stack display the graphics object from level 1, with
its upperleft pixel in the upper left corner of the display.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the graphics objectis larger than 131 x 64,it is truncated.

Related Commands: BLANK, -GROB, LCD—
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LIBS Libraries Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  — { "title" Nypyary Npont s - - - » "title" Miirary Mport }
 

Use: Lists the title, number, and port of each library attached to the

current directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The title of a library often takes the form
"LIBRARY-NAME : Description*. A library without a title is listed as " ".

Example: LIBSlists these two libraries (among others) from the HP
Solve Equation Library Application Card:

"UTILS sUtilities"

Shio 2

Both libraries are in port 2; library number 266 is untitled, while library
number 268 supplies utilities and uses the menu label LUTILS.

Related Commands: ATTACH, DETACH
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LINE Draw Line Command
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X1, ¥4) 062, o) -

{#n,#m} {#n,#m} — 
 

Use: Draws a line in PICT between the coordinates in levels 1 and 2.

Affected by Flags: None.

Example: The program

o ’= L Y ' - 1
) » ©2,23 LIME © # 0d # 84 > FVIEW ¥ FEEEZE =

draws a line in PICT between two user-unit coordinates, displays PICT
with pixel coordinate ¢ # &d # &d I at the upperleft corner of the
graphics display, and freezes the display.

Related Commands: ARC, BOX, TLINE
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YLINE Regression Model Formula Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

' '

- Symbformula  
 

Use: Returns an expression representing the best fit line according to
the currentstatistical model, usingX as the independent variable name,
and explicit values of the slope and intercept taken from the reserved
variable ¥PAR.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: For each curve fitting model, the following table indicates
the form of the expression returned by LLINE, where m is the slope, X is
the independent variable, and b is the intercept.

 

 

 

Model Form of Expression

LINFIT mx + b

LOGFIT minx +b

EXPFIT b e™

PWRFIT bx™   
Example: If the current model is EXPFIT, and if the slope is 5 and the
intercept 3, ELINE returns ' Z#EXFISR ",

Related Commands: BESTFIT, COLY, CORR, COV, EXPFIT,
LINFIT, LOGFIT, LR, PREDX, PREDY, PWRFIT, XCOL, YCOL
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LINFIT Linear Curve Fit Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

-—   
 

Use: Stores its name asthe fifth parameter in the reserved variable
LPAR, indicating that subsequent executions of LR are to use the linear
curve fitting model.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: LINFIT is the default specification in ZPAR.

Related Commands: BESTFIT, EXPFIT, LOGFIT, LR, PWRFIT
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LIST— List to Stack Command
 

Level 1 — Level n+1...Level 2 Level 1
 

{ obj,...obj, } — obj, ... obj, n   
 

Use: LIST— takes a list of n objects and returns them into separate
levels, with the number of objects in level1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The command OBJ— includes this functionality. LIST— is
included for compatibility with the HP 28S. LIST— is not in a menu.

Related Commands: ARRY—, DTAG, EQ—, —LIST, OBJ—,
STR—
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—LIST Stack to List Command
 

Level n+1...Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

obj, ... obj, n — {obj;...0bj, }  
 

Use: —LIST takes n objects from levels above level 1 and returns a list
of those n objects.

Affected by Flags: None.

Example: The program

« DEPTH =+LIST 'RA' STO =

combines the entire contents of the stack into a list thatis stored into

variable A.

Related Commands: —ARRY, LIST—, -STR, -=TAG, —»UNIT
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LN Natural Logarithm Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — Inz

'symb' — ‘LN(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the natural (base e) logarithm of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (-1), Numerical Results (-3),
Infinite Result Exception (-22).

Remarks: Forx=0or (0,0),an Infinites Re=sult exception
occurs. If flag —22 is set (no error), the sign of the result (MAXR)
matches that of the argument.

The inverse of EXP is a relation, not a function, since EXP sends more

than one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for EXP is
expressed by ISOL as the general solution

"LHOZa+2#meisnl!

The function LN is the inverse of apart of EXP, a part defined by
restricting the domain of EXP such that 1) each argumentis sent to a
distinct result, and 2) each possible result is achieved. The points in this
restricted domain of EXP are called the principal values ofthe inverse
relation. LN in its entirety is called the principal branch of the inverse
relation, and the points sent by LN to the boundary ofthe restricted
domain of EXP form the branch cuts of LN.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for LN was chosen becauseit is
analytic in the regions where the arguments of the real-valued inverse
function are defined. The branch cut for the complex-valued natural log
function occurs where the corresponding real-valued function is
undefined. The principal branch also preserves most of the important
symmetries.

The graphs below show the domain and range of LN. The graph of the
domain shows where the branch cut occurs: the heavy solid line marks one
side of the cut, while the feathered lines mark the other side of the cut.

The graph of the range shows where each side ofthe cut is mapped under
the function.
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...LN

These graphs show the inverse relation 'LN¢Z>+2%¥w*i%nl' for the
case nl=0. For other values of n1, the vertical band in the lower graph is
translated to the right (for n1 positive) or to the left (for n1 negative).
Taken together, the bands cover the whole complex plane, which is the
domain of EXP.

You can view these graphs with domain and range reversed to see how the
domain of EXP is restricted to make an inversefunction possible.
Consider the vertical band in the lower graph as the restricted domain
Z = (X,y>». EXP sends this domain onto the whole complex plane in the
range W = <U,v» = EXP{X,y» in the upper graph.

Related Commands: ALOG, EXP, ISOL, LNP1, LOG
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Domain: Z (Xy YD

 
 

 
Range: W = W,v)> = LN{X,y>

 

 

 
vy
o

Y
I  
 

Branch Cut for LN (Z)
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LNP1 Natural Log ofx Plus 1 Analytic
 

 
Level 1 — Level 1

X — In(x+1)

'symb' — 'LNP1(symb)’   
Use: ReturnsIn (x + 1).

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (—3), Infinite Result Exception
(-22).

Remarks: For values ofx close to zero, 'LHF1ix>"' returns a more
accurate result than does 'LH¢x+12> ', Using LNP1 allows both the
argument and the result to be near zero, and it avoids an intermediate
result near 1. The calculator can express numbers within 10~*? of zero,
but within only 107! of 1.

For values ofx < -1, an UUndef ined Result error results. For x= -1,

an Infinite Result exception occurs. If flag —22 is set (no error),
the sign of the result (MAXR) matches that of the argument.

Related Commands: EXPM, LN
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LOG Common Logarithm Analytic
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — log z

'symb' — 'LOG(symb)'   
Use: Returns the common logarithm (base 10) of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (-1), Numerical Results (-3),
Infinite Result Exception (-22).

Remarks: Forx=0or (0,0),an Infinites Result exception
occurs. If flag —22 is set (no error), the sign of the result (MAXR)
matches that of the argument.

The inverse of ALOG is a relation, not a function, since ALOG sends

more than one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for
ALOG is expressed by ISOL as the general solution

'LOGCZa+2*m*1i¥nl2, 28258502299

The function LOG is the inverse of a part of ALOG, a part defined by
restricting the domain of ALOG such that 1) each argumentis sent to a
distinct result, and 2) each possible resultis achieved. The points in this
restricted domain of ALOG are called the principal values of the inverse
relation. LOG in its entirety is called the principal branch ofthe inverse
relation, and the points sent by LOG to the boundary of the restricted
domain of ALOG form the branch cuts of LOG.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for LOG(z) was chosen because
it is analytic in the regions where the arguments of the real-valued
function are defined. The branch cut for the complex-valued LOG
function occurs where the corresponding real-valued function is
undefined. The principal branch also preserves most of the important
symmetries.

You can determine the graph for LOG(z) from the graph for LN (see LN)
and the relationship logz = Inz / In 10.

Related Commands: ALOG, EXP, ISOL, LN
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LOGFIT Logarithmic Curve Fit Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Stores its name as the fifth parameter in the reserved variable
LPAR, indicating that subsequent executions of LR are to use the
logarithmic curve-fitting model.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: LINFIT is the default specification in PAR.

Related Commands: BESTFIT, EXPFIT, LINFIT, LR, PWRFIT
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LR Linear Regression Command
 

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1
 

  — Intercept: x, Slope: x,
 

Use: Using the currently selected statistical model, calculates the linear
regression coefficients (intercept and slope) for the selected dependent
and independent variables in the current statistics matrix (reserved
variable XDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The columns of independent and dependent data are
specified by the first two elements in the reserved variable ZPAR, set by
XCOL and YCOL,respectively. (The default independent and dependent
columns are 1 and 2.) The selected statistical modelis the fifth element in
YPAR. LR stores the intercept and slope (untagged) as the third and
fourth elements, respectively, in ZPAR.

The coefficients of the exponential (EXPFIT), logarithmic (LOGFIT),
and power (PWRFIT) models are calculated using transformations that
allow the data to be fitted by standard linear regression. The equations for
these transformations appear in the table below, where b is the intercept
and m is the slope. The logarithmic model requires positive x-values
(XCOL), the exponential model requires positive y-values (YCOL), and
the power model requires positive x- and y-values.

Transformation Equations
 

Model Transformation
 

Logarithmic |y =b + minx

Exponential |Iny =Inb + mx

   Power Iny=Inb +minx
 

Related Commands: BESTFIT, COLE, CORR, COV, EXPFIT,
TLINE, LINFIT, LOGFIT, PREDX, PREDY, PWRFIT, XCOL, YCOL
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MANT Mantissa Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — Ymant

'symb' — 'MANT(symb)'   
 

Use: Returns the mantissa ofits argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Example: -1.2E24 MAMT returns 1. 2.

Related Commands: SIGN, XPON
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TMATCH Bottom-up Match and Replace Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1
 

'symb, { "symbpatiem' 'SYMDiepiacement’ } — 'symb,' 0/1

'symb,"  { 'Symbasem' 'SYMDepiacement’  SYMDconditionall } —* 'Symby'  0/1   
Use: Rewrites an expression.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: {MATCH rewrites expressions or subexpressions that match
a specified pattern. An optional condition can further restrict whether a
rewrite occurs. A test result is also returned to indicate if command
execution produced a rewrite; 1 if it did, & if it did not.

The pattern and replacement can be normal expressions; for example, you
can replace 'SIH<{w-&' with '1-2"'. You can also use a “wildcard” in
the pattern (to match any subexpression) and in the replacement (to
represent that expression). A wildcard is a name that begins with &, such
as the name '#%A', used in replacing 'SIMC&A+mw> ' with
'—~SIHC(%AY '. Multiple occurrences of a particular wildcard in a pattern
must match identical subexpressions.

TMATCH works from bottom up;thatis, it checks the lowest level (most
deeply nested) subexpressions first. This approach works well for
simplification. A subexpression simplified during one execution of
TMATCH will be a simpler argument ofits parent expression, so the
parent expression can be simplified by another execution of MATCH.
Several subexpressions can be simplified by one execution ofMATCH
provided noneis a subexpression of any other.

Examples: The command sequence

"'SIMCmg2 £ "SIMCw-e '1-2' 3 +MATCH

returns '1-2' tolevel 2 and 1 (indicating a replacement was made) to
level 1.
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...IMATCH

The command sequence

'SINCHE+w> ' £ 'SIMCRA+w> ' '-SIHC&A> ' > +MATCH

returns '—-SIHCX) ' tolevel 2and 1 tolevel 1.

The command sequence

"HHTCSECE 0 L ' TCSREAX Y "EAY '&A28' 3 +MATCH

returns 'W+5' tolevel 2and 1 tolevel 1.

Related Commands: |MATCH
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JMATCH Match Pattern Down Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1
 

'symb, { Isyn?bpaneml 'symbreplacemem' } - 'Symbz' 0/1

'symb,"  { 'Symbasiem' 'SYMbrepiacement’ SYMDeonditional' } — 'Symby'  0/1    
Use: Rewrites an expression.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: |MATCH rewrites expressions or subexpressions that match
a specified pattern. An optional condition can further restrict whether a
rewrite occurs. A test result is also returned to indicate if command
execution produced a rewrite; 1 if it did, @ if it did not.

The pattern and replacement can be normal expressions; for example, you
can replace .S with 'SIHC{w~&"'. You can also use a “wildcard” in the
pattern (to match any subexpression) and in the replacement (to
represent that expression). A wildcard is a name that begins with &, such
as the name '#%A', used in replacing 'SIHC&A+EED ' with
'SIMCRAY*COSCREY+COSCRAY*SIHCAEDY ' Multiple occurrences of a
particular wildcard in a pattern must match identical subexpressions.

IMATCH works from top down; thatis, it checks the entire expression
first. This approach works well for expansion. An expression expanded
during one execution of [MATCH will contain additional subexpressions,
and those subexpressions can be expanded by another execution of
IMATCH. Several expressions can be expanded by one execution of
IMATCH provided none is a subexpression of any other.

Examples: The command sequence

o.5 'SIMCwees !t 3 wMATCH

returns 'SIHCw~E2 " tolevel 2 and 1 tolevel 1.

The command sequence

PSIHCUENYDY L PSINCRR+RED !

"SIMCERYCOSCEREIHCOSCRRIESTIHCEEDY Y 3 GMATCH

returns ' SIHCU*COSCWI+COSCU»*SIHCY 2! tolevel 2and 1 to

level 1.
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...|MATCH

The command sequence

VETHOSEZs £ 'SIMOLA+RED !
VRO=0, G COMECBKSTHOKST203

"AEBSCIPCRAN ==L  +MATCH

returns

'EOK=8, 5, COMECS, KSINCEsmo2 02C0SCE 0CE-kS THIk

tolevel 2 and 1 tolevel 1.

Related Commands: {MATCH
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MAX Maximum Function

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — max(x, y)
X 'symb' — 'MAX(x, symb)'

'symb' X — 'MAX(symb, x)'

'symb,' 'symb,,’ — 'MAX(symb, , symb,)'

X_unit, y_unity — max(x_unit,, y_unity)  
 

Use: Returns the greater (more positive) of its two arguments.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Examples: Evaluating 18 -232 MAX returns 186.

Evaluating -18 -232 MAX returns —-18.

Evaluating 1_m 9_cm MAX returns 1_m.

Related Commands: MIN
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MAXR Maximum Real Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

— 'MAXR'

— 9.99999999999E499    
Use: Returns the symbolic constant 'MAXRE' or its numerical
representation, 9, 33933393933E499,

Affected by Flags: Symbolic Constants (—2), Numerical Results
(=3).

Evaluating MAXR returnsits numerical representation if flag —2 or -3 is
set; otherwise,its symbolic representation is returned.

Remarks: MAXR is the largest numerical value that can be
represented by the HP 48.

Related Commands: ¢, i, MINR,
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MAX Maximum Sigma Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

— xmax

- [xmax1 xmax2 xmax m]   
 

Use: Finds the maximum coordinate value in each of the m columns of

the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable XDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The maxima are returned as a vector of m real numbers, or

as a single real number if m = 1.

Related Commands: BINS, MEAN, MINX, SDEV, TOT, VAR
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MEAN Mean Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

- Xrmean

- [xmeam Xmean2 ++* xmeanm]   
 

Use: Computes the mean of each of the m columns of coordinate values
in the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable XDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The mean is returned as a vector of m real numbers, or as a

single real number if m = 1. The mean is computed from the formula:

1)1

_Ex.

”i=1'

where x; is the ith coordinate value in a column, and 7 is the number of
data points.

Related Commands: BINS, MAXZ, MINE, SDEV, TOT, VAR
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MEM Memory Available Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

— X  
 

Use: Returns the number of bytes of available memory in RAM.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The number returned is only a rough indicator of usable
available memory, since recovery features (LASTARG,
(«1)[CAST STACK], and [\q](LAST CMD]) consume or release varying
amounts of memory with each operation.

Before it can assess the amount of memory available, MEM must remove
objects in temporary memory that are no longer being used. This clean-up
process (also called “garbage collection”) also occurs automatically at
other times when memory is full. Since this process can slow down
calculator operation at undesired times, you can force it to occur at a
desired time by executing MEHM. In a program, execute MEM DEOF.

Related Commands: BYTES
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MENU Display Menu Command

Level 1 — Level 1

xmenu -

{ listgefinttion } —

'Namegefinition' -

obj —  
 

Use: Displays a built-in menu or a library menu, or defines and displays
a custom menu.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: A built-in menu is specified by a real number Xp,¢ny. The

format ofXpeny 1s Mm.pp, where mm is the menu number and pp is the
page of the menu. If pp doesn’t correspond to a page of the specified
menu,the first page is displayed. The following table lists the HP 48
built-in menus and the corresponding menu numbers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Menu # Menu Name Menu # Menu Name

0 Last Menu 13 PRG DSPL

1 CST 14 PRG CTRL

2 VAR 15 PRG BRCH

3 MTH 16 PRG TEST

4 MTH PARTS 17 PRINT

5 MTH PROB 18 I/0

6 MTH HYP 19 I/O SETUP

7 MTH MATR 20 MODES

8 MTH VECTR 21 MODES Customization

9 MTH BASE 22 MEMORY

10 PRG 23 MEMORYArithmetic

1 PRG STK 24 LIBRARY

12 PRG OBJ 25 PORT O
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(continued)

Menu # Menu Name Menu # Menu Name

26 PORT 1 43 UNITS LENG

27 PORT 2 44 UNITS AREA

28 EDIT 45 UNITS VOL

29 SOLVE 46 UNITS TIME

30 SOLVE SOLVR 47 UNITS SPEED

31 PLOT 48 UNITS MASS

32 PLOT PTYPE 49 UNITS FORCE

33 PLOT PLOTR 50 UNITS ENRG

34 ALGEBRA 51 UNITS POWR

35 TIME 52 UNITS PRESS

36 TIME ADJST 53 UNITS TEMP

37 TIME ALRM 54 UNITS ELEC

38 TIME ALRM RPT 55 UNITS ANGL

39 TIME SET 56 UNITS LIGHT

40 STAT 57 UNITS RAD

41 STAT MODL 58 UNITS VISC

42 UNITS Catalog 59 UNITS Command       
 

Library menus are specified in the same way as built-in menus, with the
library number serving as the menu number.

Custom menus are specified by a list (£ /iStgefintion +) Or @ name
containing a list ("@Megyesiniion)- Either argumentis stored in reserved
variable CS7, and the custom menu is subsequently displayed. See
appendix D, “Reserved Variables,” for a description of the custom menu.

Note that MENU in fact takes any object as a valid argument and storesit
in CST. However, the calculator can build a custom menu only if CST
contains a list or a name containing a list. Thus, if an object other than a
list or name containing a list is supplied to MENU, a Ead Argument
Tupe error will occur when the calculator attempts to display the custom
menu.
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See “Custom Menus in Programs” in chapter 29 of the HP 48 Owner’s
Manual for program examples using MENU.

Examples: 7 MEHU displays the first page of the MTH MATR menu.

42.82 MEHNU displays the second page of the UNITS MASS menu.

7ES2 MEHNU displays the first page of commands in library 768.

£ A 123 "ARBC" > MENU displays the custom menu defined the list
argument.

'MYMEHU' MEHU displays the custom menu defined the name argument.

Related Commands: RCLMENU, TMENU
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MERGE Merge RAM Card Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   Mport
 

Use: Takes the RAM from the card in the specified port (1 or 2) and
merges it with the rest of main user memory. Merged memory is no longer
independent.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the RAM card contains any library or backup objects, then
they are moved to port 0 before the RAM is merged. Library and backup
objects can exist only in independent memory (ports 1 or 2 unmerged or
port 0).

Related Commands: FREE
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MIN Minimum Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — min(x, y)
X ‘symb' — 'MIN(x, symb)'

'symb' X — '"MIN(symb, x)'

‘symb,' ‘'symb,,' — 'MIN(symb, , symb,)'

X_unit, y_unit, — min(x_unit, , y_unity)   
 

Use: Returns the lesser (more negative) of its two arguments.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Example: Evaluating 18 ZZ MIH returns 18.

Evaluating -18 -23 MIH returns —-23Z.

Evaluating 1_r 9_cm MIH returns 9_cr.

Related Commands: MAX
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MINR Minimum Real Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

— 'MINR'

— 1.00000000000E - 499  
 

Use: Returns the symbolic constant 'MIHR' or its numerical
representation, 1.H08800E8E00EBE-499,

Affected by Flags: Symbolic Constants (—2), Numerical Results

(=3).

Evaluating MAXR returns its numerical representation if flag —2 or -3 is
set; otherwise,its symbolic representation is returned.

Remarks: MINR is the smallest non-zero numerical value that can be

represented by the HP 48.

Related Commands: ¢,i, MAXR, «
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MINX Minimum Sigma Command
 

 

— Level 1

— [ Xmint Xmin2 -+ Xmin m ]   
Use: Finds the minimum coordinate value in each of the m columns of
the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable ZDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The minima are returned as a vector ofm real numbers, or
as a single real number if m = 1.

Related Commands: BINS, MAXE, MEAN, SDEV, TOT, VAR
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MOD Modulo Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — x mod y

X 'symb' — 'MOD(x, symb)'

'symb' X — 'MOD(symb, x)'

‘symb,’ ‘'symb,' — 'MOD(symb, , symb,)'  
 

Use: Returns a remainder defined by:

x mody =x -y floor (x /y)

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: Mod (X,y) is periodic in X with period y. Mod (X, y) lies in
the interval [0, y) fory > 0 and in (y, 0] fory < 0.

Related Commands: FLOOR, /
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NEG Negate Analytic
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — -z

#n, — #n,

[amay ] — [ -anmay]
'symb" — ' - (symb)'
X_unit — —x_unit

grob, — grob,
PICT, — PICT,   
 

Use: Changes the sign or negates an object.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3), Binary Integer Wordsize
(=5 through -10).

Remarks: Negating an array creates a new array containing the
negative of each of the original elements.

Negating a binary number takes its two’s complement; that is, it
complements all the bits and adds 1.

Negating a graphics object “inverts”it, that is, each pixel is toggled from
on (dark) to off (light) or vice-versa. If the argument is PICT, then the
graphics object stored in PICT is inverted.

Related Commands: ABS, CONJ, NOT, SIGN
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NEWOB New Object Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

obj — obj   

Use: Creates a new copy of the specified object, thereby removing any
previous “references” (pointers) to that object or the list or backup object
it came from.

Affected by Flags: Last Arguments (-55).

In order for NEWOB to free immediately the temporary memory
occupied by a list, this flag must be set so that the list is not saved as a last
argument.

Remarks: NEWOB has two main uses:

= NEWOB enables the purging of a library or backup object that has
been recalled to the stack. (Note that it is the contents of a backup
object that get recalled, not the backup objectitself.) Recalling such
an objectsets a pointerto it and, as long asit is so referenced,it
cannot be purged. NEWOB creates a separate copy of the object in
temporary memory, thereby allowing the original copy to be purged.

The following command sequence would recall and then purge the
backup object named FRED:

t8:FRED ECL HEMWOE :8:FEED FUEGE

m NEWOB enables the purging ofa list from temporary memory (a list
not stored in a variable) while one or more elements extracted from
the list are on the stack. Extracting (GETting) an element from such
a list sets a pointer to it, and as long as the list is so referenced, it
cannot be cleared from temporary memory (even though it is no
longer on the stack). NEWOB creates a separate copy of the element,
thereby allowing the original list to be purged during normal, internal
clean-up (also called “garbage collection™).
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...NEWOB

The following command sequence would get the third element out of
a list that was on the stack, then enable the list to be purged during
normal clean-up:

3 GET HEWOEBE

Related Commands: PURGE
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NEXT Next Command

See the FOR and START keyword entries for syntax information.

 

Use: Ends definite loop structures. See the FOR and START keyword
entries for more information.

Related Commands FOR, START, STEP
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NOT NOT Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

#n, — #n,

T/F — 0/1

"string ," — “string;"

'symb' — 'NOT symb'   
 

Use: Returns the one’s complement or logical inverse of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (—3), Binary Integer Wordsize
(=5 through -10).

Remarks: When the argumentis a binary integer or string, NOT
complements each bit in the argument to produce the result.

m A binary integeris treated as a sequence ofbits as long as the current
wordsize.

m A string is treated as a sequence of bits, using 8 bits per character

(that is, using the binary version ofthe character code).

When the argument is a real number or symbolic, NOT does a true/false
test. The result is 1 (true) if the argument is zero; it is & (false) if the
argument is non-zero. This test is usually done on a test result (T/F).

If the argumentis an algebraic object, then the result is an algebraic of the
form 'HOT symb'. Execute +HUM (or set flag —3 before executing
NOT) to produce a numeric result from the algebraic result.

Related Commands: AND, OR, XOR
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NUM Character Number Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

"string" — n   
 

Use: Returns the character code n for the first character in the string.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The character codes are an extension of ISO 8859/1. Codes
128 through 159 are unique to the HP 48.

The following table shows the relation between character codes (results of
NUM,arguments to CHR) and characters (results of CHR, arguments to
NUM).

Related Commands: CHR, POS, REPL, SIZE, SUB
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Character Codes (0 — 127)
 

 

NUM CHR NUM CHR NUM CHR NUM CHR

| . 232 64 ® 96 '

1 . 33 ! 63 A 97 a

2 . 34 " 66 B 93 b

3 . 35 # 67 C 99 -

4 . 36 ¥ 63 D 188 d

o . 37 % &9 E 181 e

& . 38 2 78 F 182 f

T = 39 ' 7l G 1832 g

o . 49 Y e H 164 h

3 . 41 2 ra I 185 1

16 . 42 * 4 o 186 J

11 n 43 + o k. 187 k

12 . 44 ’ TE L 1682 1

13 . 45 - e i 189 i

14 = 45 . e M 118 r

15 m 47 3 0 111 o

1e » 42 | oE F 112 F

iv = 49 1 a1 [ 113 g

15 . =8 z a2 F 114 -

19 . a1 3 283 S 115 =

28 . a2 4 24 T 115 1

21 » a3 b 25 i 117 i

22 . od & o6 Y 112 L

23 . a3 T a7 W 1149 L

24 . 56 = 22 “ 1268

25 . 57 3 29 Y 121 .

26 = 52 : 1% Z 122 =

27 . a9 : 91 C 122 i

2e = &6 < 92 ~ 124 I

29 . 61 = 93 ] 125 ¥

28 = 295 > 94 o~ 126

21 63 ? 95 - 127 N      
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Character Codes (128 — 255)
 

NUM CHR NUM CHR NUM CHR NUM CHR
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—NUM Evaluate to Number Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  obj — z
 

Use: Evaluates the object into a numerical result.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: —NUM repeatedly evaluates a symbolic argument until a
numerical result is achieved. The effect is the same as evaluating the
symbolic argument in Numerical Result mode (flag -3 set).

Related Commands: EVAL, SYSEVAL
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N Number of Rows Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

- Niows   

Use: Returns the number of rows in the current statistical matrix

(reserved variable £DAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: IX, IX*Y, ¥X™2, XY, XY2
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OBJ—- Object to Stack Command
 

 

Level 1 — Levein+1... Level2 Level 1

xy) — X y
{obj,...0bj,} — obj, obj, n

[xy...%,] — Xy Xn n

[[xfl"'xmn]] - Xq4 Xpn {mn}

“obj" — evaluated-object

‘symb' — arg,...arg, n ‘function’

X_unit — X 1_unit

:tag:obj — obj "tag"    
Use: Separates an object into its components onto the stack. For some
object types, the number of components is returned to level 1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: For complex numbers, lists, arrays, and strings, OBJ—

encompasses the functionality of C—R, LIST—, ARRY—, and STR—.

Forlists, OBJ— also returns the number of list elements. For arrays,
OBJ— also returns the dimensions { m n } of the array, where m is the
number of rows and n is the number of columns.

For algebraic objects, OBJ— returns the arguments of the top-level
(least-nested) function (argy ... arg,), the number of arguments of the
top-level function (n), and the name of the top-level function (function).

For strings, the object sequence defined by the string is executed.
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...0OBJ—-

Example: The command sequence 'J (8,1,SIH(X2, %' OBJ+

returns:

£ & First argument.

5 1 Second argument.

4 'SIH¢X> ' Third argument.

3: ‘%' Fourth argument.

2 4 Number of argumentsfor |.

1: 4 Function name.

Related Commands: ARRY—, C—R, DTAG, —EQ, LIST—, R—C,

STR—, -»TAG
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OCT Octal Mode Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   
 

Use: Selects octal base for binary integer operations. (The default base
is decimal.)

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (- 11, —12).

Remarks: Binary integers require the prefix #. Binary integers entered
and returned in octal base automatically show the suffix c. If the current
base is not octal, then you can enter an octal number by ending it with .
It will be displayed in the current base whenit is entered.

The current base does not affect the internal representation of binary
integers as unsigned binary numbers.

Related Commands: BIN, DEC, HEX, STWS, RCWS
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OFF Off Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

   

Use: Turns off the calculator.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When executed from a program, that program will resume
execution when the calculatoris turned on. This enables programming an
“autostart” capability.

Related Commands: CONT, HALT, KILL
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OLDPRT Old Printer Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—   
 

Use: Modifies the remapping string in the reserved variable PRTPAR so
that the extended character set of the HP 48 matches the HP 82240A

Infrared Printer.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The character sct in the HP 82240A Infrared Printer does

not match the HP 48 character set:

m 24 characters in the HP 48 character set are not available in the

HP 82240A Infrared Printer. (From the table in the keyword listing
for NUM,these characters are numbers 129, 130, 143-157, 159, 166,

169, 172, 174, 184, and 185.) The HP 82240A prints a ¥in

substitution.

m Many characters in the extended character table (character codes 128
through 255) do not have the same character code. For example, the
# character has code 171 in the HP 48 and code 146 in the
HP 82240A Infrared Printer.

If you want to use the CHR command to print extended characters with
an HP 82240A Infrared Printer, first execute OLDPRT. The remapping
string modified by OLDPRT is the second parameter in PRTPAR. This
string, empty in the default state, changes the character code of each byte
to match the codes in the HP 82240A Infrared Printer character table.

If you want to print a string containing graphics data, OLDPRT must not
be in effect.

Related Commands: CR, DELAY, PRLCD, PRST, PRSTC,

PRVAR, PR1
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OPENIO Open /0 Port Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

  —

 

Use: Opens the serial port or the IR port using the I/O parameters in
the reserved variable JOPAR.

Affected by Flags: I/0 Device (-33).

Remarks: All HP 48 Kermit-protocol commands automatically effect
an OPENIO first. Therefore, you usually do not need to execute
OPENIO, but you should use it if an I/O transmission does not work.
OPENIO is necessary for I/O interaction with a device that interprets a
closed port as a break.

OPENIO is also necessary for the automatic reception of data into the
input buffer using non-Kermit commands. If the portis closed, incoming
characters will be ignored. If the port is open, incoming characters will
automatically be placed in the input buffer. The presence of these
characters can be detected with BUFLEN and they can be read out of the
input buffer using SRECV.

If the port is already open, OPENIO does not affect the data in the input
buffer, but if the port is closed, then executing OPENIO clears the data in

the input buffer.

For more information, refer also to the reserved variable JOPAR in

appendix D.

Related Commands: BUFLEN, CLOSEIO
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OR OR Function
 

 

  

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

#n, #n, — #n,

“string" “string" — “string5"

T/F, T/F, — 0/1

T/F 'symb' — 'T/F OR symb'

'symb' T/F — 'symb OR T/F'

'symb,’ 'symb,' — 'symb, OR symb,'
 

Use: Returns the logical OR of two arguments.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (—3), Binary Integer Wordsize
(=5 through -10).

Remarks: When the arguments are binary integers or strings, OR does
a bit-by-bit (base 2) logical comparison.

m An argument that is a binary integeris treated as a sequence of bits
as long as the current wordsize. Each bit in the result is determined
by comparing the corresponding bits (bit; and bit,) in the two
arguments as shown in the following table:

 

bit, bit, bit, OR bit,
 

-
-
O

0
O

—
-
-
O0

1

0

1      
m An argument that is a string is treated as a sequence of bits, using 8

bits per character (that is, using the binary version of the character
code). The two string arguments must be the same length.

When the arguments are real numbers or symbolics, OR simply does a
true/false test. The result is 1 (true) if either or both arguments are
non-zero; it is & (false) if both arguments are zero. This test is usually
done to compare two test results.
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...OR

If either or both of the arguments are algebraic objects, then the result is
an algebraic of the form 'symb, OR symb,'. Execute +HUHM (or set
flag -3 before executing OR) to produce a numeric result from the
algebraic result.

Related Commands: AND, NOT, XOR
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ORDER Order Variables Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

  { global, ... global, } —
 

Use: Reorders the variables in the current directory (shown in the VAR
menu) to the order specified.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The names that appear first in the list will be the first to
appear in the VAR menu. Variables not specified in the list are placed
after the reordered variables.

If the list includes the name of a large subdirectory, there may be
insufficient memory to execute ORDER. For possible remedies, refer to
“Low-Memory Conditions” in chapter 5 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

Related Commands: VARS
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OVER Over Command

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

 

 

 obj, obj, — obj obj, obj,

 

Use: Returns a copy to stack level 1 of the object in level 2.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: PICK, ROLL, ROLLD, ROT, SWAP
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PARAMETRIC Parametric Plot Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  
 

Use: Sets the plot type to PARAMETRIC.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is PARAMETRIC, the DRAW
command plots the current equation as a complex-valued function of one
real variable. The current equation is specified in the reserved variable
EQ. The plotting parameters are specified in the reserved variable PPAR,
which has the form:

£ Xmin » Ymin * “Xmax » Ymax » indep res axes ptype depend

For plot type PARAMETRIC, the elements of PPAR are used as follows:

BXmin, Ymin? 18 @ complex number specifying the lower left corner of
PICT(the lower left corner ofthe display range). The default value is
C—GB.2y=3.10,

B (Xmax » Ymax” 1S @ complex number specifying the upper right corner
of PICT (the upperright corner of the display range). The default

-~

valueis (E.5,3.20.

m jndep is a list containing a name that specifies the independent
variable, and two numbers specifying the minimum and maximum
values for the independent variable (the plotting range). Note that the
default value is X. If you don’t modifyX to includeit in a list with a
plotting range, the values in  Xpin », Ymin? and  $Xmax , Ymax.' are used

as the plotting range, which generally leads to meaningless results.

m res is a real number specifying the interval, in user-unit coordinates,
between values of the independent variable. The default value is 3,
which specifies an interval equal to 1/130 of the difference between
the maximum and minimum values in indep (the plotting range).

m axes is a complex number specifying the user-unit coordinates of the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes; or a list containing
such a number and two strings specifying labels for the horizontal and
vertical axes. The default value is <&, @7,
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... PARAMETRIC

m ptype is a command name specifying the plot type. Executing the
command PARAMETRIC places the command name
PARAMETRIC in PPAR.

m depend is a name specifying a label for the vertical axis. The default
value is Y.

The contents ofEQ must be an expression or program,;it can’t be an
equation. It is evaluated for each value of the independent variable. The
results, which must be a complex numbers, give the coordinates of the
points to be plotted. Lines are drawn between plotted points unless flag
-31 is set.

See “Parametric Plots” in chapter 19 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual for an
example using the PARAMETRIC plot type.

Related Commands: BAR, CONIC, FUNCTION, HISTOGRAM,

POLAR, SCATTER, TRUTH
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PARITY Parity Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

Mparity -    

Use: Sets the parity value in the reserved variable IOPAR.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Legal n-values are as shown below. A negative value means
SRECYVwill not check parity, although parity will still be used during data
transmission.

 

 

n-Value Meaning

0 No parity. The default value.

1 Odd parity.

2 Even parity.

3 Mark.

4 Space.    
For more information, refer also to the reserved variable JOPAR (I/O
parameters) in appendix D ofthis manual.

Related Commands: BAUD, CKSM, TRANSIO
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PATH Current Path Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

— { HOME directory-name, ... directory-name, }   

Use: Returns a list specifying the sequence of directory namesto the
current directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Thefirst directory is always HOME and the last directory is
always the current directory.

If a program needs to switch to a specific directory, it can do so by
evaluating a directory list, such as one created earlier by PATH.

Related Commands: CRDIR, HOME, PGDIR, UPDIR
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PDIM PICT Dimension Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

(xmin » Ymin) (xmax 2 Ymax) -

#Nit #Mheignt — 
 

Use: Replaces PICT with a blank PICT of the specified dimensions.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the arguments are complex numbers, PDIM changes the
size of PICT and makes the arguments the new values of (Xpin » Ymin) and
(Xmax > Ymax) 1n the reserved variable PPAR. Thus, the scale of a
subsequent plot is not changed. If the arguments are binary integers,
PPAR remains unchanged, so the scale of a subsequent plot is changed.

PICTcannot be smaller than 131 pixels wide x 64 pixels high, nor larger
than 2048 pixels wide.

Related Commands: PMAX, PMIN
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PERM Permutations Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

n m — Pom

'symb,' m — 'PERM(symb,,, m)'

n 'symb,,' — 'PERM(n, symb,)'

'symb,,’ ‘'symb,' — 'PERM(symb,,, symb,,,)'   
 

Use: Returns the number of permutations of n items taken m at a time.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The calculation formula is:

n!P, =—1
B (n - m)!

The arguments n and m must be less than 10'2,

Related Commands: COMB,!
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PGDIR Purge Directory Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

'global' —   
 

Use: Purges the named directory of all of its variables and subdirectories
(empty or not).

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: CLVAR, CRDIR, HOME, PATH, PURGE,

UPDIR
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PICK Pick Object Command
 

Level n+1...Level 2 Level 1 — Leveln+1i...Level2 Level 1

 

obj, ... obj, n — obj, ... obj, obj  
 

Use: Takes an integer n from the stack and returns a copy of obj; (the
nth remaining object).

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: DUP, DUPN, DUP2, OVER, ROLL, ROLLD,
ROT, SWAP
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PICT PICT Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

— PICT   
 

Use: Puts the name FICT on the stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: PICT is the name of a storage location in calculator memory
containing the current graphics object. The command PICT enables
access to the contents of that memory location as if it were a variable.
Note however, that PICT is not a variable as defined in the HP 48 —its

name cannot be quoted and only graphics objects may be “stored” in it.

If a graphics object smaller than 131 wide x 64 pixels high is stored in
PICT, it is enlarged to 131 x 64. A graphics object of unlimited pixel
height and up to 2048 pixels wide can be stored in PICT.

Examples: FICT RCL returns the current graphics objectto the stack.

GRAFHIC 131 = &4 PICT STOstores a graphics object in PICT,
making it the current graphics object.

Related Commands: GOR, GRAPH, GXOR, NEG, PVIEW, RCL,
REPL, SIZE, STO, SUB
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PIXOFF Pixel Off Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

x y) —
{#n #m} —
 

Use: Turns off (makes light) the pixel at the specified coordinate in
PICT.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: PIXON, PIX?
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PIXON Pixel On Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

0 y) —
{#n #m} —
 

Use: Turns on (makes dark) the pixel at the specified coordinate in
PICT.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: PIXOFF, PIX?
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PIX? Pixel On? Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

0 y) — 0/1
{#n #m} — 0/1
 

Use: Tests whether the specified pixel in PICT is on and returns a
corresponding test result.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: PIX? returns 1 (true) if the specified pixel is on (dark), and
8 (false) if the specified pixelis off (light).

Related Commands: PIXON, PIXOFF
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PKT Packet Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

“data" "type" — ‘response"    

Use: Used to send command “packets” (and receive requested data) to
a Kermit server. (To send HP 48 objects, use SEND.)

Affected by Flags: 1/0 Device (—33), I/O Messages (—39).

The I/O Data Format flag (—35) can be significant if the server sends
back more than one packet.

Remarks: PKT allows you to send additional commands to a Kermit
server. However, you need to understand Kermit well to take advantage of
this. It is beyond the scope of the HP 48 documentation to document
Kermit protocol. (Refer to Using MS-DOS Kermit by Christine M.
Gianone, Digital Press, 1990; or KERMIT, A File Transfer Protocol by

Frank da Cruz, Digital Press, 1987, especially chapter 11, “The

Client/Server Model.”)

The packet data, packet type, and the response to the packet transmission
are all in string form. PKT first does an I (initialization) packet exchange
with the Kermit server, then sends the server a packet constructed from
the data and packet-type arguments supplied to PKT. The response to
PKT will be either an acknowledging message (possibly blank) or an error
packet (see KERRM).

For the type argument, only the first letter is significant.

Examples: A PKT command to send a generic directory request is
n [:I n " I:'; " F'I':-:T .

To send a host command packet, use a command from the server’s
operating system for the data string and """ for the type string. For
example, "'AEC' FURGE" "C" FET on alocal HP 48 would instruct an

HP 48 server to purge variable ABC.

Related Commands: KERRM
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PMAX PICT Maximum Command

Level 1 — Level 1

x y) —

 

 

   

Use: Specifies <X, y> as the coordinates of the upper right corner of
PICT.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The complex number (X, y? is stored as the second element
in the reserved variable PPAR.

PMAX must be typed in or placed in a custom menu—it is not included
in a built-in menu.

Related Commands: PDIM, PMIN, XRNG, YRNG
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PMIN PICT Minimum Command

Level 1 — Level 1

xy) —

 

 

  
 

Use: Specifies (X, y> as the coordinates of the lowerleft corner of
PICT.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The complex number <X, y> is stored as the first element in
the reserved variable PPAR.

PMIN must be typed in or placed in a custom menu—it is not included in
a built-in menu.

Related Commands: PDIM, PMAX, XRNG, YRNG
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POLAR Polar Plot Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  
 

Use: Sets the plot type to POLAR.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is POLAR, the DRAW command plots
the current equation in polar coordinates, where the independent variable
is the polar angle and the dependent variableis the radius. The current
equationis specified in the reserved variable EQ. The plotting parameters
are specified in the reserved variable PPAR, which has the form:

£ Xmin» Ymin ? “Xmax » Ymax » indep res axes ptype depend

For plot type POLAR,the elements ofPPAR are used as follows:

B Xmqin > Ymin” 1s a complex number specifying the lower left corner of
PICT(the lowerleft corner ofthe display range). The default value is
(=B.2y—3.12.

B Xpax > Ymax” 1S a complex number specifying the upper right corner
of PICT(the upper right corner ofthe display range). The default
valueis (6.5,3.2).

m indep is a name specifying the independent variable; ora list
containing such a name and two numbers specifying the minimum
and maximum values for the independent variable (the plotting
range). The default value of indep is X.

m res is a real number specifying the interval, in user-unit coordinates,
between values of the independent variable. The default value is &,
which specifies an interval of 2 degrees, 2 grads, or /90 radians.

m axes is a complex number specifying the user-unit coordinates of the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes; or a list containing
such a number and two strings specifying labels for the horizontal and
vertical axes. The default value is <&, @5,

m ptype is a command name specifying the plot type. Executing the

command POLAR places the command name POLAR in PPAR.

m depend is a name specifying a label for the vertical axis. The default
value is Y.
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...POLAR

The current equation is plotted as a function of the variable specified in
indep. The minimum and maximum values of the independent variable
(the plotting range) can be specifed in indep; otherwise, the default
minimum value is 0 and the default maximum value corresponds to one
full circle in the current angle mode (360 degrees, 400 grads, or 2x
radians). Lines are drawn between plotted points unless flag —31 is set.

If EQ contains an expression or program, the expression or program is
evaluated in Numerical Results mode for each value of the independent
variable to give the values of the dependent variable. IfEQ contains an
equation, the plotting action depends on the form of the equation:

 

Form of Plotting Action
Current Equation
 

' expr=expr' Each expression is plotted separately.
The intersection of the two graphs
shows where the expressions are
equal.

'name=expr' Only the expression is plotted.

'indep=constant' A radial line is plotted.   
 

If flag —30 is set, all equations are plotted as two separate expressions.

See “Polar Plots” in chapter 19 of the Owner’s Manual for an example
using the POLAR plot type.

Related Commands: BAR, CONIC, FUNCTION, HISTOGRAM,
PARAMETRIC, SCATTER, TRUTH
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POS Position Command

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

“string" "substring" — n

{ list } obj — n  
 

Use: Returns the position of a substring within a string or the position of
an object within a list.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If there is no match for obj or substring, POS returns zero.

Related Commands: CHR, NUM, REPL, SIZE, SUB
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PREDV Predicted y-value Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

  Xindependent - Ydependent
 

Providedfor compatibility with the HP 28. PREDVis the same as PREDY.
See PREDY.
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PREDX Predicted x-value Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

  Ydependent - Xindependent
 

Use: Based on the currently selected statistical model and the current
regression coefficients in the reserved variable ZPAR, PREDX returns
the predicted independent-variable value given a dependent-variable
value.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The value is predicted using the regression coefficients most
recently computed with LR and stored in the reserved variable PAR. For
the linear statistical model, the equation used is:

Yaependent = (Xindependent M) + b

where m is the slope (the third element in ZP4R) and b is the intercept
(the fourth element in LPAR).

For the otherstatistical models, the equations used by PREDX are listed
in the LR keyword entry.

If you execute PREDX without having previously generated regression
coefficients in XPAR, a default value of zero is used for both regression
coefficients —in this case PREDX will error.

Example: Given five columns of data in ¥DAT, the command sequence:

2 WCOL S YCOL LOGFIT LR 22 PREDX

sets column 2 as the independent variable column, sets column 5 as the
dependent variable column, and sets the logarithmic statistical model. It
then executes LR, generating intercept and slope regression coefficients,
stored in XPAR. Then, given a dependent value of 23, it returns a
predicted independent value based on the regression coefficients and the
statistical model.

Related Commands: COLX, CORR, COV, EXPFIT, XLINE,

LINFIT, LOGFIT, LR, PREDY, PWRFIT, XCOL, YCOL
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PREDY Predicted y-value Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  Xindependent - Ydependent
 

Use: Based on the currently selected statistical model and the current
regression coefficients in the reserved variable XPAR, PREDYreturns
the predicted dependent-variable value given an independent-variable
value.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The value is predicted using the regression coefficients most
recently computed with LR and stored in the reserved variable XPAR. For
the linear statistical model, the equation used is:

Yaependent = (Xpredictea™) + b

where m is the slope (the third element in ¥PAR) and b is the intercept
(the fourth element in LPAR).

For the other statistical models, the equations used by PREDYare listed
in the LR keyword entry.

If you execute PREDY without having previously generated regression
coefficients in LPAR, a default value of zero is used for both regression
coefficients —in this case PREDY will return @& for statistical models
LINFIT and LOGFIT, and errorfor statistical models EXPFIT and

PWRFIT,
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... PREDY

Example: Given four columns of data in £DAT, the command
sequence:

2 »COL 4 YCOL PWRFIT LR 11 PREDY

sets column 2 as the independent variable column, sets column 4 as the
dependent variable column, and sets the powerstatistical model. It then
executes LR, generating intercept and slope regression coefficients, stored
in XPAR. Then, given an independent value of 11, it returns a predicted
dependent value based on the regression coefficients and the statistical
model.

Related Commands: COLZ, CORR, COV, EXPFIT, XLINE,
LINFIT, LOGFIT, LR, PREDX, PWRFIT, XCOL, YCOL
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PRLCD Print LCD Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

   

Use: Prints a pixel-by-pixel image of the current display (excluding the
annunciators).

Affected by Flags: Printing Device (—34), I/O Device (-33)

If flag —34 is set (printer output directed to the serial port), flag —33 must
be clear.

Remarks: The width of the printed image of charactersin the displayis
narrower using PRLCD than using a print command such as PR1. The
difference results from the spacing between characters. On the display
there is a single blank column between characters, and PRLCD prints this
spacing. Print commands such as PR1 print two blank columns between
adjacent characters.

Example: The command sequence ERASE DRAW PRLCD clears PICT,
plots the current equation, then prints the graphics display.

Related Commands: CR, DELAY, OLDPRT, PRST, PRSTC,
PRVAR, PR1
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PROMPT Prompt Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

“prompt" — obj   
 

Use: Displays the contents of "prompt" in the status area and halts
program execution.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: PROMPT is equivalentto 1 DISP 1 FREEZE HALT.

See “The PROMPT Command”in chapter 29 of the HP 48 Owner’s
Manual for a programming example using PROMPT.

Related Commands: CONT, DISP, FREEZE, HALT, INPUT
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PRST Print Stack Command

.- Lovel 1 — .e. Lovel 1

 

 

  ...0bf — ... Obf
 

Use: Prints all objectsin the stack, starting with the object in the highest
level.

Affected by Flags: Double-Spaced Printing (—-37), Printing Device
(—34), I/0 Device (—33), Linefeed (—38).

If flag —34 is set (printer output directed to the serial port), flag —33 must
be clear.

When flag —38 is set, linefeeds are not added at the end of each print line.
Generally, flag —38 should be clear for execution of PRST.

Remarks: Objects are printed in multi-line printer format. See the PR1
keyword entry for a description of multi-line printer format.

Related Commands: CR, DELAY, OLDPRT, PRLCD, PRSTC,
PRVAR, PR1
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PRSTC Print Stack (Compact) Command

ee. Lovel 1 — ... Lovel 1

 

 

  ...0bj — ... obj
 

Use: Prints in compact form all objectsin the stack, starting with the
object in the highest level.

Affected by Flags: Double-Spaced Printing (—37), Printing Device
(-34), 1/0 Device (—33), Linefeed (-38).

If flag —34 is set (printer output directed to the serial port), flag —33 must
be clear.

When flag - 38 is set, linefeeds are not added at the end of each print line.
Generally, flag —38 should be clear for execution of PRSTC.

Remarks: Compact printer format is the same as compact display
format: Multiline objects are truncated and appear on one line only.

Related Commands: CR, DELAY, OLDPRT, PRLCD, PRST,
PRVAR,PR1
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PRVAR Print Variable Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

‘name’ —

{ name, name,,... } —

Moo - 'global’ —
 

Use: Scarches the current directory path or port for the specified
variable(s) and prints the name and contents of each variable.

Affected by Flags: Double-Spaced Printing (—37), Printing Device
(—34), I/O Device (—33), Linefeed (—38).

If flag —34 is set (printer output directed to the serial port), flag —33 must
be clear.

When flag —38 is set, linefeeds are not added at the end of each print line.
Generally, flag —38 should be clear for execution of PRVAR.

Remarks: Objects are printed in multi-line printer format. See the PR1
keyword entry for a description of multi-line printer format.

Related Commands: PR1, PRST, PRSTC, PRLCD, CR, DELAY,
OLDPRT
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PR1 Print Level 1 Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

 obj — obj  

Use: Prints obj in multi-line printer format.

Affected by Flags: Double-Spaced Printing (—37), Printing Device
(—34), 1/0 Device (-33).

If flag —34 is set (printer output directed to the serial port), flag —33 must
be clear.

Remarks: All objects except strings are printed with their identifying
delimiters. Strings are printed without the leading and trailing "
delimiters.

Multiline printer formatis similar to multiline display format, with the
following exceptions:

m Strings and names that are more than 24 characters long are
continued on the next printer line.

m The real and imaginary parts of complex numbers are printed on

separate lines if they don’t fit on the same line.

m Arrays are printed with a numbered heading for each row and with a
column number before each element. For example, the 2 x 3 array

1 2 3
4 5 6

would be printed as follows:
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Array dimensions

Row Array { 2 3 3
number—» Row 1

Column gé
numbers 31 3

Row 2
11 4
21 5
31 6

Related Commands: CR, DELAY, OLDPRT, PRLCD, PRST,
PRSTC, PRVAR
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PURGE Purge Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

'global' —

{ global, ... global,, } —

PICT —

Nport :NAMEpackyp —

‘Nport Miibrary —   
Use: Purges the named variable(s) or empty subdirectory(s) from the
current directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: PURGE executed in a program (or in the command line)
does not save its argument for recovery by LASTARG.

To empty a named directory before purging it, use PGDIR.

To help prepare a list of variables for purging, you can use VARS.

Purging PICTresults in replacing the current graphics object with a 0 x 0
graphics object.

If a list of objects (with global names, backup objects, library objects, or
PICT) for purging contains an invalid object, then the objects preceding
the invalid object are purged, and the error Ead Araumsnt Tups
occurs.

To purge a library or backup object, tag the library number or backup
name with the appropriate port number (3 Npoq), which must be 0, 1, or 2.
(A library can be purged from RAM only.) For a backup object, you can
replace the port number with the wildcard character #:, in which case the
HP 48 will search ports 2, 1, 0, and then main memory for the named

backup object.

Library objects in RAM can be purged, while those in ROM (applicaton
cards and write-protected RAM cards) cannot. A library object must be
detached before it can be purged from the HOME directory.
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Neither a library object nor a backup object can be PURGEA if itis
currently “referenced” internally by stack pointers (such as an object on
the stack, in a local variable, on the LAST stack, or on an internal return
stack). This produces the error Object in Use. You can circumvent
these restrictions on PURGE by using NEWOB before purging. (See
NEWOB.)

Related Commands: CLEAR, CLUSR, CLVAR, NEWOB, PGDIR
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PUT Put Element Command

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

([ matrix,] ] Nposttion Zow - [ [ matrix; ] ]

([ matrix,]] { Nrow Mear } Zow - [ [ matrix; ] ]
'nameg Npostion Zos —

'Namemeyrix' { Nrow Meqr } Zow -

[ vector, ] Npostion Zou — [ vector, ]

[ vector, ] { Npoation } Zouw — [ vector, ]
'nameggior' Npostion Zou —

'nameecir’ { Mpoetion } Zou —
{ listy } Nposition Objou — {listy }
{ list, } { Nooation } Objpue — { list, }
‘namey’ Nposiion objpu —

'name'’ { Npoetion } Objpuy —    
Use: In the level 3 array orlist, PUT replaces with Z,4 or 0bjjy the
object whose position is specified in level 2, and if the arrayorlist is
unnamed, returns the new array or list.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: For matrices, Npoggion COunts in row order.

If the argumentin level 3 is a name, PUT alters the named array or list
and returns nothing to the stack.

Examples: The command sequence [[ 2 3 4 1L 4 1 2 1]
{13 %96 PUTreturns [[L 2 3 96 1L 4 1 2 11.

The command sequence [[ 2 3 4 1L 4 1 2 11 5 96 PUT
returns [[ 2 3 4 1L 4 96 2 11.

The command sequence { A B C D E > { 3 > 'Z' PUT returns

{ABZDE}3

Related Commands: GET, GETI, PUTI
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PUTI Put and Increment Index Command

Level 3 Level 2 Level1 — Level 2 Level 1

[ [ matrix, ]] Npostiont Zow —  [[matrixy]] Nposttion2

[ [matrix,]]  { Now Mea } Zou —  [[matriy]]  { Ny Meai }2
'nameg, Nposiion? Zoy —  'name..’ Npostion2

'nameey’ { Nrow Meat H Zou —  'namengy'  { Moy Mea }2

[ vector, ] Nposttiont Zow —  [vector,] Nposttion2

[ vector, ] { Nposition1 } Zow —  [wvector, ] { Nposttionz }
'name,ecior’ Nposition Zou —  'name,y.' Npostion2

'naméeior’  { Mpostiont } Zog —  'naml,eo’  { Npostionz }
{ list, } Nposttion? Objos — { list; } Nposttion2

{ listy } { Nposiiont } Objoy { listy } { Nposttionz }
'name,y,' Mposttiont Objoy — ‘nameyy,' Nposttion2

'name' { Npositiont } Objpy 'namey,’ { Nposition2 }  
 

Use: In the level 3 arrayorlist, replaces with Zp,4 or 0bjp the object
whose position is specified in level 2, returning the new array orlist and
the next position in that array or list.

Affected by Flags: Index Wrap Indicator (—64).

The Index Wrap Indicator flag is cleared on each execution of PUTI until
the position (index) wraps to the first position in the array or list, at which
point the flag is set. The next execution of PUTI again clears the flag.

Remarks: For matrices, the position is incremented in row order.

Unlike PUT, PUTI returns a named array or list (to level 2). This enables
a subsequent execution of PUTI at the next position of a named array or
list.

Example: The following program uses PUTI and flag —64 to replace A,
B, and C in the list with X.

« {ABC D0 'X' PUTI UNTIL -64 FS? END »

Related Commands: GET, GETI, PUT
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PVARS Port-Variables Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1

Npoxt — { Npont Namepecyyp } memory

Npoxt — { Moot Niorary -+ } memory
 

Use: Returns a list of the backup objects (2 Npon: Name) and thelibrary
objects (2 Mpon® Mwrary) in the specified port. Also returns the available
memory size (if RAM) or the memory type.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The port number, Ny, must be 0, 1, or 2.

m If npoq = 0, then memory is bytes of available main RAM.

m If the port contains independent RAM, then memory is bytes of

available RAM in that port.

m If the port contains merged RAM, then memory is "SYSRAM".

m If the port contains ROM, then memory is "ROM".

m If the port is empty, then the message Port Not Available
appears.

Related Commands: PVARS, VARS
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PVIEW PICT View Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

o y) —
{#n #m} —

{} —
 

Use: Displays PICT with the specified coordinate at the upper left
corner of the graphics display.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: PICT must fill the entire display on execution of PVIEW.
Thus, if a position other than the upperleft corner of PICTis specified,
PICT must be large enough to fill a rectangle that extends 131 pixels to
the right and 64 pixels down.

If PVIEW is executed from a program with a coordinate argument
(versus an empty list), the graphics display persists only until the keyboard
is ready for input (for example, until the end of program execution).
However, the FREEZE command freezes all or part of the display until a
key is pressed.

If PVIEW is executed with an empty list argument, PICT is centered in
the graphics display with scrolling mode activated. In this case, the
graphics display persists until is pressed.

PVIEW does not activate the graphics cursor or the Graphics menu. To
activate the graphics cursor and Graphics menu, execute GRAPH.

Example: The program

« { # bd # 6d >+ PVIEW 7 FREEZE #

displays PICTin the graphics display with coordinates ¢ # 8d # &d >
in the upper left corner ofthe display, then freezes the full display until a
key is pressed.

Related Commands: FREEZE, GRAPH, TEXT
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PWRFIT Power Curve Fit Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  
 

Use: Stores its name as the fifth parameter in the reserved variable
YPAR, indicating that subsequent executions of LR are to use the power

curve fitting model.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: LINFIT is the default specification in ZPAR.

Related Commands: BESTFIT, EXPFIT, LINFIT, LOGFIT, LR
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PX—-C Pixel to Complex Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

{ #n #m} — o y)   
 

Use: Converts the specified pixel coordinates to user-unit coordinates.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The user-unit coordinates are derived from the <Xnyin » Ymin”
and Xpax , Ymax”? parameters in the reserved variable PPAR. The
coordinates correspond to the geometrical center of the pixel.

Related Commands: C—PX
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—Q To Quotient Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — ‘a/b'

xy) — ‘a/b+c/d*i'
‘symb,' — 'symb,'   

Use: Returns a rational form of the given number.

Affected by Flags: Number Display Format (—49, —50).

Remarks: The rational result is a “best guess”, since there might be
more than one rational expression consistent with the giver number. —Q
finds a quotient of integers that agrees with the given numberto the
number of decimal places specified by the display format mode.

—Q also acts on numbers that are part of algebraic expressions or
equations.

Example: 'v+2.5' *@returns 'Y+5-2°'.

Related Commands: —Qr, /
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QUAD Solve Quadratic Equation Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

‘symb,’ ‘global’ — 'symb,'    

Use: Solves an algebraic 'symb,' for the variable global, and returns
an expression 'Symb,' representing the solution.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (-1).

Remarks: QUAD calculates the second-degree Taylor series
approximation of 'symb,' to convertit to a quadratic form. The
solution 'symb,' will be exact if 'symb,' is second degree or less in
global.

Since 'symb;' is evaluated during execution of QUAD, any variables in
'symb, ' other than global should not exist in the current directory if you
want those variables to remain in the solution as formal variables.

QUAD generally does not work if the variable for which you are solving
needs units to satisfy the equation.

Related Commands: COLCT, EXPAN, ISOL, SHOW
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QUOTE Quote Argument Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

'symb' — 'symb'

obj — obj    
Use: Returns it argument unevaluated.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When an algebraic expression is evaluated, the arguments to
a function in the expression are evaluated before the function. For
example, when 'SIH¢X>' is evaluated, the nameX is evaluated first,
and the result is left on the stack as the argument for SIN.

This process creates a problem for functions that require symbolic
arguments. For example, the function [ requires as one of its arguments a
name specifying the variable ofintegration. If evaluating an integral
expression caused the name to be evaluated, the result of evaluation
(rather than the name itself) would be left on the stack for f. To avoid
this problem, the HP 48 automatically (and invisibly) quotes such
arguments. When the quoted argument is evaluated, the unquoted
argumentis returned.

If a user-defined function takes symbolic arguments, you must quote
those arguments yourself with the QUOTE function, as demonstrated in
the following example.

Example: The following user-defined function ArcLen calculates the
arc length of a function:
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...QUOTE

%

+ start end expr var

%

start end

expr var a s 1 + 7

var J

#

»

ENTER] ['] ArcLen

When you use this user-defined function in an algebraic expression, you
must use QUOTEto quote the symbolic arguments:

"Arclend(B, my QUOTECSIHCK Y s GUOTE (K 2!

Related Commands: APPLY, | (Where)
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—Qr To Quotient Times « Command
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

x — ‘a/b*x’!

X — ‘a/b’

'symb,’ — 'symb,'

xy) — 'a/b*x+c/d*x*"

(y) — ‘symb'  
 

Use: Returns a rational form of the given number or a rational form of
the given number with = factored out, whichever yields the smaller
denominator.

Affected by Flags: Number Display Format (-49, —50).

Remarks: —Qn computes two quotients (rational expressions) and
compares them: the quotient of the given number and the quotient of the
given number divided by . It returns the fraction with the smaller
denominator; if the argument was divided by x, then = is a factor in the
result.

The rational result is a “best guess”, since there might be more than one
rational expression consistent with the given number. —=Qn finds a
quotient of integers that agrees with the given number to the number of
decimal places specified by the display format mode.

—Qm also acts on numbers that are part of algebraic expressions or
equations.

For a complex argument, the real or imaginary part (or both) can have =
as a factor.

Example: In Fix mode to four decimal places, &.23322 =+Gw returns
T b bRar'2+#m'.In Standard mode, however, &.2232 Q0w returns 2927 -E£25.

Related Commands: —Q, /,«
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RAD Radians Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—    

Use: Sets Radians angle mode.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: RAD sets flag —17 and clears flag —18. It displays the RAD
annunciator.

In Radians angle mode, real-number arguments that represent angles are
interpreted as radians, and real-number results that represent angles are
expressed in radians.

Related Commands: DEG, GRAD
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RAND Random Number Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

   

Use: Returns the next real number in a pseudo-random number
sequence and updates the random number seed.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The HP 48 uses a linear congruous method and a seed value
to generate a random number X, which alwayslies in the range 0 <x < 1.
Each succeeding execution of RAND returns a value computed from a
seed based upon the previous RAND value. You can change the seed by
using RDZ.

Related Commands: COMB, PERM, RDZ, !
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RATIO Prefix Divide Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

Z 2 - 2,/2,
[array ] [ matrix ]] — [[ arraywmatrix~1 ]]

[array ] z — [array/z ]
z 'symb' — 'z/symb'

‘symb’ z — 'symb/z'

‘symb,' ‘'symb,,' — 'symb, / symb,'

#n, ny — #n4

n, #n, — #n,

#n, #n5 — #n3

X_unit y_unit — (x/¥)_unit, / unit,

X y_unit — (x/A)_1/unit

X_unit y — (x/y)_unit

'symb' Xx_unit — ‘'symb/x_unit'

X_unit 'symb' — 'x_unit/symb'    
Use: Prefix form of / (divide) generated by the EquationWriter
application.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: RATIO is identical to / (divide), exceptthat, in algebraic
syntax, RATIO is a prefix function, while /, in algebraic syntax, is an infix
function. For example, 'EATIOCA, 22" is equivalent to 'A-2".

RATIO is generated internally by the EquationWriter application when
(A] is used to start a numerator. It provides no additional functionality to
/ and appears externally only in the string that the EquationWriter
application leaves on the stack when [®][* *] is pressed or when the
calculator runs out of memory.

Related Commands: /
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RCEQ Recall from EQ Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

  — obj
 

Use: Returns the contents of the reserved variable EQ from the current
directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: To recall the contents of EQ from a parent directory (when
EQ doesn’t exist in the current directory) evaluate the name EQ.

Related Commands: STEQ
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RCL Recall Command
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

‘name’ — obj

PICT — grob

‘Mport Miibrary — obj

Npoxt NAMOpacy — obj   
Use: Returns the unevaluated contents of the specified variable or
plug-in object to the stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: RCL scarches the entire current path, starting with the
current directory, unless you specify a different path for your argument
(£ path name =). The path is a series of names of variables specifying
directories, while the nameis the variable in the final subdirectory whose
contents will be returned to the stack. The path subdirectory will not
become the current subdirectory (unlike the case with EVAL).

To recall a library or backup object, tag the library number or backup
name with the appropriate port number( ,04), which must be 0, 1, or 2.
(A library can be recalled from RAM only.) Recalling a backup object
brings a copy ofits contents to the stack, not the entire backup object.

For a backup object, you can replace the port number with the wildcard
character %, in which case the HP 48 will search ports 2, 1, 0, and then

main memory for the named backup object.

Related Commands: STO
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RCLALARM Recall Alarm Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  Nindex - { date time Objaction Xrepeat }
 

Use: Recalls the alarm specified by Nygex-

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: 0bjaion is the alarm execution action. If an execution action
was not specified, the default entry in the list is an empty string.

Xrepeat is the repeat interval in clock ticks, where 1 clock tick equals 1/8192
second. If a repeat interval was not specified, the default entry in the list
is 4.

Related Commands: DELALARM, FINDALARM, STOALARM
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RCLF Recall Flags Command
 

— Level 1
 

  - { #nsystem #nusor }
 

Use: Returns a list containing two 64-bit binary integers representing
the states of the 64 system and userflags, respectively.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10).

The current wordsize must be 64 bits (the default wordsize) to recall the
states of all 64 user flags and 64 system flags. If the current wordsize is
32, for example, RCLF returns two 32-bit binary integers.

Remarks: A bit with value 1 indicates that the corresponding flag is set;
a bit with value 0 indicates that the corresponding flag is clear. The
rightmost (least significant) bit of #Ngygem and #n indicate the states
of system flag —1 and user flag +1, respectively.

Used with STOF, RCLFlets a program that alters the state of a flag or
flags during program execution preserve the pre-program-execution flag
status. See “PRESERVE (Save and Restore Previous Status)”in chapter
31 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manualfor a program example using RCLF.

Related Commands: STOF
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RCLKEYS Recall Key Assignments Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

— { S obj, Xkey1 - - - Objn Xkey n }   
 

Use: Returns the current user key assignments. This includes an 3 if
the standard definitions are active (not suppressed) for those keys without
user key assignments.

Affected by Flags: User-Mode Lock (-61) and User Mode (-62)
affect the status of the user keyboard.

Remarks: The argumentXy, is a real number rc.p specifying the key by
its row number,its column number, and its plane (shift). For a definition
of plane, see the entry for ASN.

Related Commands: ASN, DELKEYS, STOKEYS
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RCLMENU Recall Menu Number Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

- Xmenu   
 

Use: Returns the menu number of the currently displayed menu.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: X,q,, has the form mm.pp, where mm is the menu number
and pp is the page of the menu. See the MENU entry for a list of the HP
48 built-in menus and the corresponding menu numbers (Xmeny)-

Execution of RCLMENU when the current menu is a user-defined menu

(built by TMENU) returns &. 81 (in 2 Fix mode), indicating “Last
menu’.

Example: If the third page of the PRG DSPL menu is currently active,
RCLMENU returns 13.82 (in 2 Fix mode).

Related Commands: MENU, TMENU
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RCLY Recall Sigma Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  — obj
 

Use: Returns the currentstatistics matrix (the contents of reserved
variable ¥DAT) from the current directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: To recall LDAT from a parent directory (when £DAT doesn’t
exist in the current directory), evaluate the name LDAT.

Related Commands: CLY, STOX, X+, X-
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RCWS Recall Wordsize Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—_— n  
 

Use: Returns the current wordsize in bits (1 through 64).

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, —12).

Related Commands: BIN, DEC, HEX, OCT, RCWS
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RDM Redimension Array Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

[ vector, ] { Netements } — [ vector; ]

[ VGCtOf] { Nrows Meots } - [[ matrix ]]

([ matrix ]] { Nelements } — [vector ]

([ matrix, ]] { Nrows Meois } — ([ matrix; ]]
'global' { Nelements } —

‘global’ { Nrows Mcois } —  
 

Use: Rearranges the elements of the level 2 array according to the
dimensions specified by the level 1 list.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the list contains a single number Ngements, the result is an

n-element vector. If the list contains two numbers N,qys and Mg, the

result is an N X M matrix.

Elements taken from the argument vector or matrix preserve the same
row orderin the result vector or matrix. If the result is dimensioned to
contain fewer elements than the argument vector or matrix, excess
elements from the argument vector or matrix at the end of the row order
are discarded. If the result is dimensioned to contain more elements than
the argument vector or matrix, the additional elements in the result at the
end of the row order are filled with zeros (¢4, @> if the argument is
complex).

If the argument vector or matrix is specified by global, the result replaces
the argument as the contents of the variable.

Examples: [ 2 5 2 1 £ 2 2 + REDMreturns

(L 24 10 & & 11.

[l 224 101 & 9 11 2 EDMreturns

[ 22416 288

Related Commands: TRN
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RDZ Randomize Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  
 

Use: Takes a real number Xgooq as a seed for the RAND command.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the argument is &, a random value based on the system
clock is used as the seed. After memory reset, the seed value is
0.529199358633.

Related Commands: COMB, PERM, RAND,!
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RE Real Part Function
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

X — X

(X, y) — X

[R-amay ] — [R-array ]
[C-array ] — [ R-array ]
'symb’ — 'RE(symb)’
 

Use: Returns the real part of its (complex number or array) argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: If the argumentis a vector or matrix, RE returns a real
array, the elements of which are equalto the real parts of the
corresponding elements of the argument array.

Related Commands: C—R, IM, R—C
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RECN Receive Renamed Object Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

'name’ —
llnarmil __’  
 

Use: Prepares the HP 48 to receive a file from another Kermit device.
The received file will be stored in a variable with the name specified.

Affected by Flags: 1/0 Device (-33), I/O Data Format (-35),
RECYV Overwrite (-36), I/O Messages (—39).

The propersetting of flag —35 is automatically established if both devices
are HP 48s.

Remarks: RECN is identical to RECV except that the name under
which the received data will be stored is specified in the stack. A receiving
device must execute RECN (or RECV) if it is in Local mode, but notifit
is in Server mode.

Related Commands: FINISH, KGET, RECV, SEND, SERVER
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RECV Receive Object Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   

Use: Prepares the HP 48 to receive a namedfile from another Kermit
device. The received file will be stored in a variable with the name
specified by the sender.

Affected by Flags: 1/0 Device (-33), I/O Data Format (-35),
RECYVOverwrite (-36), I/O Messages (—39).

The propersetting of flag —35 is automatically established if both devices
are HP 48s.

Remarks: A receiving device must execute RECV (or RECN) if it is in
Local mode. (If it is in Server mode,it will automatically receive anyfile
sentto it.)

Related Commands: FINISH, KGET, RECN, SEND, SERVER
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REPEAT Repeat Command

See the WHILE keyword entry for syntax information.

Use: Starts loop clause in WHILE.. .REPEAT.. .END indefinite loop
structure. See the WHILE keyword entry for more information.

Related Commands WHILE, END
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REPL Replace Command

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

{ IISttarget } nposnion { Ii3t1 } - { IiStresuR }

"StrinGgrget’ Nposition "string ," — "Stringresutt”

grobigget {#n #m} grob, - grobesun

gmbtarge( (x,y) gI‘Ob1 - grobresult

PICT {#n #m} grob, —

PICT (xy) grob, —  
 

Use: Starting at the position specified in level 2, REPL replaces a
portion of the target object (level 3) with the level 1 object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: For graphics objects, the upperleft corner of grob, is
positioned at the user-unit or pixel coordinates ¢x,y» or £ #n #m .
From there,it overwrites a rectangular portion of grobgget or PICT. If
grob, extends past grobiage or PICTin either direction,it is truncated in
that direction. If the If the specified coordinate is not on the target
graphics object, the target graphics object will not change.

grobgger OF PICT

y4
 

(x,y)or

{#n #rz}

¥

 

   
 ——Truncated portion

of grob 4  
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... REPL

Examples: The commandsequence { AB CDE 2 {FG 3Z
FEFLreturns £ A F G D E .

The command sequence "AECLDE" S "FG" REFL returns "ABCDFG".

The command sequence

ERAZE PICT C&,8> # 54 # 5d BLAHMK HEG REFL

replaces a portion of PICT with a 5 by 5 graphics object, each of whose
pixels is on (dark), and whose upperleft corneris positioned at <&, @2 in
PICT.

Related Commands: CHR, GOR, GXOR, NUM, POS, SIZE, SUB
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RES Resolution Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

ninterval -

#Ningerval —   
 

Use: Specifies the resolution of mathematical and statistical plots, where
resolution is the interval between values of the independent variable used
to generate the plot.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: For all plot types, a real number Njyena specifies the interval
in user units. For plot types FUNCTION, CONIC, and TRUTH,a binary
integer #Nigerval Specifies the interval in pixels. For plot types POLAR
and PARAMETRIC,a binary integer argument does not apply. For
HISTOGRAM plot type, #Njnerval Specifies the bin width. For BAR plot
type, #Ninerval Specifies the bar width.

The resolution is stored as the fourth item in PPAR with default value 0.

The interpretation of the default value is summarized in the following

table.

 

 

Plot Type Default Interval

FUNCTION, 1 pixel. (A pointis plotted in every column of
CONIC, pixels).
and TRUTH

POLAR 2°, 2 grads, or /90 radians.

PARAMETRIC [independent variable range (in user units)]/130

BAR 10 pixels (Bar width = 10 pixel columns).

HISTOGRAM 10 pixels (Bin width = 10 pixel columns).

SCATTER RES does not apply.    
 

Related Commands BAR, CONIC, FUNCTION, HISTOGRAM,

PARAMETRIC, POLAR, TRUTH
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RESTORE Restore HOME Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

Npoxt NAMOpacyp —

backup —  
Use: Replaces the current HOME directory with the specified backup
copy ( Nport* N@MEpaciyp) previously created by ARCHIVE.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The specified port number must be 0, 1, or 2. Ports 1 and 2
must be configured as independent RAM. (See FREE.)

To restore a HOME directory that was saved on a remote system using
: I0:name ARCHIVE, put the backup object itself on the stack and then
RESTORE it.

Example: To restore a HOME directory that was saved as the file
AUGI1 on a remote system, first execute 'ALG1' SEHD on the remote
system, then execute the following on the HP 48:

RECY 'AUG1' RCL RESTORE

Related Commands: ARCHIVE
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RL Rotate Left Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  #n, — #n,
 

Use: Rotates a binary integer one bit to the left.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, —12).

Remarks: The leftmost bit of #n, becomes the rightmost bit of #n,.

Related Commands: RLB, RR, RRB
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RLB Rotate Left Byte Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  #n, — #n,
 

Use: Rotates a binary integer one byte to the left.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (—11, —12).

Remarks: The leftmost byte of #n, becomes the rightmost byte of
#n,. RLB is equivalent to doing RL eight times.

Related Commands: RL, RR, RRB
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RND Round Function
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

Z Nround - 2
z 'symb,ound' — 'RND(z, symb,gnd)’

'symb1 Nround - 'RND(symb, ’ nrouncl)I

'symb,' 'symb,gung’ — 'RND(symb, , sSymbond)’

[array, ] Nround - [amay, ]

x_unit Nround — y_unit

x_unit 'symb,oung' — 'RND(x_unit, symb,g,ng)’  
 

Use: Rounds the level 2 object as specified in level 1.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: If n,gq is:

m ( through 11, the level 2 argumentis rounded to n decimal places.

m -1 through —11, the level 2 argumentis rounded to n significant
digits.

m 12, the level 2 argument is rounded to the current display format.

For complex numbers, and arrays, each real number elementis rounded.

For unit objects, the number part of the object is rounded.

Examples: (4,5792,8.1275) 2 EHD returns ©4.53,5,13,

[ 2.24987 2.98351 2.7V3452 1 -2 EHD returns

[ 2.2 4 2.7 1.

Related Commands: TRNC
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RNRM Row Norm Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

[amay ] - Xrow norm   
 

Use: Returns the row norm (infinity norm) of its argument array.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The row norm is the maximum value (over all rows) of the
sums of the absolute values of all elements in a row. For a vector, the row

norm is the largest absolute value of any of the elements.

Related Commands: DET, CNRM, CROSS, DOT
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ROLL Roll Objects Command

Level n+1...Level2 Levelli — Level n...Level 2 Level 1

 

 

  obj, ... obj, n — obj, ... obj, obj,
 

Use: Takes an integer n from stack level 1 and “rolls up” (out the top
and in the bottom) the first n objects remaining on the stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: = EOLL is equivalent to ROT.

Related Commands: OVER, PICK, ROLLD, ROT, SWAP
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ROLLD Roll Down Command
 

Levelnt+1...level2 Levell — Leveln Leveln-1...Level1

 

obj, ... obj, n — obj, obj, ... obj,_4   
 

Use: Takes an integer n from the stack and “rolls down” (out the
bottom and in the top) the first n objects remaining on the stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: OVER, PICK, ROLL, ROT, SWAP
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ROOT Root-Finder Command
 

 

 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

« program » 'global' guess — Xroot

«program » ‘global’ { guesses } — Xroot

'symb' ‘global' guess — Xroot

‘symb' ‘global' { guesses } — Xroot 
 

Use: Returns a real number X,that is a value of the level 2 variable for
which the program or algebraic most nearly evaluates to zero or a local
extremum.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: ROOT is the programmable form of the HP Solve
application.

ROOT produces an error if it cannot find a solution, returning the
message Ead Gues=:e=) if one or more of the guesses lie outside the
domain of the equation, or returns the message Conzt ant 7 if the
equation returns the same value at every sample point. ROOT does not
return interpretive messages when a root is found.
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ROT Rotate Objects Command
 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 3 Level 2 Level 1
 

  obj, obj, obj, — obj, obj, obj,
 

Use: Rotates the first three objects on the stack, bringing the object in
stack level 3 to level 1.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: ROT is equivalent to 3 ROLL.

Related Commands: OVER, PICK, ROLL, ROLLD, SWAP
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RR Rotate Right Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

  #n, — #n,
 

Use: Rotates a binary integer one bitto the right.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (—11, —12).

Remarks: The rightmost bit of #n, becomes the leftmost bit of #n,.

Related Commands: RL, RLB, RRB
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RRB Rotate Right Byte Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  #n, — #n,
 

Use: Rotates a binary integer one byte to the right.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (—11, —12).

Remarks: The rightmost byte of #n, becomes the leftmost byte of
#n,. RRB is equivalent to doing RR eight times.

Related Commands: RL, RLB, RR
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RSD Residual Command
 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

[ vector B ] [[ matrix A 1] [ vector Z ] — [vector B — AZ ]

[[ matrix B 1] [[ matrix A ]] [ matrix Z ]] — [[ matrix B — AZ ]]   
Use: Computes the residual B — AZ ofthree arrays B, A, and Z.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: A, B, and Z are restricted as follows:

® A must be a matrix.

m The number of columns of A must equal the number of elements of Z
if Z is a vector, or the number of rows of Z if Z is a matrix.

m The number of rows of A must equal the number of elements of B if
B is a vector, or the number of rows of B if B is a matrix.

m B and Z must both be vectors or both be matrices.

m B and Z must have the same number of columns, if they are matrices.

RSD istypically used for computing a correction to Z, where Z has been
obtained as an approximation to the solution X to the system of equations
AX = B. Refer to “Improving the Accuracy of System Solutions (the RSD
Command)”in chapter 20 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual for additional
information on the use of RSD with systems of equations.
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R—-B Real to Binary Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

n — #n  
 

Use: Converts a positive real integer to its binary integer equivalent.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (- 11, —12).

Remarks: For any value of n < &, the resultis # @. For any value of

n>1.24467440733E19 (base 10), the result is
# FFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF (base 16).

Related Commands: B—R
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R—-C Real to Complex Command
 

 

  

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — )

[ R-array, ] [ R-array, ] — [C-array ]
 

Use: Combines two real numbers (or two real arrays) into a single
complex number (or complex array).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The level-2 argument represents the real element(s) of the
complex result. The level-1 argument represents the imaginary element(s)
of the complex result.

Array arguments must have the same dimensions.

Related Commands: C—R, RE, IM
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R—-D Radians to Degrees Function
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

X — (180/x) x

'symb' — 'R—D(symb)’
 

Use: Converts a real number expressed in radians to its equivalent in
degrees.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: This function operates independently of the angle mode.

Related Commands: D—R
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SAME Same Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

 

 obj, obj, — 0/1  
 

Use: Compares 0bj, and obj,, returning a true result (1) if they are
identical, and a false result () if they are not.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: SAME is identical in effect to = = for all object types except
algebraics and names. (For algebraics and names, = = returns an
expression that can be evaluated to produce a test result based on
numerical values.)

Examples: £ A B + 4,5 SAME returns 4.

T HE > £ B AR X ZAME returns K.

"CAHTS" "CHTS" SHME returns 1.

Related Commands: TYPE, ==
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SBRK Serial Break Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   

Use: Causes an interruption in serial transmission or reception.

Affected by Flags: I/0 Device (-33).

Remarks: SBRK is typically used when there is a problem in a serial
data transmission.

Related Commands: BUFLEN, SRECV, STIME, XMIT
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SCALE Scale Plot Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

  Xscale Yscale —
 

Use: Adjusts the first two parameters in PPAR, Xmin , Ymin? and
“Xmax » Ymax ', SO that Xscae and Ygcqie are the new plot horizontal and
vertical scales.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The scale in either direction is the number of user units per
tic mark. The default scale in both directionsis 1 user unit per tic mark.

Related Commands: AUTO, CENTR, «H, *W
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SCATRPLOT Draw Scatter Plot Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—    

Use: Draws a scatterplot of (x, y) data points from the specified columns
of the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable EDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The data columns to be plotted are specified by XCOL and
YCOL and are stored as the first two parameters in the reserved variable
YPAR. If no data columns are specified, columns 1 (independent) and 2
(dependent) are selected by default. The y-axis is autoscaled and the plot
type is set to SCATTER.

When SCATRPLOT is executed from a program, the graphics display,
which shows the resultant plot, does not persist unless GRAPH or
PVIEW is subsequently executed.

If GRAPH is subsequently executed, pressing FCH in the Graphics
environment draws a line to fit the data using the currently specified
statistical model.

Example: Alternatively, the following program could be used to plot a
scatter plot of the data in columns 3 and 4 of EDAT, draw a bestfit line,
and display the plot:

# 2 kKCOL 4 YCOL SCATEFLOT EBESTFIT ZLIME STER FUMCTIOHN

CEAK C # o0d # ad  PYIEW 7 FREEZE *

Related Commands: BARPLOT, GRAPH, HISTPLOT, PVIEW,

SCLE, XCOL, YCOL
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SCATTER Scatter Plot Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  
 

Use: Sets the plot type to SCATTER.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is SCATTER, the DRAW command
plots points by obtaining x andy coordinates from two columns of the
current statistics matrix (reserved variable £¥DAT). The columns are
specified by the first and second parameters in the reserved variable
YPAR (using the XCOL and YCOL commands). The plotting parameters
are specified in the reserved variable PPAR, which has the form:

Xemin » Ymin * “Xmax » Ymax * Indep res axes ptype depend

For plot type SCATTER,the elements of PPAR are used as follows:

B (Xmin, Ymin? is @ complex number specifying the lower left corner of

PICT (the lowerleft corner ofthe display range). The default value is
(—E.5,=2.12.

B Xmax > Ymax” 1S @ complex number specifying the upper right corner
of PICT(the upper right corner ofthe display range). The default
valueis (E.5,3.20.

m indep is a name specifying a label for the horizontal axis. The default

value of indep is X.

m res is not used when the plot type is SCATTER.

m axes is a complex number specifying the user-unit coordinates of the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes; or a list containing
such a number and two strings specifying labels for the horizontal and
vertical axes. The default value is <&,87.

m ptype is a command name specifying the plot type. Executing the
command SCATTER places the command name SCATTERin
PPAR.

m depend is a name specifying a labelfor the vertical axis. The default
value is Y.
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...SCATTER

Related Commands: BAR, CONIC, FUNCTION, HISTOGRAM,
PARAMETRIC, POLAR, TRUTH
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SCI Scientific Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  
 

Use: Sets the number display format to Scientific mode, which displays
one digit to the left of the radix mark and n significant digits to the right.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Scientific mode is equivalent to scientific notation using
n + 1 significant digits, where 0 <n < 11. (Values for n outside this range
are rounded up or down.) A numberis displayed or printed as:

(sign) mantissa E (sign) exponent

where the mantissa is of the form n.(n...) (with from zero to 11 decimal
places) and the exponent has one to three digits.

Example: The number 103.6 in Scientific mode to four decimal places

appears as 1.83c8EZ.

Related Commands: ENG, FIX, STD
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SCLY Scale Sigma Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—    

Use: Adjusts “Xpmin,Ymin? and ©Xmax » ¥Ymax? 10 PPAR so that a
subsequent scatter plot exactly fills PICT.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is SCATTER, the command AUTO
incorporates the functionality of SCLE. In addition, the command
SCATRPLOT automatically executes AUTO to achieve the same result.
SCLZ is included in the HP 48 for compatibility with the HP 28. SCLX is
not included in a menu—it must be typed in.

Related Commands: AUTO, SCATRPLOT
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SCONJ Store Conjugate Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

name   
 

Use: Conjugates the contents of the named variable.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The named object must be a number, an array, or an
algebraic object. For information on conjugation, sece CONJ.

Related Commands: CONJ, SNEG, SINV
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SDEV Standard Deviation Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

- Xsdev

— [ Xsdev1 Xsdev2 -+ Xsdev m ]
 

Use: Calculates the sample standard deviation of each of the m columns
of coordinate values in the current statistics matrix (reserved variable
EDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: SDEV returns a vector ofm real numbers, or a single real
number if m = 1. The standard deviations (the square root of the
variances) are computed from the formula:

1 n —\/nS XY

where x; is the ith coordinate value in a column,Xis the mean of the data
in this column, and » is the number of data points.

 

 

Related Commands: BINS, MAXY, MEAN, MINZ, TOT, VAR
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SEND Send Object Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

‘name’ —

{ name,... name} —

l{{ name4 name,,, } name ...}  
 

Use: Sends a copy of the named object(s) to another Kermit device.

Affected by Flags: 1/O Device (-33), I/O Data Format (-35),I/0
Messages (—39).

Remarks: Data is always sent from a local Kermit, but it can be sent
either to another local Kermit (which must execute RECV or RECN) or
to a server Kermit.

To rename an object when you send it, include the old and new namesin
an embedded list.

Examples: Executing {{ AAA EEE 3 SEMD sends the variable
namedAA4A but changes its name to BBB.

Executing {{ AAA EEE > CCC » SEMD sendsAAA as BBB and
sends CCC under its own name. (If the new nameis not legal on the HP
48, just enter it as a string.)

Related Commands: FINISH, KGET, RECN, RECV, SERVER
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SERVER Server Mode Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—   
 

Use: Selects Kermit Server mode for the HP 48.

Affected by Flags: 1/0 Device (-33), I/O Data Format (-35),
RECYVOverwrite (-36), I/O Messages (—39).

Remarks: A Kermit server (a Kermit device in Server mode) is passive,
merely processing requests sentto it by the local Kermit. It receives data
in response to SEND,it transmits data in response to KGET, and it
terminates Server mode in response to FINISH.

Server mode supports Kermit Host Command packets. This allows you,
for instance, to use a personal computer’s keyboard and display to type
into the HP 48’s command line. (Thisis especially convenient while
testing programs.) To do so, first set up the HP 48 for data transfer, as
described in “Transferring Data” in chapter 33 of the HP 48 Owner’s
Manual, under “Before beginning the transfer”. Then:

1. Set the HP 48 to Server mode.

2. Onyour PC, type REMOTE HO=T followed by whatever you’d like
to type into the HP 48 command line (up to 89 characters). Press

to transmit and execute the commands.

3. The HP 48 executes the transmitted commands and then sends back

to the PC’s display the resulting contents of the stack as the HP 48
would normally display them.

Note thatit is helpful if a program written on a PC for the HP 48 has
certain header information that the HP 48 would automatically include if
the program originated there. See the discussion of ASCII mode under
“ASCII and Binary Transmission Modes” in chapter 33 of the HP 48
Owner’s Manual.

Related Commands: FINISH, KGET, RECN, RECV, SEND
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SF Set Flag Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—   nflag number
 

Use: Sets the user or system flag specified by Nfag number-

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: User flags are numbered 1 through 64. System flags are
numbered —1 through —64. See appendix C, “Table of System Flags,” for
a listing of HP 48 system flags and their flag numbers.

Related Commands: CF, FC?, FC?C, FS?, FS?C
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SHOW Show Variable Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

'symb,' ‘name’ — ‘'symb,'

'symb,’ { name, name,... } — 'symb,'    
Use: Returns 'symb,', which is equivalent to 'symb;' exceptthat all
implicit references to a variable name are made explicit.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: If the level 1 argumentis a list, SHOW evaluatesall global
variables in 'sSymb,;' not contained in the list.

Example: If 7 isstoredin C and 5 is stored in D, then:

'H-Y2ECHIED LK Y 3 SHOW

returns ' A-Y+14+135°,

Related Commands: COLCT, EXPAN, ISOL, QUAD
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SIGN Sign Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

Z - 23

X_unit — Xsign

'symb' — 'SIGN(symb)'    
Use: For real numbers, returns the sign of its argument. For unit
objects, returns the sign of the number part of the unit object. For
complex numbers, returns the unit vector in the direction of its argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: For real number and unit object arguments, the sign is
defined as +1 for positive arguments, — 1 for negative arguments, and 0
for argument0.

For a complex argument:

 sign(x +iy) = X + b
Vyx2 +y? V2 +y2

Examples: Evaluating 22_ft SIGH returns 1.

Evaluating (1,1> SIGH returns
(. PE71BE7E1187, . VAV 18e7E1187 ).,

Related Commands: ABS, ARG, MANT, XPON
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SIN Sine Analytic
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — sin z

'symb’ — 'SIN(symb)'

X_UNitangigr — Sin (x_unityng,ia)    
Use: Returns the sine of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3), Angle Mode (-17, —18).

Remarks: For real arguments, the current angle mode determines the
number’s interpretation as an angle, unless the angular units are specified.

For complex arguments,

sin (x + iy)=sinx coshy + icosx sinhy

If the argument for SIN is a unit object, then the specified angular unit
overrides the angle mode to determine the result. Integration and
differentiation, on the other hand, always observe the angle mode.
Therefore, to correctly integrate or differentiate expressions containing
SIN with a unit object, the angle mode must be set to Radians (since this
is a “neutral” mode).

Related Commands: ASIN, COS, TAN
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SINH Hyperbolic Sine Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Leve!l 1

z — sinh z

'symb' — 'SINH(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the hyperbolic sine of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: For complex arguments,

sinh (x + iy)=sinhx cosy + icoshx siny

Related Commands: ASINH, COSH, TANH
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SINV Store Inverse Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

name   
 

Use: Replaces the contents of the named variable with its inverse.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The named object must be a number, a matrix, an algebraic
object, or a unit object. For information on reciprocals, see INV.

Related Commands: INV, SNEG, SCONJ
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SIZE Size Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1

“string" — n

{ list } — n

[ vector ] — {n}
[[ matrix ]] — {nm}

'symb' — n

grob — #Nyidth #Mpgighn

PICT — #Nith #Mpeight

x_unit — n    
Use: Returns the number of characters in a string, the number of
elements in a list, the dimensions of an array, the number of objects in a
unit object or an algebraic object, or the dimensions of a graphics object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The size of a unit is computed as follows: the scalar (+1), the
underscore (+1), each unit name (+ 1), operator or exponent (+1), and
each prefix (+2).

Any other object type besides those listed above returns a value of 1 to
level 1.

Related Commands: CHR, NUM, POS, REPL, SUB
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SL Shift Left Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  #n, — #ny
 

Use: Shifts a binary integer one bit to the left.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, —12).

Remarks: The mostsignificant bit is shifted out to the left and lost,
while the least significant bit is regenerated as a zero. SL is equivalent to
binary multiplication by 2, truncated to the current wordsize.

Related Commands: ASR, SLB, SR, SRB
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SLB Shift Left Byte Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  #n, — #ny
 

Use: Shifts a binary integer one byte to the left.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, —12).

Remarks: The most significant byte is shifted out to the left and lost,
while the leastsignificant byte is regenerated as zero. SLB is equivalent to
binary multiplication by 28 (SL eight times), truncated to the current
wordsize.

Related Commands: ASR, SL, SR, SRB
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SNEG Store Negate Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

name d   

Use: Replaces the contents of the named variable with its negative.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The named object must be a number, an array, an algebraic
object, a unit object, or a graphics object. For information on negation,
see NEG.

Related Commands: NEG, SINV, SCONJ
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SQ Square Analytic
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

z — 2

x_unit — x2_unit?
[[ matrix ]] — [[ matrix x matrix ]]

'symb' — 'SQ(symb)’
 

Use: Returns the square of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The square of a complex argument(x, y) is the complex
number (X2 — y?, 2xy).

Matrix arguments must be square (real or complex).

Related Commands: /,"
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SR Shift Right Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1

 

  #n, — #n,
 

Use: Shifts a binary integer one bit to the right.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (-11, —12).

Remarks: The leastsignificant bit is shifted out to the right and lost,
while the most significant bit is regenerated as a zero. SR is equivalentto
binary division by 2.

Related Commands: ASR, SL, SLB, SRB
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SRB Shift Right Byte Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  #n, — #n,
 

Use: Shifts a binary integer one byte to the right.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through —10),
Binary Integer Base (- 11, —12).

Remarks: The least significant byte is shifted out to the right and lost,
while the mostsignificant byte is regenerated as zero. SRB is equivalent
to binary division by 28 (SR eight times).

Related Commands: ASR, SL, SLB, SR
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SRECV Serial Receive Command
 

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1
 

n — “string 0/1    

Use: Reads up to n characters from the serial input buffer and returns
them as a string to level 2. Level 1 contains an indicator of the success of
SRECV.

Affected by Flags: 1/0 Device (-33).

Remarks: SRECV does not use Kermit protocol.

If n characters are not received within the time specified by STIME
(default is 10 seconds), then SRECV “times out”, returning a & to level 1

and as many characters as were received to level 2.

If the level-2 output from BUFLEN is used as the input for SRECV, then
SRECYVwill not have to wait for more characters to be received— it
simply returns all the characters already in the input buffer.

The value returned to level 1is 1 if no error was detected when reading
the input buffer; it is & if an error was detected. The only errors that
SRECYVcan detect are: framing errors and UART overruns (both causing
"Receive Error' in ERRM), input-buffer overflows (causing
"Receive Buffer Owerflow" in ERRM), and parity errors
(causing "Farity Error' in ERRM).

Parity errors do no stop data flow into the input buffer. However,if a
parity error occurs, SRECV reads only the good data and the first “bad”
character; thatis,it stops reading data after encountering a character with
an error.

Framing, overrun, and overflow errors cause all subsequently received
characters to be ignored until the error is cleared. SRECV does not detect
and clear any of these three errors until it tries to read the byte where the
error occurred. Since these three errors cause the byte where the error
occurred and all subsequent bytes to be ignored, the input buffer will be
empty after all previously received good bytes have been read. Therefore,
the point at which SRECYV actually detects and clears these errors is when
it tries to read a byte from an empty input buffer.
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... SRECV

Note that BUFLEN also clears the above-mentioned framing, overrun,
and overflow errors. Therefore, an input-buffer overflow cannot be
detected by an SRECV after a BUFLEN unless more characters were
received after BUFLEN was executed (causing the input buffer to
overflow again). Framing and UART overrun errors cleared by BUFLEN
cannot be detected at all by SRECV. If you need to know where the data
error occurred, then save the number of characters returned by BUFLEN
(which tells you the number of “good” characters received), because as
soon as the erroris cleared, new characters can enter the input buffer.

Example: If ten good bytes were received followed by a framing error,

then an SRECV command told to read ten bytes would not indicate an
error. Only when SRECYVtries to read the byte that caused the framing
error does it return a 4. Similarly, if the input buffer overflowed, SRECV
would not indicate an error until it tried to read the first byte that was lost
due to the overflow.

Related Commands: BUFLEN, SBRK, STIME, XMIT
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START START Definite Loop Structure Command
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

START Xstart Xtinish -

NEXT —

START Xstart Xfinish —

STEP Xincrement —

'symbincrement' -  
 

Use: Begins START...NEXT and START.. .STEP definite loop
structures.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Definite loop structures execute a command or sequence of

commands a specified number of times.

m START.. .NEXT executes a portion of a program a specified number
of times. The syntax is:

Xstart Xtinish =TART loop-clause HEXT

START takes two numbers (Xgan and Xginisp) from the stack and stores
them as the starting and ending values for a loop counter. Then, the
loop clause is executed. NEXT increments the counter by 1 and tests
to see if its value is less than or equal to Xgjnsh. If so, the loop clause is
executed again. Notice that the loop clause is always executed at least
once.

m START.. .STEP works just like START...NEXT, except that it lets
you specify an increment value other than 1. The syntax is:

Xstart Xfinish =1HRT loop-clause Xincrement STEF

START takes two numbers (Xgat and Xyinisn) from the stack and stores
them as the starting and ending values of the loop counter. Then, the
loop clause is executed. STEP takes Xincrement from the stack and
increments the counter by that value. If the argument of STEP is an
algebraic or a name, it is automatically evaluated to a number.
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...START

The increment value can be positive or negative. If it is positive, the loop
is executed again when the counteris less than or equal to Xgjnsh. If the
increment value is negative, the loop is executed when the counter is
greater than or equal to Xnish.

Related Commands: FOR, NEXT, STEP
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STD Standard Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

  
 

Use: Sets the number display format to Standard mode.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Executing STD has the same effect as clearing flags —49 and
-50.

Standard format (ANSI Minimal BASIC Standard X3J2) produces the
following results when displaying or printing a number:

m Numbers that can be represented exactly as integers with 12 or fewer
digits are displayed without a fraction mark or exponent. Zero is
displayed as 4.

m Numbers that can be represented exactly with 12 or fewer digits, but
not as integers, are displayed with a fraction mark but no exponent.
Leading zeros to the left of the fraction mark and trailing zeros in the
fractional part are omitted.

m All other numbers are displayed in scientific notation (see SCI) with
both a fraction mark (with one numberto the left) and an exponent
(of one to three digits). There are no leading ortrailing zeros.

In algebraic objects, integer numbers <10? are always displayed in
Standard mode.
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...STD

Example: The following table provides examples of numbers displayed
in Standard mode:

 

 

     

Number Displayed As Representable

With 12 Digits?

1011 100000000000 Yes (integer)

1012 1.E12 No

10-11 .000000000001 Yes

1.2x10°1 1.23E-11 No

12.345 12.345 Yes

Related Commands: FIX, SCI, ENG
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STEP Step Command

See the FOR and START keyword entries for syntax information.

Use: Defines increment value and ends definite loop structure. See the
FOR and START keyword entries for more information.

Related Commands FOR, NEXT, START
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STEQ Store in EQ Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

obj —   

Use: Stores an object from the stack in the reserved variable EQ in the
current directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: RCEQ
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STIME Serial Time-Out Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

Xseconds -

0 —    
Use: Specifies the period that SRECYV(serial reception) and XMIT
(serial transmission) wait before timing out.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The value for x is interpreted as a positive value from 0 to
25.4 seconds. If no value is given, the default is 10 seconds. If x is 0, there
is no time-out; that is, the device waits indefinitely, which can drain the
batteries.

STIME is not used for Kermit time-out.

Related Commands: BUFLEN, SBRK, SRECV, XMIT
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STO Store Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj 'name’ —

grob PICT —

obj Moot NAMOpacyo —

obj ‘name (index)' —

backup Nport —

library Nport —

library ‘Nport “Mibrary —    
Use: Stores the level-2 object into the level-1 variable or object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Storing a graphics object into PICT makesit the current
graphics object.

To create a backup object, STO the desired obj into the desired backup
location (identified as Npont N@AMEpackyp). STO will not overwrite an
existing backup object.

To store backup objects and library objects, you must specify a port
number. A port number must be 0, 1, or 2. Ports 1 and 2 must be

configured as independent RAM, since backup and library objects can be
stored in independent RAM only. (See FREE.)

To use a library object, it must be in a port and it must be attached. A
library object from an application card (ROM) is automatically in a port
(1 or 2), but a library object copied into RAM (such as through the PC
Link) must be stored into a port using STO.

After storing a library objectin a port, it must then be attached to its
directory before it can be used. To make a stored library “attachable”, you
must turn the calculator off and then on. (See ATTACH in this
dictionary.) This action (STOing a library object, then turning the
calculator off and on) also causes the calculator to perform a system halt,
which clears the stack, clears the LAST stack, clears local variables, and

returns the MATH menu to the display.
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You can also use STO to replace just a single element of an array or list
stored in a variable. Specify the variable in level 1 as 'nameindex’ ',
which is a user function with index as the argument. The index can be n
or n,m, where n specifies the row position in a vector orlist, and n,m
specifies the row-and-column position in a matrix.

Example: 'A¢3)' identifies the third elementin a list or vector 4. You

can store a value of 5 in4 by executing

2 'ACEY' STO

Similarly, ‘A<=, 53" would identify the elementin the third row andfifth
column of matrix4.

Related Commands: DEFINE, RCL, —
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STOALARM Store Alarm Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

time — Nindex

{ date time } — Nindex

{ date time objgiion } — Nindex

{ date time Objgction Xrepest } — Nindex    
Use: Stores the alarm from level 1 in the system alarm list and returns
its alarm index to level 1.

Affected by Flags: Date Format (-42), Repeat Alarms Not
Rescheduled (-43), Acknowledged Alarms Saved (—44).

Remarks: If the argument for STOALARM is a real numbertime, the
alarm date will be the current system date by default.

If Objaction 1S a string, the alarm is an appointment alarm, and the string is
the alarm message. If ODjaion is any other objecttype, the alarm is a

control alarm, and the object is executed when the alarm comes due.

Xrepeat 1S the repeat interval for the alarm in clock ticks, where 8192 clock

ticks equals 1 second.

Ningex 1S @ real integer identifying the alarm based on its chronological
position in the system alarm list.

Example: With flag —42 clear,

£ 11,88 15,2528 EUH 421528 > STOALAEM

sets a repeating control alarm for November 6 of the currently specified
year, at 3:25:30 PM. The alarm action is to execute variable RUN. The
repeat interval is 491520 clock ticks (1 minute).

Related Commands: DELALARM, FINDALARM, RCLALARM
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STOF Store Flags Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

#nsystem -

{ #nsystem #nuser } -   
 

Use: Sets the states of the system flags, or the states of the system and
user flags.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10).

The current wordsize must be 64 bits (the default wordsize) to store all
flags. For example, executing STOF with a 32-bit binary integer stores
only flags —1 through —32 and clears the other system flags.

Remarks: With argument #nggem, STOFsets the states of the system
flags (-1 through -64) only. With argument  #Ngygem #Myser
STOFsets the states of both the system and user flags.

A bit with value 1 sets the corresponding flag; a bit with value 0 clears the
corresponding flag. The rightmost (least significant) bit of #nggem and
#nser correspond to the states of system flag —1 and user flag +1,
respectively. If #nggem Or #1156 contain fewer than 64 bits, the
unspecified most significant bits are taken to have value 0.

Used with RCLF, STOF lets a program that altersthe state of a flag or
flags during program execution preserve the pre-program-execution flag
status. See “PRESERVE (Save and Restore Previous Status)”in chapter
31 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manualfor a program example using STOF.

Related Commands: RCLF
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STOKEYS Store Key Assignments Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

{ obj, Xiey - - - obj, Xyey n } —

{ S obj, Xey - - - Ojn Xkey n } —
ISI —_   

Use: Defines multiple keys on the user keyboard by assigning the given
objects to the specified keys (specified as rc.p).

Affected by Flags: User-Mode Lock (-61) and User Mode (-62)
affect the status of the user keyboard.

Remarks: The list parameter Xy is a real numberrc.p specifying the
key by its row number, its column number, and its plane (shift). For a
definition of plane, see ASN.

The optional initial list parameter or argument %restores all keys
without user assignmentsto their standard key assignments on the user
keyboard. This is meaningful only when all standard key assignments had
been suppressed (for the user keyboard) by the command 'S' DELEEYS
(see DELKEYYS).

If the argument obj is the name 'SEEY", then the specified key is
restored to its standard key assignment on the user keyboard.

Related Commands: ASN, DELKEYS, RCLKEYS
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STO+ Store Plus Command
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj ‘name’ —

'name’ obj —  
 

Use: Adds a number or other object to the contents of the named
variable.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The object on the stack and the object in the variable must
be suitable for addition to each other. You can add any combination of
objects suitable for stack addition (see +).

Using STO + to add two arrays (where obj is an array and name is the
global name of an array) requires less memory than using the stack to add
them.

Related Commands: STO-, STO«, STO/, +
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STO- Store Minus Command
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj 'name’ —

‘name’ obj —   
Use: Calculates the difference between a number (or other object) and
the contents of the named variable, returning the new value to the named
variable.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The new object of the named variable is the difference
between the level-2 object and the level-1 object.

The object on the stack and the object in the variable must be suitable for
subtraction with each other. You can subtract any combination of objects
suitable for stack subtraction (see —).

Using STO - to subtract two arrays (where obj is an array and name is
the global name of an array) requires less memory than using the stack to

subtract them.

Related Commands: STO+, STO«, STO/, -
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STO= Store Times Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj 'name’ —

'name’ obj —   
Use: Multiplies the contents of the named variable by a number or other
object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The object on the stack and the object in the variable must
be suitable for multiplication with each other. When multiplying two
arrays, the result depends on the order of the arguments. The new object
of the named variable is the level-2 array times the level-1 array. The
arrays must be conformable for multiplication.

Using STO=* to multiply two arrays or to multiply a number and an array
(where obj is an array or a number and name is the global name of an
array) requires less memory than using the stack to multiply them.

Related Commands: STO+,STO-,STO/, *
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STO/ Store Divide Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj ‘name’ —

‘name’ obj —    
Use: Calculates the quotient of a number (or other object) and the
contents of the named variable, returning the new value to the named
variable.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The new object of the named variable is the quotient of the
level-2 object divided by the level-1 object.

The object on the stack and the object in the variable must be suitable for
division with each other. In particular, if both objects are arrays, the
divisor (level 1) must be a square matrix, and the dividend (level 2) must
have the same number of columns as the divisor.

Using STO/ to divide one array by another array or to divide an array by
a number (where 0bj is an array or a number and name is the global
name of an array) requires less memory than using the stack to divide
them.

Related Commands: STO+,STO-, STOx, /
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STOX Store Sigma Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

obj —    

Use: Stores obj in the reserved variable ZDAT.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: STOZX accepts any object and storesit in ZDAT, but, unless
the object is a matrix or the name of a variable containing a matrix, an
Invalid E Data error will occur upon subsequent execution of a
statistics command.

Related Commands: CLY, RCLE, ¥+,X-
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STR- Evaluate String Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

m“obj — evaluated-object  
 

Use: Evaluates the text of a string as if the text were entered from the
command line.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The command OBJ— includesthis functionality. STR— is
included for compatibility with the HP 28S. STR— is not in a menu.

Related Commands: ARRY—, DTAG, EQ—, LIST—, OBJ—,
—STR
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—STR Object to String Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

obj — ‘obj"  
 

Use: Converts any object to string form.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (—11, —12: HEX, DEC, OCT, BIN modes), Number
Display Format (-49, —50: STD, FIX, SCI, ENG modes).

The full-precision internal form of the number is not necessarily
represented in the result string. You can insure that =STR preserves the
full precision of a number by selecting Standard number-display format or
a wordsize of 64 bits, or both, prior to executing —-STR.

Remarks: The result string includes the entire object, even if the
displayed form of the objectis too large to fit in the display.

If the object is normally displayed in two or more lines, the result string
will contain newline characters (character 10) at the end of each line. The
newlines are displayed as the character =.

If the objectis already a string, =STR returns the string.

Example: You can use —=STR to create special displays to label
program output or provide prompts for input. The sequence

"Result = " SHAFP *5TR + 1 DISP 1 FREEZE

displays Re=zult = object in line 1 of the display, where objectis a string
form of an object taken from level 1.

There are more examples under “Labeling Program Output” in chapter
29 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

Related Commands: —ARRY, —LIST, STR—, -TAG, -UNIT
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STWS Store Wordsize Command
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

n —

#n —   
Use: Sets the current binary integer wordsize to n bits, where n is a
value from 1 through 64. The default wordsize is 64.

Affected by Flags: Binary Integer Wordsize (-5 through -10),
Binary Integer Base (- 11, —12).

Remarks: Values of n beyond the limits (1 and 64) are interpreted as 1

or 64.

If the wordsize is smaller than an integer entered in the command line,
then the most significant bits are not displayed upon entry. The truncated
bits are still present internally (unless they exceed 64), but they are not
used for calculations and they are lost when a command uses this binary
integer as an argument.

Results that exceed the given wordsize are also truncated to the wordsize.

Related Commands: BIN, DEC, HEX, OCT, RCWS
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SuUB Subset Command
 

 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

"striingta.rget” Nstart position Nend position - "smngresult“

{ IISttsrget } Ngtart position Nend position - { IIStresuR }

grobygget {#n,#m,} {#n,#m, } — gr0bg

gmbtarge( (X1 ’ y2) (XZJ Y2) - gmbresult

PICT { #ny#m, } { #ny #m; } — grobeg

PICT (X1 ’ Y2) (XZI YZ) - gmbresult  
 

Use: Returns the portion of a string or list defined by the positions
specified in levels 1 and 2, or, returns the rectangular portion of a
graphics object or PICT defined by two corner pixel coordinates.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If Ngnq position 1S 1ess than Ngan position » SUB returns an empty

string or list. n values less than 1 are treated as 1; n values exceeding the
length ofthe string orlist are treated as the corresponding length.

For graphics objects, a user-unit coordinate less than the minimum user-
unit coordinate of the graphics objectis treated as that minimum
coordinate. A pixel or user-unit coordinate greater than the maximum
pixel or user-unit coordinate of the graphics objectis treated as that
maximum pixel or user-unit coordinate.

Examples: { AECDE > 2 4 SlUBreturns £ B C [ 2.

"AECDE" @ 18 SUE returns "AECDE"™.

FICT € # 1

1

ad # z20d » C # Z6d # 464 F SUE returns

GRAFHIC 1 2

Related Commands: CHR, GOR, GXOR, NUM, POS, REPL, SIZE
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SWAP Swap Objects Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1

 

  obj obj, - obj, obj
 

Use: Interchanges the first two objects on the stack.

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: DUP, DUPN, DUP2, OVER, PICK, ROLL,

ROLLD, ROT
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SYSEVAL Evaluate System Object Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  #Ngidress -
 

Use: Evaluates unnamed operating-system objects by their memory
addresses.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Using SYSEVAL with random addresses can corrupt
memory.

Example: You can display the version letter of your HP 48 by executing
#268794h SYSEVAL . For version A, for example, the display would be
"HPHF43-A" .

Related Commands: EVAL
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%T Percent of Total Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — 100y/%
X 'symb' — '%T(x, symb)'

'symb' X — '%T(symb, x)'

'symb,' ‘symb,' — '%T(symb,, symb,)"

x_unit y_unit — 100y_unit/x_unit

x_unit 'symb’ — '%T(x_unit, symb)'

'symb' x_unit — '%T(symb, x_unit)'   
Use: Returns the percent (fraction) of the total, x (level 2), represented
by y (level 1).

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: If both arguments are unit objects, the units must be
consistent with each other.

The dimensions of a unit object are dropped from the result, but units are
part of the calculation.

If you use simple temperature units, such as x_°C, the calculator assumes
the values represent temperatures and not differences in temperature.
(For compound temperature units, such as x_°C.min, the calculator
assumes temperature units represent temperature differences.) For more

information on using temperature units with arithmetic functions, refer to
the keyword entry for +.

Example: 1_m 588_cr XT returns 588, because 500 cm represents

500% of 1 m.

1668 188_r *Treturns 15.915494236892 (1nStandard mode),
because 100 radians represents about 16% of 100

1688_K S8_K XTreturns S8. However, 188_°C S@_°C *T returns

26.6005627764, the equivalent of 372.15_K 323.15_KE XT.

Related Commands: %, %CH
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—TAG Stack to Tag Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj “tag" — :tag:obj

obj ‘name’ — :name:obj

obj X — :x:0bj   
 

Use: Combines objects in levels 1 and 2 to create tagged (labeled)
object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The "tag" argumentis a string of fewer than 256
characters.

Related Commands: —ARRY, DTAG, —LIST, OBJ—, —STR,
—UNIT
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TAN Tangent Analytic
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — tan z

'symb' — 'TAN(symb)'

X_UNitgngiar — tan (x_unitangyiar)   
Use: Returns the tangent of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3), Angle Mode (-17, -18),
Infinite Result Exception (—22).

Remarks: For real arguments, the current angle mode determines the
number’s interpretation as an angle, unless the angular units are specified.

For a real argumentthat is an odd-integer multiple of 90 in Degrees
mode, an Infinite Result exception occurs. If flag —22 is set (no
error), the sign of the result (MAXR) matches that of the argument.

For complex arguments,

sinx cosx + i sinhy coshy
 tan(x +1iy) =

@+ y) sinh?y + cos’x

If the argument for TAN is a unit object, then the specified angular unit
overrides the angle mode to determine the result. Integration and
differentiation, on the other hand, always observe the angle mode.

Therefore, to correctly integrate or differentiate expressions containing
TAN with a unit object, the angle mode must be set to Radians (since this
is a “neutral” mode).

Related Commands: ATAN, COS, SIN
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TANH Hyperbolic Tangent Analytic
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — tanh z

‘symb' — 'TANH(symb)'
 

Use: Returns the hyperbolic tangent of the argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: For complex arguments,

.\ _ sinh2x +isin2y

tanh (x +iy) = cosh2x + cos2y

Related Commands: ATANH, COSH, SINH
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TAYLR Taylor’s Polynomial Command
 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

‘symb' ‘global' Norder — 'Symbrayior’  
 

Use: Calculates the nth order Taylor’s polynomial of 'Symb' in the
variable global.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks:
The polynomialis calculated at the point global = 0 (called a MacLaurin
series).

TAYLR always returns a symbolic result, regardless of the state of the
Numeric Results flag (-3).

Example: The command sequence '1+SIHCX»~2' '®' 5 TAYLE

returns '1+x°2-8-4 1 x4,

Related Commands: 3, [,
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TEXT Show Stack Display Command
 

Levei 1 — Level 1
 

 — 
 

Use: Displays the stack display.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: TEXT lets you switch from the graphics display to the stack
display. TEXT does not update the stack display.

Example: The command sequence DRAW S WAIT TEXT selects the
graphics display and plots the contents of the reserved variable EQ (or
reserved variable ZDAT). It subsequently waits for five seconds, and then
switches back from the graphics display to the stack display.

Related Commands: GRAPH, PVIEW
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THEN Then

See the IF and IFERR keyword entries for syntax information.

Command

Use: Starts the true-clause in conditional or error-trapping structure.
See the IF and IFERR keyword entries for more information.

Related Commands: CASE, ELSE, END,IF, IFERR
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TICKS Ticks Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  - #ntlme
 

Use: Returns the system time as a binary integer in units of 1/8192
second.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: TICKS enables elapsed time computations.

Example: If the result from a previous invocation from TICKSis in
level 1, then TICKS SKHAF - E+FE 2192 - returns a real number

whose value is the elapsed time in seconds between the two invocations.

Related Commands: TIME
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TIME Time Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  
 

Use: Returns the system time to level 1 in the form HH.MMSSs

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: time is always returned in 24-hour format, regardless of the
state of the Clock Format flag (—41).

Related Commands: DATE, TICKS, TSTR
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—TIME Set System Time Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  time —
 

Use: Sets the system time to time.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: time has the form HH.MMSSs, where HH is hours, MM is

minutes, SS is seconds, and s is zero or more digits (as many as allowed
by the current display mode) representing fractional seconds. time must
be supplied in 24-hour format, independentofthe state of the Clock
Format flag (-41).

Example: 12,2341 3TIME sets the system time to 1:33:41 PM,
independent ofthe state of flag —41.

Related Commands: CLKADJ, -DATE
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TLINE Toggle Line Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

1, ¥1) 2, ¥o) -

{#n,#m,} {#n,#m5} —   
Use: For each pixel along the line in PICT defined by the specified
coordinates, TLINE turns off (makes light) every on-pixel, and turns on
(makes dark) every off-pixel.

Affected by Flags: None.

Example: The following program toggles on and off ten times the pixels
on the line defined by user-unit coordinates ©1,17» and ¢2,%>. Each
state is maintained for .25 seconds.

ERASZE 8 18 “EHG @ 18 YHEG

# 8d # B8d > FPYIEW

Related Commands: ARC, BOX, LINE
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TMENU Temporary Menu Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

xmenu -

{ listgefinition } —

'Nameyefinition -
 

Use: Displays a built-in menu, a library menu, or a user-defined menu.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: TMENU works just like MENU, except for user-defined
menus (specified by a list or by the name of a variable that contains a list).
Such menus are displayed like a custom menu and work like a custom
menu, but are not stored in reserved variable CST. Thus, a menu defined

and displayed by TMENU cannot be redisplayed by evaluating CST. See
“CST” in appendix D, “Reserved Variables,” for more information about
custom menus.

See the MENU entry for a list of the HP 48 built-in menus and the
corresponding menu numbers (Xpeny)-

For an example using TMENU in a program, see the example emulating a
built-in program under “Custom Menus in Programs” in chapter 29 of the
HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

Examples: 7 THEHUdisplays the first page of the MTH MATR menu.

42.82 THEHUdisplays the second page of the UNITS MASS menu.

-

755 THMEHUdisplays the first page of commands in library 768.

£ A 123 "AREC" > TMEHLUdisplays the custom menu defined the list
argument.

'"MYMEHU' THMEHLUdisplays the custom menu defined the name
argument.

Related Commands: MENU, RCLMENU
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TOT Total Command
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

- Xsum

- [xsum1xsum2“'xsumm]  
 

Use: Computes the sum of each of the m columns of coordinate values
in the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable ZDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The sums are returned as a vector of m real numbers, or as a

single real number if m = 1.

Related Commands: BINS, MAXY, MINZ, MEAN, SDEV, VAR
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TRANSIO 1/O Translation Command

Level 1 — Level 1

 

 

—   Noption
 

Use: Specifies the character-translation option.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Legal n-values are:

 

 

n-Value Meaning

0 No translation.

1 Translate character 10 (line feed only)
to/from characters 10 and 13 (line feed with
carriage return, the Kermit protocol). The
default value.

2 Translate characters 128 through 159 (80
through 9F hexadecimal).

3 Translate all characters (128 through 255).    
 

There is a table of I/O Character Translations under “Character

Translations (TRANSIO)”in chapter 33 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

For more information, refer also to the reserved variable IOPAR (I/0O
parameters) in appendix D of this manual.

Related Commands: BAUD, CKSM, PARITY
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TRN Transpose Matrix Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

[[ matrix, ]] — [[ matrixyanspose 11
'name' —  
 

Use: Returns the (conjugate) transpose of its argument.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: TRN replaces an n X m matrix A with an m x n matrix AT,
where:

A;; for real matrices.

A% = cons (A;;) for complex matrices.

If the matrix is specified by name, AT replaces A in name.

Example: [ p 1][ 2 3 [ 4 & 2 11 TEH returns

(L 24 10 26 10191 1.

Related Commands: CONJ
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TRNC Truncate Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

Z, Mruncate - %
z, 'SYymbyryncate’ — 'TRNC(z, , Symbyyncate)’

Isymb1I MNyruncate - 'TRNC(symb, +» Nround

'symb,' 'Symbyyncater ~—  'TRNC(symb,, symbycate)’

[array, ] Mruncate - [amay, ]

X_unit Nyruncate — y_unit

X_unit 'Symbyuncate o "TRNC(x_unit, symby,ncate)’   
Use: Truncates the level-2 object as specified in level 1.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (—3).

Remarks: If nyyncate 1s:

m 0 through 11, the level-2 argument is truncated to n decimal places.

m -1 through -11, the level-2 argumentis truncated to n significant
digits.

m 12, the level 2 argumentis truncated to the current display format.

For complex numbers and arrays, each real number elementis truncated.
For unit objects, the number part of the object is truncated.

Examples: Evaluating (4.5732,2.1275» 2 TRHCreturns
(4.57,28.122.

Evaluating [ 2.34987 2.96351 2.732452 1 -2 TREHMC returnsb
<

[ 2.3 2.9 2.7 1.

Related Commands: RND
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TRUTH Truth Plot Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  
 

Use: Sets the plot type to TRUTH.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: When the plot type is TRUTH, the DRAW command plots
the current equation as a truth-valued function of two real variables. The
current equation is specified in the reserved variable EQ. The plotting
parameters are specified in the reserved variable PPAR, which has the
form:

“Xmin » Ymin * “Xmax » Ymax * indep res axes ptype depend

For plot type TRUTH, the elements of PPAR are used as follows:

B (Xpin» Ymin? 1s a complex number specifying the lower left corner of

PICT(the lowerleft corner ofthe display range). The default value is
':_6- 5, —::.l 1:'.

B (Xpmax , Ymax” 1S @ complex number specifying the upper right corner
of PICT (the upper right corner of the display range). The default
valueis (6.5,3.20.

m indep is a name specifying the independent variable on the horizontal
axis; or a list containing such a name and two numbers specifying the
minimum and maximum values for the independent variable (the
horizontal plotting range). The default value is X.

m res is a real number specifying the interval, in user-unit coordinates,
between plotted values of the independent variable on the horizontal
axis; or a binary integer specifying that interval in pixels. The default
value is @, which specifies an interval of 1 pixel.

m axes is a complex number specifying the user-unit coordinates of the
intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes; or a list containing
such a number and two strings specifying labels for the horizontal and
vertical axes. The default value is <&, @7.

m ptype is a command name specifying the plot type. Executing the
command TRUTH places the command name TRUTH in PPAR.
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... TRUTH

m depend is a name specifying the independent variable on the vertical
axis; or a list containing such a name and two numbers specifying the
minimum and maximum values for the independent variable on the
vertical axis (the vertical plotting range). The default value is Y.

The contents of EQ must be an expression or program,;it can’t be an
equation. It is evaluated for each pixel in the plot region. The minimum
and maximum values of the independent variables (the plotting ranges)
can be specified in indep and depend; otherwise, the values in
“Xmin » Ymin+ and  ©Xmax , Ymax~ (the display range) are used. The result of
each evaluation must be a real number. If the result is zero, the state of

the pixel is unchanged. If the result is non-zero, the pixel is turned on
(made dark).

The example under “Truth (Relational) Plots” in chapter 19 of the HP 48
Owner’s Manual uses the TRUTH plot type.

Related Commands: BAR, CONIC, FUNCTION, HISTOGRAM,

PARAMETRIC, POLAR, SCATTER
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TSTR Date and Time String Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

date time — "DOW DATE TIME™  
 

Use: Recturns a string derived from the level-2 date and the level-1 time.

Affected by Flags: Date Format (—42), Time Format (—41).

Remarks: The string has the form "DOW DATE TIME" where DOW is
a three-letter abbreviation of the day of the week corresponding to the
argument date and time, DATE is the argument date in the current date
format, and TIME is the argument time in the current time format.

Example: With flags —42 and —-41 clear, 2.851323 14.55 TSTE
returns "TUE B2/G5-98 B2:55:06F".

Related Commands: DATE, TICKS, TIME
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TVARS Typed Variables Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

Niype — {global ...}

{Nype ---} — {global ...}  
 

Use: Lists all global variables in the current directory than contain
objects of the specified type(s).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If there are no variables of the specified type(s) in the
current directory, then TVARSreturns an emptylist.

For a table of the object-type numbers, see the entry for TYPE.

Related Commands: PVARS, TYPE, VARS
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TYPE Type Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  obj — Mype
 

Use: Returns the type number of the given object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The object types and their type numbers are shown in the
following table:

Object-Type Numbers
 

 

  

Object Type Number

User Objects:
Real number 0

Complex number 1
Characterstring 2
Real array 3

Complex array 4
List 5

Global name 6
Local name 7

Program 8
Algebraic object 9
Binary integer 10
Graphics object 11
Tagged object 12
Unit object 13
XLIB name 14

Directory 15
Library 16

Backup object 17
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... TYPE

Object-Type Numbers (Continued)
 

 

Object Type Number

Built-in Commands:
Built-in function 18

Built-in command 19

System Objects:
System binary 20
Extended real 21
Extended complex 22
Linked array 23
Character 24
Code object 25
Library data 26
External object 26-31    

The HP 28S TYPE command returns number 8 for built-in functions and

built-in commands (HP 48 TYPE numbers 18 and 19).

Related Commands: TVARS, VTYPE, SAME, ==
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UBASE Convert to S/ Base Units Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

x_unit — y_base-units

'symb' — 'UBASE((symb)'  
 

Use: Converts a unit object to SI base units.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Example: 28_knot LUBASE returns 15.4333333333_m-=.

Related Commands: CONVERT, UFACT, —UNIT, UVAL
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UFACT Factor Unit Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

   

Use: Factors the level 1 unit from the unit expression ofthe level 2 unit

object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: UFACT is equivalent to the sequence DE.+ = ROLLD
OWER 0 UERZE =,

Example: 1_K 1_H UFACT returns 1_H#m=.

Related Commands: CONVERT, UBASE, —UNIT, UVAL
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—UNIT Stack to Unit Object Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

  X y_unit — x_unit
 

Use: Creates a unit object from a real number and the unit part of a unit
object.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: —UNIT is the reverse of OBJ— applied to a unit object.It
allows you to add units to a real number, combining a number and the
unit part of a unit object. The number part of the latteris ignored.

Related Commands: —ARRY, —LIST, »STR, -TAG
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UNTIL Until Command

See the DO keyword entry for syntax information.

 

Use: Starts test-clause in DO...UNTIL...END indefinite loop structure.
See the DO keyword entry for more information.

Related Commands DO, END
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UPDIR Up Directory Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

   

Use: Makes the parent of the current directory the new current
directory.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: UPDIR has no effect if the current directory is HOME.

Related Commands: CRDIR, HOME, PATH, PGDIR
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UTPC Upper Chi-Square Distribution Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

 

n X — utpc(n, x)   
 

Use: Returns the probability utpe(n, x) that a chi-square random
variable is greater than x, where n is the number of degrees of freedom of
the distribution.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The defining equations are:

oot
utpe(n,x) = Z?I‘[ ft? e 2dt, forx>0

1, forx <0

For any value z,I'(z/2) = (z/2 - 1)!, where ! is the HP 48 factorial
command.

The value n must be a positive integer.

Related Commands: UTPF, UTPN, UTPT
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UTPF Upper Snedecor’s F Distribution Command
 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

 

ny N x - utpf(ny, ny, X)   
 

Use: Returns the probability utpf(n, , n, , x) that a Snedecor’s F random
variable is greater than x, where ny and n, are the numerator and
denominator degrees of freedom of the F distribution.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The defining equations for utpf(n, , n, , x) are:

 

 

 

" %] s e
ny{t 2 2 niy

— ——| [t 1+ |—|¢ dt, forx >0
n; n, r nyl| x nj

2 2

utpf(nq,n,,x) =1, forx <0

For any value z, I'(z/2) = (z/2 - 1)!, where ! is the HP 48 factorial
command.

The values n; and n, must be positive integers.

Related Commands: UTPC, UTPN, UTPT
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UTPN Upper Normal Distribution Command
 

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

  m v X — utpn(m, v, x)
 

Use: Returns the probability utpn(m, v, x) that a normal random
variable is greater than x, where m and v are the mean and variance,

respectively, of the normal distribution.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The defining equation is:

_e-my
2 dt, forallx andm,and forv > 0utpn(m,v,x) = {\/—21:_—] }oe

™ x

Note: For v = 0, UTPN returns & for x >m, and returns 1 forx < m.

Related Commands: UTPC, UTPF, UTPT
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UTPT Upper Student’s t Distribution Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

  n X — utpt(n, x)
 

Use: Returns the probability utpt(n, x) that a Student’s t random
variable is greater than x, where n is the number of degrees of freedom of
the distribution.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The defining equation is:

I,n+1 el

2 [ t2 2

f 1+ —] dt, forallx

I‘[%]Vnw *

utpt(n,x) =
n

For any value z, I'(z/2) = (z/2 - 1)!, where ! is the HP 48 factorial
command.

The value n must be a positive integer.

Related Commands: UTPC, UTPF, UTPN
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UVAL Unit Value Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X_unit — X

'symb' — 'UVAL(symb)'   
Use: Returns the number part of a unit object.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Related Commands: CONVERT, UBASE, UFACT, —UNIT
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VAR Variance Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

- Xvariance

- [ Xvariance1 * * - Xvariance m ]   
Use: Calculates the sample variance of the coordinate values in each of
the m columns in the currentstatistics matrix (LDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The variance (equal to the square of the standard deviation)
is returned as a vector of m real numbers, or as a single real numberif
m = 1. The variances are computed from the formula

n

Y G- x)?
n-1;2

 

where x; is the ith coordinate value in a column,Xis the mean of the data
in this column, and » is the number of data points.

VAR is not included in a menu— it must be typed in.

Related Commands: TOT, MEAN, MAXY, MINZ, BINS
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VARS Variables Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

— { global, ... global,, }   

Use: Returns a list of all variables’ names in the VAR menu (the current
directory).

Affected by Flags: None.

Related Commands: ORDER, PVARS, TVARS
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VTYPE Variable Type Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

'name’ — Neype

Nport * NAMBpeckyp — Niype

Moot * Miibrary — Niype  
 

Use: Returns the type number of the object contained in the named
variable.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: If the named variable does not exist, VIT'YPE returns —1.

For a table of the objects’ type numbers, see the entry for TYPE.

Related Commands: TYPE
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—V2 Stack to Vector/Complex Number Command
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — [xy]

X y — [x &y]

X y — (x y)

X y — x &Ay)   
Use: Converts two numbers from the stack into a 2-element vector or a

complex number.

Affected by Flags: Complex Mode (-19), Coordinate System (-15
and -16).

Remarks: When flag —19 1s clear, x and y are converted into a 2-
element vector according to the setting of flags — 15 and - 16. When flag
—-19 is set, X and y are converted into a complex number according to the
setting of flags —15 and - 16.

In Rectangular mode (flags —15 and - 16 clear), x and y are taken as the
rectangular components of the vector [ Xy 1 or complex number X, y:.
In Polar mode, x and y are taken as the radius and polar angle; thatis,

[xXXylor ix, Ay>.

Examples: With flag —19 clear, and flags —15 and - 16 clear,
2 o3 #MZreturns [ 2 2 1.

With flag—19 set and flags —15 and - 16 set (Polar/Spherical mode),
2 = *MZreturns (X, L320.

Related Commands: V—, —V3
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—V3 Stack to 3-Element Vector Command
 

 

  

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X4 X2 X3 - [ Xy X2%3]

X1 Xf) xz — [X1 AX@ xz ]

Xy Xg X4 — [x; Axp Ax4]
 

Use: Converts three numbers from the stack into a 3-element vector.

Affected by Flags: Coordinate System (—15 and - 16).

Remarks: In Rectangular mode (flags —15 and - 16 clear), x;, X, , and
X5 are taken as the rectangular components of the vector [ Xy Xp X3 1.1In

Polar/Cylindrical mode, Xy , Xy, and X, are taken as the radius in the xy-
plane, the angle 6 in the xy-plane, and the distance along the z-axis from
the xy-plane, respectively. In Polar/Spherical mode, Xy , X, and X, are

taken as the distance from the origin, the angle 6 in the xy-plane, and the
angle from the z-axis, respectively.

Examples: With flags —15 and - 16 clear (Rectangular mode),
1 2 2 #*Zreturns [ 1 2 2 1.

With flag — 15 clear and -16 set (Polar/Cylindrical mode), 1 = = 4=
returns [ 1 <=2 = 1.

With flags —15 and -16 set (Polar/Spherical mode), 1 = = =+
returns [ 1 &2 &= 1.

Related Commands: V—, —»V2
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V- Vector/Complex Numberto Stack Command
 

 

 

Level 1 — Levelin... Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

[xy] — y

[xr A—Yo] - X; Yo

[x1x2%3] — X4 Xz X3

[X1 A-"o xz ] - X1 XO xz

[x; &x A-Xfl — X4 X9 Xy

[xy%3...%,] — Xy.ooXpn_2 Xn_4 X,

o y) — X y

(Xrl AYO) — X; Yo 
 

Use: Secparates a vector or complex numberinto its component
elements.

Affected by Flags: Coordinate System (—15 and -16).

The elements of the argument complex number or vector are converted
from their values in Rectangular mode (the form in which the complex
number or vectoris stored internally) to the current coordinate system
mode before being returned to the stack. This means that the element
values returned to the stack always match the displayed element values of
the argument vector or complex number.

Remarks: For vectors with four or greater elements, V— executes
independently of the coordinate system mode— it always returns the
elements of the vector to the stack as they are stored internally (in
rectangular form). Thus, V— is equivalent to OBJ— for vectors with four
or greater elements.

Examples: With flag - 16 clear (Rectangular mode), (2,3 %+
returns Z tolevel 2 and =to level 1.

With flag —15 clear and flag - 16 set (Polar/Cylindrical mode),
[ 2 <7 4 1 VY+returns Ztolevel 3, 7 tolevel 2, and 4 to level 1.

[ 2 75 2 1 Ysreturns Ztolevel 4, 7 tolevel 3, S tolevel 2, and

3 to level 1, independentofthe state of flags —15 and - 16.

Related Commands: —V2, —»V3
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=W Multiply Width Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

—  Xtactor 
 

Use: Multiplies the horizontal scale by Xgacior-

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Executing *W changes the x-axis display range— the X, and
Xmax components of the first two complex numbers in the reserved
variable PPAR. The plot center (the user-unit coordinate of the center
pixel) is not changed.

Related Commands: AUTO, sH, XRNG
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WAIT Wait Command
 

 

  

Level 1 — Level 1

X —

0 — Xyey

-1 — Xiey

 

Use: Interrupts program execution for x seconds.

With argument &, WAIT suspends program execution until a keystroke is
executed, and then returns Xy, a real number that defines where the key
is on the keyboard. Program execution is then resumed.

With argument -1, WAIT works just like with argument &, except that
the currently specified menu is also displayed.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: X, is a three-digit number that identifies a key’s location on
the keyboard. See the ASN keyword entry for a description of the format
of Xkey-

(¢, (], (@, [@](*), and [a](®] do not by themselves constitute a valid
keystroke.

WAIT with argument & or -1 does not affect the display, so that
messages persist even though the keyboard is ready for input (FREEZE is
not required).

Normally, the MENU command would not update the menu keys until a
program halts or ends. WAIT with argument —1 enables a previous
execution of MENU to display that menu while the program is suspended
for a key press.

Examples: The program

# "Presz=z [1] to addePress ang other keg to subtract"

1 OISk & WARIT IF 22.1 SAME THEW + ELSE - EHD #

displays a prompting message and halts program execution until a key is
pressed. If the [1] key (location 82.1) is pressed, two numbers on the stack
are added. If any other key is pressed, two numbers on the stack are
subtracted.
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... WAIT

The program

« L AbD £ > £ & >4 ¥ SUB I MEMU "Press [ARDD]

to adde FPress [SUE] to subtract" 1 DISP -1 MWARIT

IF 11.1 SAME THEH + ELSE - EMD =*

builds a custom menu with labels ADD and SUB  and a prompting
message. Execution of -1 WAIT displays the custom menu (note that it’s
not active) and suspends execution for keyboard input. If the RDD
menu key (location 11.1) is pressed, two numbers on the stack are added.
If any other keyis pressed, two numbers on the stack are subtracted.

Related Commands: KEY
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WHILE WHILE Indefinite Loop Structure Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

WHILE —

REPEAT T/F —

END — 
 

Use: Starts WHILE.. REPEAT...END indefinite loop structure.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: WHILE.. REPEAT.. END repeatedly evaluates a test and
executes a loop clause if the test is true. Since the test clause occurs
before the loop-clause, the loop clause is never executed if the test is
initially false. The syntax is:

WHILE test-clause FEFEHRT loop-clause EHL:

The test clause is executed and must return a test result to the stack.

REPEATtakes the value from the stack. If the value is non-zero,

execution continues with the loop clause; otherwise, execution resumes

following END.

Related Commands: DO, END, REPEAT
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WSLOG Warmstart Log Command

Level 1 — Leveln... Level 1

- og," .. "log,  
 

Use: Returns a string recording the date, time, and cause of each
warmstart event.

Affected by Flags: Date Format (-42).

Remarks: Each string "/og," has the form "code-date time". The
meaning of each code is summarized in the following table.

 

Code Description
 

v '
[

n  

The warmstart log was cleared by pressing
and then to wake the calculator up. puts

the HP 48 in “Coma mode” (very low power with the
system clock stopped). When is pressed, the log is

cleared and the system warmstarts.

The interrupt system detected a very low battery
condition at the battery contacts (not the same as a low
system voltage), and put the calculator in a “Deep Sleep
mode” (with the system clock running). When is
pressed after the battery voltage is restored, the system

warmstarts and puts a 1 in the log.

Hardware failed during IR transmission (timeout).

Run through address 0.

System time corrupt.

A Deep Sleep wakeup (for example, [ON], Alarm)
detected no change to port status, but some changes in
data on one or both cards.   
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...WSLOG

(continued)
 

Code Description
 

[ Unused.

7 A 5-nibble word (CMOS test word) in RAM was corrupt.
(This word is checked on every interrupt, but it is used
only as an indicator of potentially corrupt RAM.)

o
o An anomaly was detected involving device

configuration:

1. The interrupt system detected that one of the five
devices was not configured.

2. During a warmstart, an unexpected device ID
chain was encountered while attempting to
configure 3 (Port1, Port2, Xtra) of the 5 devices.

3. Same as 2), but detected during Deep Sleep
wakeup.

W
O Corrupt alarm list.

Unused.

m
I

Card module pulled (or card bounce).

Z Hardware reset (for example, an electrostatic-discharge
or user reset).

O An expected System (RPL) error handler not found in
runstream.

E Corrupt configuration table (bad checksum for table
data).

F System RAM card pulled.    
m The system time was corrupt at the time that the stamp was recorded.

m The date and time stamp itselfis corrupt (bad checksum).
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X Sum ofx-values Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

- xsum  
 

Use: Sums the values in the independent-variable column of the current
statistical matrix (reserved variable £DAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The calculation formula is Xx;.

The independent-variable column is specified by XCOL and is stored as
the first parameterin the reserved variable XPAR. The default
independent-variable column numberis 1.

Related Commands: NI, XCOL, £X+Y, ¥X™2, ZY, Y2
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¥X~2 Sum of Squares of x-values Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

- Xsum of squares    

Use: Sums the squares of the values in the independent-variable column
of the currentstatistical matrix (reserved variable ¥DAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The calculation formula is Zx;2.

The independent-variable column is specified by XCOL and is stored as
the first parameter in the reserved variable ZPAR. The default
independent-variable column numberis 1.

Related Commands: NI, X, XCOL, ZX+Y, Y, ZY™2
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XCOL Independent Column Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

Xe  ol —

 

Use: Specifies the independent-variable column of the currentstatistics
matrix (reserved variable XDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The independent-variable column numberis stored as the
first parameter in the reserved variable ¥PAR. The default independent-
variable column numberis 1.

XCOL accepts a non-integer real number, storing it in EPAR, but
subsequent commands that utilize the XCOL specification in XPAR will
error.

Related Commands: BARPLOT, BESTFIT, COLY, CORR, COV,

EXPFIT, HISTPLOT, LINFIT, LOGFIT, LR, PREDX, PREDY,

PWRFIT, SCATRPLOT, YCOL
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XMIT Serial Transmit Command
 

 

Level 1 — Level 2 Level 1

"string" — 1

"string" — "substring,ngent" 0  
 

Use: Sendsserially the given string without using Kermit protocol.

Affected by Flags: 1/0 Device (—-33).

Remarks: XMIT is useful for communicating with non-Kermit devices
such as RS-232 printers.

If the transmission is successful, a 1 is returned to the stack. If the

transmission is not successful, XMIT returns the unsent portion of the
string to level 2 and a @ to level 1 to indicate the failure. ERRM will
return the error message.

After receiving an XOFF command (with transmit pacing in the reserved
variable JOPAR set), XMIT stops transmitting and waits for an XON
command. XMIT resumes transmitting if an XON is received before the
time-out set by STIME elapses, otherwise XMIT terminates with a & in
level 1and "Timecut" in ERRM.

Related Commands: BUFLEN, SBRK, SRECV, STIME
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XOR Exclusive OR Function
 

 

  

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

#n, #n, — #n,

“string ," “string5" — “string;"

T/F, T/F5 — 0/1

T/F 'symb' — 'T/F XOR symb'

'symb' T/F — 'symb XOR T/F'

‘symb,' ‘'symb,’ — 'symb, XOR symb,'
 

Use: Returns the logical exclusive OR of two arguments.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (—3), Binary Integer Wordsize
(=5 through -10).

Remarks: When the arguments are binary integers or strings, XOR
does a bit-by-bit (base 2) logical comparison.

m An argument that is a binary integer is treated as a sequence of bits
as long as the current wordsize. Each bit in the result is determined
by comparing the corresponding bits (bit; and bit,) in the two
arguments as shown in the following table:

 

bit, bit, bit, XOR bit,
 

-
-

0
O

0
O

-
O
=
O

O
=
=
2
0

     
m An argumentthat is a string is treated as a sequence ofbits, using 8

bits per character (that is, using the binary version of the character
code). The two string arguments must be the same length.

When the arguments are real numbers or symbolics, XOR simply does a
true/false test. The result is 1 (true) if either, but not both, arguments
are non-zero;it is & (false) if both arguments are non-zero or zero. This
test is usually done to compare two test results.
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...XOR

If either or both of the arguments are algebraic objects, then the result is
an algebraic of the form 'symb; X0OR symb,'. Execute +HUM (or set
flag -3 before executing XOR) to produce a numeric result from the
algebraic result.

Related Commands: AND, NOT, OR
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XPON Exponent Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

X — Nexpon

'symb' — ‘XPON(symb)'   
Use: Returns the exponent ofits argument.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Examples: 1.ZEZ4 XFPOH returns 4.

"A*1E=4 wFOH returns ' =FOMCH*1EZ42 ',

Related Commands: MANT, SIGN
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XRNG x-Axis Display Range Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

X, —
min max   
 

Use: Specifies the x-axis display range.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The x-axis display range is stored in the reserved variable
PPAR as Xpjn and Xpay in the complex numbers <X» Ymin> and
Xmax > Ymax- These complex numbers are the first two elements of PPAR
and specify the coordinates of the lower left and upper right corners of the
display ranges.

The default values ofX, and X;a are —6.5 and 6.5 respectively.

Related Commands: AUTO, PDIM, PMAX, PMIN, YRNG
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XROOT xth Root of y Function

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

y X — Vy
‘symb,’ 'symb,' — "XROQOT(symb,, symb,)"

'symb' X — "XROOT(x,symb)'

y 'symb' — 'XROOT(symb,y)"

y_unit x — Yy_unit'/x

y_unit 'symb' — 'XROOT(symb,y_unit)'  
 

Use: Computes the xth root of a real number.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: Note that while the stack syntaxis y x =ROOT (the root is the
second argument), the algebraic syntaxis =REOOT X, ¥ (the root is the
first argument) for consistency with the EquationWriter application.

XROOTis equivalent to y'* | but with greater accuracy.

For negative radicands (y < 0), the root (X) must be an integer.

Related Commands:
A
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YX»Y Sum ofx Times y Command
 

 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

- xsum   

Use: Sums the products of each of the corresponding values in the
independent- and dependent-variable columns of the currentstatistical
matrix (reserved variable ZDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The calculation formula is Zx; y;.

The independent-variable columnis specified by XCOL andis stored as
the first parameter in the reserved variable £PAR. The default
independent-variable column numberis 1. The dependent-variable
columnis specified by YCOL and is stored as the second parameter in
reserved variable XPAR. The default dependent-variable column number
is 2.

Related Commands: NI, X, XCOL, X2, LY, ¥Y™2
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YY Sum of y-values Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

xsum   
 

Use: Sums the values in the dependent-variable column of the current
statistical matrix (reserved variable ZDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The calculation formulais Zy;.

The dependent-variable column is specified by YCOL and is stored as the
second parameterin the reserved variable PAR. The default dependent-
variable column numberis 2.

Related Commands: NI, X, XCOL, ¥XxY, ¥X"2, YCOL, XY™2
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YY"2 Sum of Squares of y-values Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

- Xsum of squares   

Use: Sums the squares of the values in the dependent-variable column
of the currentstatistical matrix (reserved variable XDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The calculation formula is Zy;2.

The dependent-variable column is specified by YCOL. By the default, the
dependent-variable column numberis 2.

Related Commands: NI, X, XCOL, £X+Y, £X"2, YCOL, £Y
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YCOL Dependent Column Command
 

Level 1 — Level 1
 

  Yeol -
 

Use: Specifies the dependent-variable column of the current statistics
matrix (reserved variable £DAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The dependent-variable column numberis stored as the
second parameter in the reserved variable ¥PAR. The default dependent-
variable column numberis 2.

YCOL accepts a non-integer real number, storing it in ZPAR, but
subsequent commands that utilize the YCOL specification in £PAR will
error.

Related Commands: BARPLOT, BESTFIT, COLE, CORR, COV,

EXPFIT, HISTPLOT, LINFIT, LOGFIT, LR, PREDX, PREDY,

PWRFIT, SCATRPLOT, XCOL
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YRNG y-Axis Display Range Command
 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1
 

Ymin Ymax -   
 

Use: Specifies the y-axis display range.

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The y-axis display range is stored in the reserved variable
PPAR as Ymin and Ypax in the complex numbers (Xpyin » Ymin» and
“Xmax » Ymax - These complex numbers are the first two elements of PPAR

and specify the coordinates of the lower left and upper right corners of the
display ranges.

The default values of ypin and Ymay are —3.1 and 3.2 respectively.

Related Commands: AUTO, PDIM, PMAX, PMIN, XRNG
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+ Add Analytic
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

zy z, — 2,+2,

[array, ] [array, ] - [ array, +array, |

z 'symb' — 'z+ (symb)'

'symb' z — 'symb +2'

'symb,’ 'symb,’ — ‘'symb, +symb,'

{list} {list,} — {list,list,}

{list} obj — {list obj}

obj {list} — {obj list}

“string" “string5" — “string ,string"

obj “string" — “obj string"

“string" obj — “string obj"

#n, n, — #n,

n, #n, — #0n3

#n, #n, — #n,

Xy_unit, y_unit, — (X +y)_unit,

'symb' x_unit — 'symb +x_unit'

x_unit ‘'symb' — 'x_unit+symb'

grob, grob, - grob,    
Use: Returns the sum of the arguments.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (- 3), Binary Integer Wordsize
(=5 through —-10).

Remarks: The sum of a real number @ and a complex number (x, y) is

the complex number (x+a, y).

The sum of two complex numbers (xy, y;) and (x,, y,) is the complex
number (x;+x3, Y1 +Yy2).

The sum of a real array and a complex array is a complex array, where
each element x of the real array is treated as a complex element (x, 0). To
add two arrays, they must have the same dimensions.

The sum of a binary integer and a real numberis a binary integer thatis
the sum of the two arguments, truncated to the current wordsize. (The
real numberis converted to a binary integer before the addition.)
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The sum of two binary integersis truncated to the current binary integer
wordsize.

The sum of two unit objects is a unit object with the same dimensions as
the level-1 argument. The units of the two arguments must be consistent.

The sum of two graphics objects is the same as performing a logical OR,
except that the two graphics objects must have the same dimensions.

Common usage is ambiguous about some units of temperature. When °C
or °F represents a thermometer reading, then the temperature is a unit
with an additive constant: 0 °C = 273.15 K, and 0 °F = 459.67 °R. But

when °C or °F represents a difference in thermometer readings, then the
temperature is a unit with no additive constant: 1 °C = 1 K and
1°F = 1°R.

The calculator assumes that the simple temperature units x_°C and x_"F
represent thermometer temperatures when used as arguments to the
functions +, —, =, %, %CH, and %T. This means that, in order to do the

calculation, the calculator will first convert any Celsius temperature to
kelvins and any Fahrenheit temperature to Rankines. (For other functions
or compound temperature units, such as X_"C-rin, the calculator
assumes temperature units represent temperature differences, so there is
no additive constant involved, and hence no conversion.)

To express a temperature difference as an argument, use absolute units (K
or °R) or adjust the numerical value by subtracting the additive constant.
For example, you could express the difference between 30 °C and 10 °C as
20 K, or you could express it by computing z&_"C @_°C - which
returns —-253.13_°C.

When computing a temperature difference, you might want to convert the
result to absolute units (K or °R). As shown in the paragraph above, the
difference between 30 °C and 10 °C (or between 20 °C and 0 °C) can be
expressed as either 20 K (absolute units) or —253.15 °C (not absolute
units).
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Examples: To add an increase of 13 °C to the temperature 153 °C,
execute 13_K 152_°C +, which returns 165_°C. (Note that the result
is converted to the units of the level-1 argument. The 13_Kin level 2
represents 13 degrees of difference.)

The sum 22_°F @_°C + returns 273.15 °C,not 0 °C. This is

because the values are added on an absolute temperature scale (273.15 K
+ 273.15 K = 546.3 K) and then converted back to the level-1 units. If one
of these values actually represents a temperature difference, then you
should add it as shown in the first example.

Related Commands: -+, /, =
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- Subtract Analytic
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

Z4 23 - 212

[array, ] [array, ] — [ array, -array, ]

z 'symb' — 'z-symb'

'symb' z — 'symb -2

'symb,' 'symb,' — 'symb,-symb,'

#n, ny — #ny

n, #n, — #n3

#n, #n, — #n,

Xy_unit, y_unit, — (x>—y)_unit,

'symb' Xx_unit — 'symb -x_unit'

x_unit 'symb’ — 'x_unit-symb'   
 

Use: Returns the difference of the arguments. The object in level 1 is
subtracted from the objectin level 2.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (- 3).

Remarks: The difference of a real number @ and a complex number
(x y)is (x—a, y) or (a—x, —y). The difference of two complex numbers

(x1, y1) and (x,, y,) is (X1 =Xz, y1—Y2).

The difference of a real array and a complex array is a complex array,
where each element x of the real array is treated as a complex element
(x, 0). The two array arguments must have the same dimensions.

The difference of a binary integer and a real numberis a binary integer
that is the sum ofthe level-2 number and the two’s complement of the
level-1 number. (The real numberis converted to a binary integer before
the addition.)

The difference of two binary integersis a binary integer that is the sum of
the level-2 number and the two’s complement of the level-1 number.

The difference of two unit objects is a unit object with the same
dimensions as the level-1 argument. The units of the two arguments must
be consistent.
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Common usage is ambiguous about some units of temperature. When °C
or °F represents a thermometer reading, then the temperature is a unit
with an additive constant: 0 °C = 273.15 K, and 0 °F = 459.67 °R. But

when °C or °F represents a difference in thermometer readings, then the
temperature is a unit with no additive constant: 1°C = 1 K and
1°F = 1°R.

The calculator assumes that the simple temperature units Xx_°C and x_°F
represent thermometer temperatures when used as arguments to the

functions +, —, =, %, %CH, and %T. This means that, in order to do the
calculation, the calculator will first convert any Celsius temperature to
kelvins and any Fahrenheit temperature to Rankines. (For other functions
or compound temperature units, such as Xx_*®C.“riin, the calculator
assumes temperature units represent temperature differences, so there is
no additive constant involved, and hence no conversion.)

To express a temperature difference as an argument, use absolute units (K
or °R) or adjust the numerical value by subtracting the additive constant.
For example, you could express the difference between 30 °C and 10 °C as
20 K, or you could express it by computing 2&_°C @_"C - which
returns —2532.15_°C.

When computing a temperature difference, you might want to convert the
result to absolute units (K or °R). As shown in the paragraph above, the
difference between 30 °C and 10 °C (or between 20 °C and 0 °C) can be
expressed as either 20 K (absolute units) or —253.15 °C (not absolute
units).

Example: To subtract a difference of 13 °C from the temperature 153
°C, evaluate —-132_K 152_°C +, whichreturns 14&_°C. (Note that the
result is converted to the units of the level-1 argument. The 1Z_Ein level
2 represents 13 degrees ofdifference.)

To subtract the temperature 13 °C from the temperature 153 °C to find
the difference between them, convert the result to kelvins in order to

change the expression of the result from a temperature to a temperature
difference. Thatis, evaluate 15Z_°C 1Z_°C - and then press [(] K

(or execute 1_"K COMVERT) toreturn 148_FK.

Related Commands: +,«, /, =
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* Multiply Analytic
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

z, 2z — z,2,

[[ matrix ]] [array ] — [[ matrix « array ]]

z [array ] — [z «amay ]

[array ] z — [aray « 2]

z 'symb' — 'Z « Symb'

'symb' z — 'symb « 2'

'symb,' 'symb,' — 'symb, » symb,'

#n, n, — #ny

n, #n, — #n,

#n, #n, — #n,

x_unit y_unit — Xy_unit, = unit,

X y_unit — Xy_unit

X_unit y — xy_unit

'symb' X_unit — 'symb « x_unit'

X_unit 'symb' — 'x_unit « symb'  
 

Use: Returns the product of the arguments.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (- 3), Binary Integer Wordsize
(=5 through -10).

Remarks: The product of a real number @ and a complex number (x, y)
is the complex number (xa, ya).

The product of two complex numbers (x;, y;) and (x,, y,) is the complex

number (Xgry — Y1y, X1y2 + X)1).

The product of a real array and a complex array or numberis a complex
array. Each element x ofthe real array is treated as a complex element

(x, 0).

Multiplying a matrix (level 2) by an array (level 1) returns a matrix
product. The matrix must have the same number of columns as the array
in level 1 has rows (or elements,if it is a vector).

Although a vector is entered and displayed as a row of numbers, the
HP 48 treats a vector as an n X 1 matrix for the purposes of matrix
multiplication and the computation of matrix norms.
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Multiplying a binary integer by a real number returns a binary integer that
is the product of the two arguments, truncated to the current wordsize.
(The real numberis converted to a binary integer before the addition.)

The product of two binary integers is truncated to the current binary
integer wordsize.

When multiplying two unit objects, the scalar parts and the unit parts are
multiplied separately.

Related Commands: +, -, /, =
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/ Divide Analytic
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

Z 22 - 2,/2,
[array ] [[ matrix 1] — [[ matrix~" « array ]]

[array ] z — [array/z ]

z 'symb' — 'z/symb'

‘symb' z — 'symb/z'

‘symb,' ‘'symb,' — ‘symb, / symb,'

#n, n, — #n4

n, #n, — #ny

#n, #ny — #n3

X_unit, y_unit, — (x/y)_unit, / unit,

X y_unit — (xA)_1/unit

X_unit y — (x/y)_unit

‘symb' x_unit — ‘'symb/x_unit'

X_unit 'symb' — 'x_unit/symb'   
Use: Returns the quotient of the arguments (the level-2 object divided
by the level-1 object).

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (- 3).

Remarks: A real number a divided by a complex number(x, y) returns

(ax/( +y?), —ay/(c* + ).

A complex number (x, y) in level 2 divided by a real number a in level 1
returns the complex number (x/a, y/a).

A complex number (x; , y;) in level 2 divided by another complex number
(x2 , o) in level 1 returns the complex quotient ((x; X, + y1y,) / (x2%2+y,2),

V1x2— x1y2) / (k22 +y2D)).

An array, B, divided by a matrix, A, solves the system of equations AX=B
for X; that is, X = A~!B. This operation uses 16-digit internal precision,
providing more precision than the calculation IH%(H?»*E. The matrix
must be square and it must have the same number of columns as the array
has rows (or elements,if the array is a vector).
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A binary integer divided by a real or another binary number returns a
binary integer that is the integer part of the quotient. (The real numberis
converted to a binary integer before the division.) A divisor of zero
returns # B.

When dividing two unit objects, the scalar parts and the unit parts are
divided separately.

Related Commands: +, —, %, =
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- Power Analytic

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

w z — wi

z ‘symb' — 'z ~(symb)'

'symb' z — '(symb)~2'

'symb,' ‘'symb,,’ — 'symb,~(symb,)'

x_unit y — XY_unity

'symb' x_unit — '(symb)~ (x_unit)'

X_unit 'symb' — ' (x_unit)™(symb)' 
 

Use: Returns the value of the level-2 object raised to the power of the
level-1 object.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (—1), Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: If either argument is complex, the result is complex.

The branch cuts and inverse relations for w? are determined by the
relationship

w? = exp(z (Inw))

Related Commands: EXP, ISOL, LN, XROOT
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< Less Than Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — 0/1

#n, #n, — 0/1

"string ;" "string5" — 0/1

X 'symb' — 'x<symb'

'symb’ X — 'symb <x'

'symb,' 'symb,,’ — 'symb, <symb,'

x_unit, y_unit, — 0/1

X_unit 'symb’ — 'x_unit<symb'

'symb' Xx_unit — 'symb <x_unit'   
Use: Tests whether one objectis less than another object.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The function < returns a true test result (1) if the level 2
argument is less than the level 1 argument, or a false test result ()
otherwise.

If one objectis a symbolic (an algebraic or a name), and the other is a
number or symbolic or unit object, < returns a symbolic comparison
expression that can be evaluated to return a test result.

For real numbers and binary integers, “less than” means numerically
smaller (1 is less than 2). For real numbers, “less than” also means more
negative (—2 is less than —1).

Forstrings, “less than” means alphabetically previous (“ABC”is less than
“DEF”; “AAA”is less than “AAB”; “A”is less than “AA”). In general,

characters are ordered according to their character codes. Note that this
means that “B”is less than “a”, since “B”is character code 66, and “a” is

character code 97.

For unit objects, the two objects must be dimensionally consistent and are
converted to common units for comparison.

Related Commands: < >,>, ==, #
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< Less Than or Equal Function

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — 0/1

#n, #n, - 0/1
"string " "string" — 0/1

X 'symb' — 'x<symb'

'symb' X — 'symb < x'

'symb,' ‘'symb,' — ‘'symb, < symb,'

X_unit, y_unit, — 0/1

X_unit 'symb' — 'x_unit < symb'

'symb' x_unit — ‘'symb < x_unit'   
Use: Tests whether one objectis less than or equal to another object.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The function < returns a true test result (1) if the level 2
argument is less than or equal to the level 1 argument, or a false test
result (2) otherwise.

If one object is a symbolic (an algebraic or a name), and the other is a
number or symbolic or unit object, < returns a symbolic comparison
expression that can be evaluated to return a test result.

For real numbers and binary integers, “less than or equal” means the
same or numerically smaller (1 is less than 2). For real numbers, “less
than or equal” also means the same or more negative (-2 is less than
-1).

Forstrings, “less than or equal” means alphabetically previous or the
same (“ABC”is less than or equal to “DEF”; “AAA”is less than or equal
to “AAB”; “A”is less than or equal to “AA”). In general, characters are
ordered according to their character codes. Note that this means that “B”
is less than “a”, since “B”is character code 66, and “a”is character code

97.

For unit objects, the two objects must be dimensionally consistent and are
converted to common units for comparison.

Related Commands: <, >,>, ==, #
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> Greater Than Function
 

 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — 0/1

#n, #n, — 0/1

"string ," "string5" — 0/1

X ‘symb' — 'x>symb'

'symb' X — 'symb >x'

'symb,’ 'symb,' — 'symb, >symb,'

X_unit, y_unity — 0/1

Xx_unit ‘'symb' — 'x_unit>symb'

‘'symb' x_unit — 'symb >x_unit'
  
Use: Tests whether one object is greater than another object.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The function > returns a true test result (1) if the level 2
argumentis greater than the level 1 argument, or a false test result (&)
otherwise.

If one object is a symbolic (an algebraic or a name), and the otheris a
number or symbolic or unit object, > returns a symbolic comparison
expression that can be evaluated to return a test result.

For real numbers and binary integers, “greater than” means numerically
greater (2 is greater than 1). For real numbers, “greater than” also means
less negative (-1 is greater than -2).

Forstrings, “greater than” means alphabetically subsequent (“DEF” is
greater than “ABC”; “AAB”is greater than “AAA”; “AA” is greater than
“A”). In general, characters are ordered according to their character
codes. Note that this means that “a” is greater than “B”, since “B”is
character code 66, and “a”is character code 97.

For unit objects, the two objects must be dimensionally consistent and are
converted to common units for comparison.

Related Commands: <, <>==, #
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> Greater Than or Equal Function

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — 0/1

#n, #n, — 0/1

"string ," "string5" — 0/1

X 'symb' — 'x > symb'

'symb' X — 'symb > x'

'symb,' 'symb,,’ — 'symb, > symb,'

X_unit, y_unit, — 0/1

X_unit ‘symb' — 'x_unit > symb'

'symb' x_unit — ‘'symb > x_unit'   
Use: Tests whether one object is greater than or equal to another object.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The function > returns a true test result (1) if the level 2
argumentis greater than or equal to the level 1 argument, or a false test
result (&) otherwise.

If one object is a symbolic (an algebraic or a name), and the otheris a
number or symbolic or unit object, > returns a symbolic comparison
expression that can be evaluated to return a test result.

For real numbers and binary integers, “greater than or equal to” means
numerically greater or the same (2 is greater than or equal to 1). For real
numbers, “greater than or equal to” also means less negative or the same
(-1 1s greater than or equal to -2).

Forstrings, “greater than or equal to” means alphabetically subsequent or
the same (“DEF”is greater than or equal to “ABC”; “AAB”is greater
than or equal to “AAA”; “AA”is greater than or equal to “A”). In
general, characters are ordered according to their character codes. Note
that this means that “a” is greater than or equal to “B”, since “B”is
character code 66, and “a”is character code 97.

For unit objects, the two objects must be dimensionally consistent and are
converted to common units for comparison.

Related Commands: <,< >, ==, #
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= Equals Analytic
 

 

  

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

z Z, — '2,=2,'

z 'symb' — 'z=symb'

'symb’ z — 'symb =2'

‘symb,’ 'symb,,’ — ‘'symb,=symb,'

y x_unit — 'z=yunit'

y_unit x — 'yunit=2'

y_unit x_unit — 'y_unit=x_unit'

'symb' x_unit — 'symb =x_unit'

x_unit 'symb' — 'x_unit=symb'
 

Use: Returns an equation formed of the two arguments.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The equals sign equates two expressions such that the
difference between the two expressions is zero.

In Symbolic Results mode, the result is an algebraic equation. In
Numerical Results mode, the result is the difference of the two arguments
because = acts equivalent to —. This allows expressions and equations to
be used interchangeably as arguments for symbolic and numerical
rootfinders.

The numerical evaluation of an equation using the HP Solve application
implicitly involves the subtraction of terms. See the keyword entry for “-"
for information about the effects of subtraction.

Common usage is ambiguous about some units of temperature. When °C

or °F represents a thermometer reading, then the temperature is a unit
with an additive constant: 0 °C = 273.15 K, and 0 °F = 459.67 °R. But

when °C or °F represents a difference in thermometer readings, then the
temperature is a unit with no additive constant: 1 °C = 1 K and
1°F = 1°R.
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The calculator assumes that the simple temperature units X_°C and x_"F
represent thermometer temperatures when used as arguments to the
functions +, —, =, %, %CH, and %T. This means that, in order to do the

calculation, the calculator will first convert any Celsius temperature to
kelvins and any Fahrenheit temperature to Rankines. (For other functions
or compound temperature units, such as Xx_°C-min, the calculator
assumes temperature units represent temperature differences, so there is
no additive constant involved, and hence no conversion.)

To express a temperature difference as an argument, use absolute units (K
or °R) or adjust the numerical value by subtracting the additive constant.
For example, you could express the difference between 30 °C and 10 °C as
20 K, or you could express it by computing z&_°C &@_°C -, which
returns —=53.132_°C.

Related Commands: DEFINE, EVAL, -
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Logical Equality Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj, obj, — 0/1

(0) X — 0/1

X (x,0) — 0/1

z 'symb' — 'z==symb'

‘symb' z — 'symb==2'

'symb,' 'symb,,’ — ‘'symb, = =symb,'   
Use: Tests if two objects are equal.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The function = = returns a true result (1) if the two objects
are the same type and have the same value, or a false result (&) otherwise.
Lists and programs are considered to have the same valuesif the objects
they contain are identical.

If one object is algebraic (or a name), and the other is a number (real or
complex) or an algebraic, = = returns a symbolic comparison expression
that can be evaluated to return a test result.

Note that = = is used for comparisons, while = separates two sides of an
equation.

If the imaginary part of a complex numberis 0,it is ignored when the
complex number is compared to real number, so & (E,8) ==
returns 1.

For unit objects, the two objects must be dimensionally consistent and are
converted to common units for comparison.

Related Commands: SAME, TYPE, <,<, >,> #
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# Not Equal Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

obj, obj, — 0/1

x,0) X — 0/1

X (x,0) — 0/1

z 'symb' — 'z £symb'

'symb' z — 'symb #Z'

'symb,' 'symb,,' — 'symb, # symb,'   
 

Use: Tests if two objects are not equal.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The function # returns a false result (2) if the two objects
are the same type and have the same value, or a true result (1) otherwise.
Lists and programs are considered to have the same valuesif the objects
they contain are identical.

If one object is algebraic or a name, and the other is a number, a name, or

algebraic, # returns a symbolic comparison expression that can be
evaluated to return a test result.

If the imaginary part of a complex numberis 0,it is ignored when the
complex number is compared to real number, so & ¢£,3» #returns A,

For unit objects, the two objects must be dimensionally consistent and are
converted to common units for comparison.

Related Commands: SAME, TYPE, <, <, >,>==
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Factorial (Gamma) Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

n — n!

X — L(x+1)

'symb' — '(symb!)'   
 

Use: Returns the factorial n! of a positive integer argument n, or returns
the gamma function I'(x+ 1) of a non-integer argument X.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (—3), Underflow Exception
(=20), Overflow Exception (—21).

Remarks: For x > 253.1190554375 or X a negative integer, ! causes an

Overflow exception —if flag —21 is set, the exception is treated as an
error. For x < —254.1082426465, ! causes an Underflow exception— if flag

—20 is set, the exception is treated as an error.

In algebraic syntax, ! followsits argument. Thus the algebraic syntax for
the factorial of 71s '7!'.

For non-integer arguments X, X! = I'(x + 1), defined forx > -1 as

T(x +1) = j; e t* dt

and defined for other values ofx by analytic continuation.

Related Commands: COMB, PERM
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Integral Function

Level 4 Level 3 Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

lowerlimit  upperlimit  integrand ‘name’ — 'SyMbjntegra’  
 

Use: Integrates integrand from lower limit to upper limit with respect
to the specified variable of integration.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The algebraic syntax for [ parallels its stack syntax:

1lower limit, upper limit, integrand, name

where lower limit, upper limit, and integrand can be real or complex
numbers, unit objects, names, or algebraic expressions.

Evaluating [ in Symbolic Results mode (flag -3 clear) returns a symbolic
result to level 1. The HP 48 does symbolic integration bypattern matching.
The HP 48 can integrate:

450

All the built-in functions whose antiderivatives are expressible in
terms of other built-in functions— for example, SIN is integrable
since its antiderivative COS is a built-in function. The arguments for
these functions must be linear.

Sums, differences, and negations of built-in functions whose

antiderivatives are expressible in terms of other built-in functions —

for example, 'SIHCHI=COSCHD ",

Derivatives of all the built-in functions — for example,
"THW1+2 0 ' is integrable because it is the derivative of the
built-in function ATAN.

Polynomlals whose base term is linear — for example,
."1::+1=-=:""'E—EEAE 1S mtegrable since #1s a linear term.

g 3 is not integrable since #Z-& is notT
—TR ITER

lmear

Selected patterns composed of functions whose antiderivatives are
expressible in terms of other built-in functions— for example,
P1SECOSCH I ESTHOE 3 Y returns ' LHCTAMG!
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If the result:

m Is an expression with no integral sign in the result, a symbolic
integration was successful.

m Still contains an integral sign, you can try rearranging the expression
and evaluating again, or you can estimate the answer with numerical
integration.

A successful result of symbolic integration has the form:

'result|name=upper limit-result| name=Ilower limit'

See the | (where) keyword entry for more information aboutits
functionality. A second evaluation substitutes the limits of integration into
the variable of integration, completing the procedure.

Evaluating [ in Numerical Results mode (flag -3 sef) returns a numerical
approximation to level 1. In addition, the error of integration is stored in
variable /ERR.

Examples: In Symbolic Results mode (flag -3 clear) the command
sequence

returns

"R2o20 [ Cn=2a=C IR220 [ On=1 0!

A subsequent evaluation substitutes the limits of integration, returning
13.

The command sequence 'J01,2, 18%:,3" +HLUM returns the
numerical approximation 1%5. Variable /ERR is created and contains the
error of integration . HEEEEEERE]1S,

Related Commands: TAYLR, 9, &
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o Derivative Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

‘symb,' ‘name’ — 'symb,'

z ‘name’ — 0

X_unit ‘name’ — 0  
 

Use: Takes the derivative of an expression, number, or unit object with
respect to the specified variable of differentiation.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: When executed in stack syntax, 3 executes a complete
differentiation— the expression 'Symb;' is evaluated repeatedly until it
contains no derivatives. As part ofthis process,if the variable of
differentiation name has a value, the final form of the expression will have
that value substituted for all occurrences of the variable.

The algebraic syntax for dis ' anamesymb,». When executed in
algebraic syntax, 3 executes a stepwise differentiation of symb, invoking
the chain rule ofdifferentiation— the result of one evaluation of the
expression is the derivative of the argument expression Symb;, multiplied
by a new subexpression representing the derivative of symb,’s argument.

If 3 is applied to a function for which the HP 48 does not provide a
derivative, 3 returns a new function whose nameis der followed by the
original function name. For more information, see “Advanced Topic:
User-Defined Derivatives” in chapter 23 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

Example: The command sequence 'ax¢SIHCY 23" EVAL returns
"COSCY dealkcy !,

When Yhas the value ™z, the command sequence 'SIH¢Y ' 'H' &
returns 'COSCH~23#(2#x) ' The differentiation has been executed in
stack syntax, so that all of the steps of differentiation have been carried
out in a single operation.

Related Commands: TAYLR, [, ©
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% Percent Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X y — xy/100
X 'symb' — "%(x,symb)'

'symb' X — "%(symb,x)'

‘symb,' 'symb,,' — '%(symb, , symb,)"

x y_unit — (xy/100)_unit

X_unit y — (y/100)_unit

'symb' X_unit — "%(symb,x_unit)'

x_unit 'symb' — "%(x_unit,symb)'  
 

Use: Returns x (level 2) percent ofy (level 1).

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: If you use simple temperature units, such as x_"C, the
calculator assumes the values represent temperatures and not differences
in temperature. (For compound temperature units, such as x_"C~min,

the calculator assumes temperature units represent temperature
differences.) For more information on using temperature units with
arithmetic functions, refer to the keyword entry for +.

Example: Keep in mind the properties of the temperature scale you use
with %. Evaluating the absolute temperature 18@_K 58 X returns
S6_k. However, evaluating a Celsius temperature involves an implicit
conversion by the calculator into and out of kelvins: 188_°"C S8 X
returns —26.575_°C, the equivalent of 272.15_K 58 % 1_°C
COHVERT.

Related Commands: %CH, %T
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n T Function
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

— lrl

— 3.14159265359   
Use: Returns the symbolic constant 'w' or its numerical
representation, 3.14159265359.

Affected by Flags: Symbolic Constants (—2), Numerical Results

(-3).

Evaluating 7 returns its numerical representation if flag —2 or -3 is set;
otherwise,its symbolic representation is returned.

Remarks: The number returned for 7 is the closest approximation of
the constant « to 12-digit accuracy.

In Radians mode with flags -2 and -3 clear (to return symbolic results),
trigonometric functions of 7 and 7/2 are automatically simplified. For
example, evaluating 'SIHCw> ' returns zero. However, if flag —2 or flag
-3 is set (to return numerical results), then evaluating 'ZIH¢w> !
returns the numerical approximation -z.B&7E1S2FISTE-12.

Related Commands: ¢, i, MAXR, MINR, —Qn
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)Y Summation Function
 

 

Level4 Level3 Level2 Level 1 — Level 1

'index' Xinitial Xfinal summand — Xsum

'index’ 'initial’ Xfinal summand  —  'E(index=initial,X;ng ,summand)’

‘index' Xinitial 'final' summand  —  'E(index =Xja final,summand)’

'index’ ‘initial’ 'final’ summand —  '¥(index =initial,final,summand)’  
 

Use: Calculates the value of a finite series.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: The argument summand can be a real number, a complex
number, a unit object, a local or global name, or an algebraic object.

The algebraic syntax for X differs from the stack syntax. The algebraic
syntax is:

' Ziindex=initial,finalsummand » '

Examples: The command sequence 'H' 1 5 'A™H' ZwhenA is
formal returns 'A+AZ+ATCIHATIHHTS

The command sequence 'H' 1 'M' 'A™H' Z returns

"ECH=1 My AT

Related Commands: TAYLR, [,0
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Y+ Sigma Plus Command
 

 

Level m... Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

X —_

[xyX%... X5 ] —

([%12Xy 1 Xt X2 -+« Xam 11—
Xqeoo X- 4 Xm —    

Use: Adds one or more data points to the current statistics matrix
(reserved variable ¥DAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: For a statistics matrix with m columns, you can enter the
argument for £+ in several ways:

m If you are entering one data point with a single coordinate value, the
argument for £+ is a real number.

m If you are entering one data point with multiple coordinate values, the
argument for X+ is a vector of m real coordinate values.

m If you are entering several data points, the argument for £+ is a
matrix of n rows of m real coordinate values.

In each of these cases, the coordinate values of the data point(s) are
added as new rows to the current statistics matrix (reserved variable
EDAT). If ZDAT does not exist, £+ creates an 1 X m matrix and stores
the matrix in ZDAT. If EDAT does exist, an error occurs if it does not

contain a real matrix, or if the number of coordinate values in each data

point entered with £+ doesn’t match the number of columns in the
current statistics matrix.

Once EDAT exists, individual data points of m coordinates can be entered
as m separate real numbers, as well as an m-element vector.

Example: Thesequence CLEZ [ & 2 4 1 Z+ 2 1 7 Z+ creates
thematrix [[ 2 2 4 1L = 1 ¥ 11inXDAT. (LASTARGreturns
the m-element vectorin either case.)

Related Commands: CLY, RCLY, STOL, ¥-
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Y- Sigma Minus Command
 

— Level 1
 

X—_)

— [ Xy %5... X ]   
Use: Returns a vector of m real numbers, or one number x if m = 1,

corresponding to the coordinate values in the last data point entered by
L+ into the currentstatistics matrix (reserved variable ZDAT).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: The last row of the statistics matrix is deleted.

The vector returned by ¥- can be edited or replaced, then restored to the
statistics matrix by X+.

Related Commands: CLY, RCLY, STOL, £+
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v Square Root Analytic
 

 

Level 1 — Level 1

z — vz
x_unit — Vx_unit'/2
'symb' — 'V(symb)'    

Use: Returns the (positive) square root.

Affected by Flags: Principal Solution (—-1), Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: For a complex number (x, y;), the square rootis the
complex number (xp, y;) = (V7 cos8/2,1/; sin/2),
where r = abs (x4, y1), and 6 = arg (x, y;).

If (x1, y1) = (0, 0), then the square root is (0, 0).

The inverse of SQ is a relation, not a function, since SQ sends more than

one argument to the same result. The inverse relation for SQ is expressed
by ISOL as the general solution

's1#02

The function/ is the inverse of a part of SQ, a part defined byrestricting
the domain of SQ such that 1) each argumentis sent to a distinct result,
and 2) each possible result is achieved. The points in this restricted
domain of SQ are called the principal values of the inverse relation. The v/
function in its entirety is called the principal branch ofthe inverse relation,
and the points sent by4/ to the boundaryof the restricted domain of SQ
form the branch cuts of/.

The principal branch used by the HP 48 for \/ was chosen becauseit is
analytic in the regions where the arguments of the real-valued inverse
function are defined. The branch cut for the complex-valued square root
function occurs where the corresponding real-valued function is
undefined. The principal branch also preserves most of the important
symmetries.

The graphs below show the domain and range of/. The graph of the
domain shows where the branch cut occurs: the heavy solid line marks one
side of the cut, while the feathered lines mark the other side of the cut.

The graph of the range shows where each side of the cut is mapped under
the function.
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These graphs show the inverse relation 's1#JZ"' for the case s1=1. For
other values of s1, the half-plane in the lower graph is reflected. Taken
together, the half-planes cover the whole complex plane, which is the
domain of SQ.

You can view these graphs with domain and range reversed to see how the
domain of SQ is restricted to make an inverse function possible. Consider
the half-plane in the lower graph as the restricted domain Z = (x,y7.
SQ sends this domain onto the whole complex plane in the range W =
CUyV» = SR(X,y? in the upper graph.

Related Commands: SQ, *, ISOL
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Where Function
 

 

Level 2 Level 1 — Level 1

'symb,y'  {name,'symb,' name,'symb,' ...} —  'symb.,,'

X { name, 'symb,' name, 'symb,' ...} — X

*xy) { name, 'symb,' name, 'symb,' ...} — x y)   
 

Use: Substitutes values for names in an expression.

Affected by Flags: Numerical Results (-3).

Remarks: | is used primarily in algebraic objects, whereits syntax is:

'symbgq | (name; =symb, , name, =symb, ...)"

It enables algebraics to include variable-like substitution information
about names. Symbolic functions that delay name evaluation (such as [
and 9) can extract substitution information from local variables and
include that information in the expression, avoiding the problem that
would occur if the local variables no longer existed when the local names
were finally evaluated.

Related Commands: APPLY, QUOTE
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— Create Local Variable(s) Command
 

Leveln... Level 1 — Level 1
 

obj, ... obj, —   

Use: Creates local variable(s).

Affected by Flags: None.

Remarks: Local variable structures create one or more local variables,

which exist only within the defining procedure of the local variable
structure.

A local variable structure consists of the — command, followed by one or
more names, followed by a defining procedure —either a program or an
algebraic. The — command stores an object from the stack into each
name. The resultant local variables exist only within the defining
procedure of the local variable structure. The syntax of a local variable
structure is either:

+ name, name, ... name, < program :

or

+ name; name, ... name, 'algebraic expression"'.

Example: The program

takes an object from level 2 and storesit in local variable x, takes an
object from level 1 and stores it in local variable y, and executes
calculations with x andy in the defining procedure —in this case a
program. When the defining procedure ends, local variables x andy
disappear.
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User-Defined Functions. A user-defined function is a variable
containing a program that consists solely of a local variable structure.

For example, the variable A, containing the program

# o xw oy T '"wxEys2+z' %

is a user-defined function. Like a built-in function, a user-defined
function can take its argumentsin stack syntax or algebraic syntax, and
can take symbolic arguments. In addition, a user-defined function is
differentiable if its defining procedure is an algebraic expression that
contains only differentiable functions.

Related Commands: DEFINE, STO
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Table of Error and Status
Messages

A

 

In the following tables, messages are first arranged alphabetically by name
and then numerically by message number.

Messages Listed Alphabetically
 

 

  

Message Meaning # (hex)

Acknowledaed Alarm acknowledged. 619

Autoscalina Calculator is autoscaling x- 610
and/or y- axis.

Awaitina Server Indicates Server mode active. coC
Crd.

Bad Argument Tupe One or more stack arguments 202
were incorrect type for
operation.

Bad Argument Yalue Argument value out of 203
operation’s range.

Bad Guessies) Guess(es) supplied to HP AO01
Solve application or ROOT lie
outside domain of equation.    
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

 

 

Message Meaning # (hex)

Bad FPacket BElock Computed packet checksum Co1
check doesn’'t match checksum in

packet.

Cam't Edit Hull Attempted to edit a string 102
Char. containing character “0”.

Circular Reference Attempted to store a variable 129
name into itself.

Comnectinag Indicates verifying IR or serial COoA
connection.

Constant? HP Solve application or A02
ROOTreturned same value at
every sample point of current
equation.

Copied to stack 35TE copied selected 623
equation to stack.

Current equation: ldentifies current equation. 608

Deleting Column MatrixWriter application is 504

deleting a column.

Deleting Row MatrixWriter application is 503
deleting a row.

Directory Hot Name of existing directory 12A
Allowed variable used as argument.

Directory Attempted to store a directory 002
Recursion into itself.

Emptu catalog No data in current catalog 60D
(Equation, Statistics, Alarm)    
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

 

  inserting a column.  

Message Meaning # (hex)

Enter alarm, Alarm entry prompt. 61A
press SET

Enter eqny press Store new equation in EQ. 60A
HE

Ernter walue ({zoom Zoom operations prompt. 622

out 1f 12, press

EHTEE

Extrenun Result returned by HP Solve A06
application or ROOT is an
extremum rather than a root.

HALT Hot Allowed A program containing HALT 126
executed while MatrixWriter
application, DRAW, or HP

Solve application active.

I-0 setup menu Identifies 1/O setup menu. 61C

Implicit (3 off Implicit parentheses off. 207

Implicit ) on Implicit parentheses on. 208

Incomplets [(»], [¥], or [ENTER] pressed 206

Subexpression before all function arguments
supplied.

Inconsistent Units Attempted unit conversion B02
with incompatible units.

Infinite Rezult Math exception: Calculation 305
such as 1/0 infinite result.

Inserting Column MatrixWriter application is 504
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

 

 

Message Meaning # (hex)

Inzertina Row MatrixWriter application is 503
inserting a row.

Inzufficient Not enough free memory to 001
Merory execute operation.

Inzufficient Z A Statistics command was 603
Data executed when LDAT did not

contain enough data points
for calculation.

Interrupted The HP Solve application or A03
ROOT was interrupted by
ATTNJ.

Imealid Arrag ENTER] returned object of 502
Element wrong type for current matrix.

Inwalid Card Data HP 48 does not recognize 008

data on plug-in card.

Invalid Date Date argument not real D01
number in correct format, or
was out of range.

Invalid Definition Incorrect structure of 12C
equation argument for
DEFINE.

Invalid Dimenzion Array argument had wrong 501

dimensions.    
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

# (hex)
 

Imnwalid

Invealid

Inwalid

Imwalid

Inwealid

Inealid

Inwalid

Cmd. Imnwalid S

EL

I0OFAE

FRTPAR:

Inwealid Sy  

Attempted operation from
GRAPHICS FCN menu when
EQ did not contain algebraic,
or, attempted DRAW with

CONIC plot type when EQ did
not contain algebraic.

IOPAR nota list, or one or
more objects in list missing or
invalid.

Received illegal filename, or
server asked to send illegal
filename.

PPAR not a list, or one or

more objects in list missing or
invalid.

PRTPAR not a list, or one or
more objects in list missing or
invalid.

Plot type invalid for current
equation.

Alarm repeat interval out of
range.

Invalid command received

while in Server mode.

HP 48 unable execute
or STR— due to invalid object
syntax.  

607

C12

C17

12E

C13

620

D03

cos

106
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

 

 

Message Meaning # (hex)

Invalid Time Time argument not real D02
number in correct format, or

out of range.

Invalid Unit Unit operation attempted with BO1
invalid or undefined user unit.

Invalid User Type or structure of object 103
Function executed as user-defined

function was incorrect.

Invalid Z Data Statistics command executed 601
with invalid object stored in
YDAT.

Invalid Z Data Non-linear curvefit attempted 605
LHCHegs when EDAT matrix contained

a negative element.

Invalid Z Data Non-linear curve fit attempted 606

LHCE when DAT matrix contained

a 0 element.

Invalid EZPAE YPAR notlist, or one or more 604

objects in list missing or
invalid.

LAST CHMD Disabled [LAST CMD] pressed while 125
that recovery feature
disabled.

LAST STHCE LAST STACK] pressed while 124
Dizabled that recovery feature

disabled.

LASTARG Dizabled LASTARG executed while that 205
recovery feature disabled.   
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

 

Stack  save copy of the stack. LAST
STACK is automatically
disabled.  

Message Meaning # (hex)

Low Battery System batteries too low to C14
safely print or perform | /O.

Memorg Clear HP 48 memory was cleared. 005

Hame Conflict Execution of | (where) 13C
attempted to assign value to
variable of integration or
summation index.

Hame the equation, Name equation and store it in 60B
prress EMTER EQ.

Hame the =tat Name statistics data and 621
data, press EHMTER storeitin ZDAT.

Heaat ive Underflow Math exception: Calculation 302
returned negative, non-zero
result greater than — MINR.

Mo Current soLvE, DRAW, or RCEQ 104

Equat ion executed with nonexistent
EQ.

Moo current Plot and HP Solve application 609
equat ion status message.

Ho Room in Port Insufficient free memory in 00oB
specified RAM port.

Ho Room to Sauve Not enough free memory to 101
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

Message # (hex)
 

 

Ho Eoom to Show

St ack

Ho stat data

F 1 [} 1’

1', D]

Hon—-Empty

LDirectory

Horm-FEe2al Fesult

Homexistent Hlarm

Honexistent ZDAT

Object Discarded

Object Inm U=se

Object Hot in

COFF SCEEEHM

Fort  

Stack objects displayed by
type only due to low memory
condition.

No data stored in XDAT.

Attempted to purge non-
empty directory.

Execution of HP Solve

application, ROOT, DRAW, or
f returned result other than

real number or unit.

Alarm list did not contain

alarm specified by alarm
command.

Statistics command executed

when DAT did not exist.

Sender sent an EOF (2)
packet with a “D” in the data
field.

Attempted PURGE or STO
into a backup object when its
stored object was in use.

Attempted to access a

nonexistent backup object or
library.

Function value, root,
extremum, or intersection was
not visible in current display.  

131

60F

12B

12F

D04

602

COF

009

00C

61F  
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

# (hex)
 

Out of Memoryg

Owers 1ow

Facket #

Farity Error

Fort Closed

Fort Hot Available

Fozitive Undert low

LostFower  

One or more objects must be
purged to continue calculator
operation.

Math exception: Calculation
returned result greater in
absolute value than MAXR.

Indicates packet number
during send or receive.

Received bytes’ parity bit
doesn’'t match current parity
setting.

Possible I /R or serial
hardware failure. Run self-test.

Used a port command on an
empty port, or one containing

ROM instead of RAM.

Attempted to execute a server
command thatitself uses the
1/0O port.

Math exception: Calculation
returned positive, non-zero

result less than MINR.

Calculator turned on following
a powerloss. Memory may
have been corrupted.  

135

303

C10

Co05

Co9

00A

301

006
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

# (hex)
 

 

Frocessing Command

Protocal Error

Feceiwve Buffer

erun

recelve Errar

Feceiwving

Fetra #

 

Indicates processing of host
command packet.

Received a packet whose
length was shorter than a null
packet.

Maximum packet length
parameter from other
machine is illegal.

Kermit: More than 255 bytes
of retries sent before HP 48
received another packet.

SRECV: Incoming data
overflowed the buffer.

UART overrun or framing
error.

Identifies object name while
receiving.

Indicates numberofretries
while retrying packet
exchange.

Select statistics curve fitting
model.

Select plot type.

Select alarm repeat interval.  

C11

co7

Co4

Co3

COE

coB

614

60C

61B   
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

# (hex)
 

Sending

i
y

(=
]

i 3 a i < i i 1 w e
t

Timeout

Too Few Arguments

FailedTransfer

Unable to Isolate

Undefined Local

Hame  

Identifies object name while
sending.

HP Solve application or
ROOT unable to find point at
which current equation
evaluates to zero, but did find
two neighboring points at
which equation changed sign.

Printing to serial port:
Received XOFF and timed out
waiting for XON.

Kermit: Timed out waiting for
packet to arrive.

Command required more
arguments than were

available on stack.

10 successive attempts to
receive a good packet were
unsuccessful.

ISOLfailed because specified
name absent or contained in

argument of function with no
inverse.

Executed or recalled local

name for which

corresponding local variable
did not exist.  

CoD

A05

Co2

201

Co6

130

003
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Messages Listed Alphabetically (continued)
 

 

 

Message Meaning # (hex)

Undef ined Hame Executed or recalled global 204
name for which
corresponding variable does
not exist.

Undefined Reszult Calculation such as 0/0 304
generated mathematically
undefined resuilt.

Undefined XLIE Executed an XLIB name when 004
Harme specified library absent.

Wroma Argument User-defined function 128
Count evaluated with an incorrect

number of parenthetical
arguments.

and u—-axisz zoon. ldentifies zoom option. 627

axis zZoom. Identifies zoom option. 625

axis Zoon Identifies zoom option. 624
wAAUTO

g axis Zoom. Identifies zoom option. 626

ZERD Result returned by the HP A04
Solve application or ROOT is
a root (a point at which
current equation evaluates to
zero).

e Identifies no execution action 61E
when EXELCSpressed.   
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Messages Listed Numerically
 

  

 

  

# (hex) Message

General Messages

001 Insufficient Memory

002 Directorg Recursion

003 Undetined Local Hame

004 Undef ined XLIB Hame

005 Memory Clear

006 Fowesr Lost

008 Invalid Card Data

009 Obiect In use

00A Fort Hot available

00B Ho Room in Port

00C Dbject Hot in Fort

101 Ho REoom to Save Stack

102 Can't Edit Hull Char.

103 Imvalid Uszer Function

104 Ho Current Equation

106 Inuwalid Suntax

124 LAST STACK Disabled

125 LAST CHD Disabled

126 HALT Hot Allowed

128 Mromg Argument Count

129 Circular Reference

12A Directorg Hot Allowsd

12B MHon—Empty Directoryg

12C Imnvalid Definition

12E Invalid FFPAE

12F Hon-Real Result
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Messages Listed Numerically (continued)
 

  

 

 

 

  
 

 

   
 

 

  

# (hex) Message

General Messages (continued)

130 Unable to Isolate

131 Ho REoom to Show Stack

Out-of-Memory Prompts

135 Out of Memory

13C Hame Conflict

Stack Errors

201 Too Few Arauments

202 Bad Araument Tupe

203 Ead Argurment Yalus

204 Undef ined Hame

205 LASTARG [i=sabled

EquationWriter Application Messages

206 Incomplete Subexpression

207 Implicit ) off

208 Implicit O on

Floating-Point Errors

301 Fozitive Underf low

302 Hegat ive Underf 1ow

303 Dt Low

304 Undef ined Eesult

305 Infinite Reszult

Array Messages

501 Imvalid Dimenszion

502 Inuvalid Arrag Element

503 Deleting Row

504 Deleting Column

505 Inzerting Row   
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Messages Listed Numerically (continued)
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

# (hex) Message

Array Messages (continued)

506 I Inserting Column

Statistics Messages

601 Inwalid Z Data

602 Honexiztent ZDAT

603 Insufficient Z Data

604 Invalid ZFAR

605 Invealid £ Data LHOHeg)

606 Imalid E Data LHOA:

Plot, 1/0, Time and HP Solve Application Messages

607 Imealid ER

608 Current equation:

609 Ho curtent eguation.

60A Enter eqns press HEW

60B Hame the equation. press EMTEER

60C Select plot tupe

60D Empty catalog

60F Ho Statistics data to plot

610 Autozcaling

614 Select a model

619 Ackrnowledged

61A Enterdlarm, press SET

61B Select repeat interuval

61C I-0 zetup menu

61D Flaot tupe:

61E e

61F COFF SCREEM?

620 Imvalid FTYFE

621 Hame the ztat data, presz EHTER  
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Messages Listed Numerically (continued)
 

 

 

# (hex) Message

Application Messages (continued)

622 Enter value (zoom out if >1), press

EHTER

623 Copied to stack

624 ® axils zoom wAAUTO,

625 ¥ axis zZoon.

626 g axis Zoom.

627 ¥ and Jd-axiz zoom.

A01 Bad Gueszsdes)

A02 Constant?

A03 Interrupted

A04 Zero

A05 Sian Rewverszal

A06 Extirermum
 

Unit Management
  BO1 Invwalid Unit

B02 Inconsistent Units   
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Messages Listed Numerically (continued)
 

  

 

 

   

# (hex) Message

1/0 and Printing

Co1 Bad Facket Block check

Co2 Timeout

Co3 Receive Error

Co4 Fecziwve Buffer Ouverrun

Co5 Paritu Error

Co6 Transfer Failed

Cco7 Frotocol Error

Cos8 Invalid Serwver Crd

Co9 Fort Closed

COA Connecting

coB Fetra #

coC Auaiting Serwver Cnd

coD Sending

COE Feceiving

COF Object Discarded

C10 acket #

C11 Frocessing Command

C12 Imnwalid IOFAE

C13 Imnvalid FETFRE

Ci14 I-0: Batt Too Low

C15 Empty Stack

C17 Invalid Hame

Time Messages

Do1 Invalid Date

D02 Invalid Time

D03 Invalid Repeat

Do4 Hornexistent Alarm
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Table of Units
 

The following list defines the types of units available in the HP 48 for
conversions and math. (Units differing only by prefix or product are not
repeated. Look for m in thislist, but not cm or m?.) Combined with real
numbers, units become unit objects.

Allowable prefixes for powers of ten are under “Unit Prefixes” in chapter
13 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

 

 

HP 48 Units

Unit (Full Name) Value in Sl Units

a (Are) 100 m?
A (Ampere) 1A

acre (Acre) 4046.87260987 m?

arcmin (Minute of arc) 4.62962962963 x 1073
arcs (Second of arc) 7.71604938272 x 10~

atm (Atmosphere) 101325 kg/m-s?

au (Astronomical unit) 1495979 x 10° m

A (Angstrom) 1x107°m
b (Barn) 1x10°2 m?

bar (Bar) 100000 kg/m-s?

bbl (Barrel, oil) 0.158987294928 m?3
Bq (Becquerel) 11/s

Btu (International Table Btu) 1055.05585262 kg-m?/s?   
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HP 48 Units (continued)
 

Unit (Full Name) Value in Sl Units
 

bu (Bushel)

c (Speed of light)

C (Coulomb)

cal (International Table calorie)

cd (Candela)

chain (Chain)

Ci (Curie)

ct (Carat)

cu (US cup)

d (Day)

dyn (Dyne)

erg (Erg)
eV (Electron volt)

F (Farad)

fath (Fathom)

fom (Board foot)

fc (Footcandle)

Fdy (Faraday)

fermi (Fermi)

flam (Footlambert)

ft (International foot)

ftUS (Survey foot)

g (Gram)

ga (Standard freefall)

gal (US gallon)

galC (Canadian gallon)

galUK (UK galion)

gf (Gram-force)  

0.03523907 m3

299792458 m/s

1As

4.1868 kg-m?/s?
1cd

20.1168402337 m

3.7x10%1/s

0.0002 kg

2.365882365 x 104 m3

86400 s

1x 107 kg-m/s?

1x10°7 kg-m?/s?

1.60219 x 10~kg-m?/s?
1 A2s*/kg-m?

1.82880365761 m

0.002359737216 m?

0.856564774909 cd/m?

96487 A's

1.x10"Bm

3.42625909964 cd/m?

0.3048 m

0.304800609601 m

0.001 kg

9.80665 m/s?

0.003785411784 m3

0.00454609 m®

0.004546092 m3

0.00980665 kg-m/s?
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HP 48 Units (continued)
 

Unit (Full Name) Value in Sl Units
 

 

grad (Grade)

grain (Grain)

Gy (Gray)
h (Hour)

H (Henry)

ha (Hectare)

hp (Horsepower)

Hz (Hertz)

in (Inch)

inHg (Inches of mercury)

inH20 (Inches of water)

J (Joule)

K (Kelvin)

kip (Kilopound-force)

knot (Knot)

kph (Kilometers per hour)

| (Liter)

lam (Lambert)

Ib (Avoirdupois pound)

Ibf (Pound-force)

Ibt (Troy Ib)

Im (Lumen)

Ix (Lux)

lyr (Light year)

m (Meter)

mho (Mho)

mi (International mile)

mil (Mil)  

0.0025
0.00006479891 kg

1 m?/s?

3600 s

1 kg-m?/A%-g?
10000 m?

745.699871582 kg-m?/s?

11/s

0.0254 m

3386.38815789 kg/m-s?

248.84 kg/m-s?

1 kg-m?/s?

1K
4448.22161526 kg-m/s?

0.514444444444 m/s

0.277777777778 m/s

0.001 m?

3183.09886184 cd/m?

0.45359237 kg

4.44822161526 kg-m/s?

0.3732417 kg

7.9577471546 x 1072 cd
7.95774715459 x 1072
cd/m?

9.46052840488 x 101> m

1m
1 A2s3/kg-m?

1609.344 m

0.0000254 m
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HP 48 Units (continued)
 

Unit (Full Name) Value in Sl Units
 

min (Minute)

miUS (US statute mile)

mmHg (Millimeter of mercury)

mol (Mole)

mph (Miles per hour)

m/s (Meters per second)

N (Newton)

nmi (Nautical mile)

oz (Ounce)

ozfl (US fluid 02)

ozt (Troy 0z)

0zUK (UK fluid oz)

P (Poise)

Pa (Pascal)

pc (Parsec)

pdl (Poundal)

ph (Phot)

pk (Peck)

psi (Pounds per square inch)

pt (Pint)

qt (Quart)

r (Radian)

R (Roentgen)

rad (Rad)

rd (Rod)

rem (Rem)

s (Second)

S (Siemens)

sb (Stilb)  

60 s
1609.34721869 m
133.322368421 kg/m-s?

1 mol

0.44704 m/s

1m/s

1 kg'm/s?

1852 m

0.028349523125 kg
2.95735295625 x 1075 m3

0.031103475 kg

0.000028413075 m3

0.1 kg/m-s

1 kg/m-s?

3.08567818585 x 1016 m

0.138254954376 kg-m/s?

795.774715459 cd/m?

0.0088097675 m?

6894.75729317 kg/m-s?
0.000473176473 m3
0.000946352946 m?

0.159154943092

0.000258 A-s/kg

0.01 m?/s?
5.02921005842 m

0.01 m?/s?

1s
1 A%-s3/kg-m?
10000 cd/m?
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HP 48 Units (continued)
 

Unit (Full Name) Value in Sl Units
 

 

slug (Slug)

sr (Steradian)

st (Stere)

St (Stokes)

Sv (Sievert)

t (Metric ton)

T (Tesla)

tbsp (Tablespoon)

therm (EEC therm)

ton (Short ton)

tonUK (Long ton)

torr (Torr)

tsp (Teaspoon)

u (Unified atomic mass)

V (Volt)

W (Watt)

Wb (Weber)

yd (International yard)

yr (Year)

° (Degree)

°C (Degree Celsius)

°F (Degree Fahrenheit)

°R (Degree Rankine)

u (Micron)

1 (Ohm)  

14.5939029372 kg

7.95774715459 x 102

1Tm3

0.0001 m?/s

1 m?/s?
1000 kg

1 kg/A-s?
1.47867647813 x 10> m?

105506000 kg-m?/s?

907.18474 kg

1016.0469088 kg

133.322368421 kg/m-s?

4.92892159375 x 1076 m3

1.66057 x 10~%" kg

1 kg'm?/A-s?

1 kg-m?/s3
1 kg:m?/A-s?

0.9144 m

31556925.9747 s
277777777778 x 1073

1K

0.555555555556 K

0.555555555556 K

1x107°m
1 kg.mZ/AZ.s3   
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Table of System Flags
 

The following tablelists the HP 48 system flags in functional groups. All
flags can be set, cleared, and tested. The default state of the flags is clear,

except for the Binary Integer Wordsize flags (flags —5 through -10).

System Flags
 

Flag Description
 

Symbolic Math Flags

-1 Principal Solution.

Clear: QUAD and ISOLreturn a result representing all
possible solutions.

Set: QUAD and ISOLreturn only the principal solution.

-2 Symbolic Constants.

Clear: Symbolic constants (e,i, r, MAXR, and MINR) retain
their symbolic form when evaluated, unless the Numerical
Results flag -3 is set.

Set: Symbolic constants evaluate to numbers, regardless of
the state of the Numerical Results flag -3.

 

 

 

-3 Numerical Results.

Clear: Functions with symbolic arguments, including
symbolic constants, evaluate to symbolic results.

Set: Functions with symbolic arguments, including symbolic
constants, evaluate to numbers.

-4 Not used.
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System Flags (continued)
 

Flag Description
 

Binary Integer Math Flags
 

-5 Binary Integer Wordsize.

thru Combined states of flags —5 through —10 set the wordsize
from 1 to 64 bits.

-10
 

Binary Integer Base.

-11 HEX: - 11 set, —12 set.

and DEC: - 11 clear, —12 clear.

-12 OCT: - 11 set, —12 clear.

BIN: —11 clear, —12 set.
 

-13

and Not used.

-14
 

Coordinate System Flags
 

-15 Rectangular: —15 clear, — 16 clear.

and Polar/Cylindrical: —15 clear, - 16 set.

-16 Polar/Spherical: —15 set, —16 set.
 

Angle Mode Flags
 

—-17 Degrees: —17 clear, —18 clear.

and Radians: —17 set, —18 clear.

-18 Grads: —17 clear, — 18 set.
 

Complex Mode Flag
  -19 Clear-—V2 and [*](2D] create a 2-dimensional vector from

2 real numbers.

Set:—V2 and [*](2D] create a complex number from 2 real
numbers.  
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System Flags (continued)
 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

Flag Description

Math Exception-Handling Flags

-20 Underflow Exception.

Clear: Underflow exception returns 0.

Set. Underflow exception treated as an error.

-21 Overflow Exception.

Clear: Overflow exception returns +9.99999999999E499.

Set: Overflow exception treated as an error.

-22 Infinite Result Exception.

Clear: Infinite result exception treated as an error.

Set: Infinite result exception returns +9.99999999999E499.

—-23 Negative Underflow Indicator.

—-24 Positive Underflow Indicator.

—-25 Overflow Indicator.

—-26 Infinite Result Indicator.

When an exception occurs, corresponding flag (-23
through -26)is set, regardless of whether or not the
exception is treated as an error.

-27

thru Not used.

-29
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System Flags (continued)
 

Flag Description
 

Plotting and Graphics Flags
 

-30 Function Plotting.

Clear: For equations of form y = f(x), only f(x) is drawn.

Set: For equations of form y = f(x), separate plots of y and
f(x) are drawn.
 

-31 Curve Filling.

Clear: Curvefilling between plotted points enabled.

Set: Curve filling between plotted points suppressed.
 

—-32 Graphics Cursor.

Clear: Graphics cursor always dark.

Set: Graphics cursor dark on light background and light on
dark background.
 

1/0 and Printing Flags
 

-33 1/0 Device.

Clear: 1/0 directed to serial port.

Set: 1/0 directed to IR port.
 

—-34 Printing Device.

Clear: Printer output directed to IR port.

Set: Printer output directed to serial port if flag —33 is clear.
 

-35 I/O Data Format.

Clear: Objects transmitted in ASCII form.

Set: Objects transmitted in memory image form.
  -36 RECV Overwrite.

Clear: If file name received by HP 48 matches existing
HP 48 variable name, new variable name with number

extension is created to prevent overwrite.

Set: If file name received by HP 48 matches existing HP 48
variable name, existing variable is overwritten.   
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System Flags (continued)
 

 

 

Flag Description

1/0 and Printing Flags (continued)

-37 Double-Spaced Printing.

Clear: Single-spaced printing.

Set: Double-spaced printing.
 

-38 Linefeed.

Clear: Linefeed added at end of each print line.

Set: No linefeed added at end of each print line.
 

-39  I/O Messages.

Clear: 1/O messages displayed.

Set: 1/0O messages suppressed.
 

Time Management Flags
 

~40 Clock Display.

Clear: Ticking clock displayed only when TIME menu
selected.

Set: Ticking clock displayed at all times.
 

—41 Clock Format.

Clear: 12-hourclock.

Set: 24-hour clock.
 

~42 Date Format.

Clear: MM/DD/YY (month/day/year) format.

Set: DD.MM.YY (day.month.year) format.
 

—43  Repeat Alarms Not Rescheduled.

Clear: Unacknowledged repeat appointment alarms
automatically rescheduled.

Set: Unacknowledged repeat appointment alarms not
rescheduled.
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System Flags (continued)
 

Flag Description
 

Time Management Flags (continued)
 

—-44 Acknowledged Alarms Saved.

Clear: Acknowledged appointment alarms deleted from
alarm list.

Set: Acknowledged appointment alarms saved in alarm list.
 

Display Format Flags
 

—-45 Number of Decimal Digits.

thru Combined states of flags —45 through -48 sets number of
decimal digits in Fix, Scientific, and Engineering modes.

 

Number Display Format.

—49 Standard: —49 clear, —50 clear.

and Fix: —49 set, —50 clear.

-50 Scientific: —49 clear, —50 set.

Engineering: —49 set, —50 set.
 

-51 Fraction Mark.

Clear: Fraction mark is . (period).

Set: Fraction mark is , (comma).
 

-52 Single-Line Display.

Clear: Display gives preference to object in level 1, using up
to fourlines of stack display.

Set: Display of objectin level 1 restricted to one line.
 

-53 Precedence.

Clear: Certain parentheses in algebraic expressions
suppressed to improve legibility.

Set: All parentheses in algebraic expressions displayed.
  -54 Not used.  
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System Flags (continued)
 

Flag Description
 

Miscellaneous Flags
 

-55 Last Arguments.

Clear: Operation arguments saved.

Set: Operation arguments not saved.
 

-56

-57

Error Beep.

Clear: Error and BEEP-command beeps enabled.

Set: Error and BEEP-command beeps suppressed.

Alarm Beep.

Clear: Alarm beep enabled.

Set: Alarm beep suppressed.
 

-58 Verbose Messages.

Clear: Prompt messages and data automatically displayed.

Set: Automatic display of prompt messages and data
suppressed.
 

-59 Fast Catalog Display.

Clear: Equation Catalog (and messages in SOLVE, SOLVR,
PLOT, and PLOTR menus) show equation and equation
name.

Set: Equation Catalog (and messages in SOLVE, SOLVR,
PLOT, and PLOTR menus) show equation name only.
 

Alpha Lock.

Clear: Alpha lock activated by pressing (o] twice.

Set: Alpha lock activated by pressing [a] once.
 

-61  User-Mode Lock.

Clear: 1-User mode activated by pressing [«q] (USR] once.

User mode activated by pressing [+7)(USR] twice.

Set: User mode activated by pressing (9] (USR] once.
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System Flags (continued)
 

Flag Description
 

Miscellaneous Flags (continued)
 

-62 User Mode.

Clear: User mode not active.

Set: User mode active.
 

Vectored ([ENTER].

Clear: [ENTER] evaluates command line.

Set: User-defined [ENTER] activated.
 

  
Index Wrap Indicator.

Clear: Last execution of GETI or PUTI did not increment

index to first element.

Set: Last execution of GETI or PUTI did increment index to

first element.  
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D

Reserved Variables
 

The HP 48 contains the following reserved variables. They have specific
purposes and their names are used as implicit arguments for certain
commands. Avoid using these variables’ names for other purposes: using
them can affect the integrity of the commands that use these variables.

There are programmable commandsto alter some values in some of these
variables. Other variables or values can be altered only by storing a new
list of values into the appropriate variable.

 

 

Reserved What It Contains Used By:
Variable

ALRMDAT Alarm parameters. TIME ALRM commands

CST List defining the MENU
contents of the CST
(custom) menu.

“der’-names User-defined derivative. 8

EQ Current equation. ROOT, DRAW

IOPAR I/O parameters. I/O commands

ni, n2,... Arbitrary integers. ISOL, QUAD

PPAR Plotting parameters. DRAW

PRTPAR Printing parameters. PRINT commands    
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(continued)
 

 

  

Reserved What It Contains Used By:
Variable

s1,s82,... Arbitrary signs. ISOL, QUAD

YDAT Statistical data. Statistics application,
DRAW

YPAR Statistical parameters. Statistics application,
DRAW  
 

 

The Reserved Variables’ Contents

The specific contents of most reserved variables (except ALRMDAT,
IOPAR, and PRTPAR) can be different for each directory in memory.

ALRMDAT

ALRMDAT does notreside in a particular directory. You cannot access
the variable itself, but you can access its data via RCLALARM and
STOALARM (from any directory) and the Alarm Catalog.

ALRMDATcontains a list of these alarm parameters:

 

 

 

Parameter Description Default
(Command) Value

Date (—DATE) Date to go off. A real number, Current
MM.DDYYYY (or DD.MMYYYY if flag date.
—-42 is set). Without YYYY, current
yearis used.

Time (—TIME) Time to go off. A real number, 00.0000
HH.MMSS.   
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(continued)
 

 

Parameter Description Default
(Command) Value

Action Creates an appointment alarm if the Empty

parameter is a string; creates a string

control alarm if the parameter is any (appoint-
other object. An appointment alarm ment
displays the string; a control alarm alarm).
executes the non-string object.

Repeat Interval between automatic 0
recurrences, given in ticks. One tick
is 1/419, Of @ second.      

Parameters without commands can be modified programmatically by
storing new values in the list contained inALRMDAT.

CST

CST contains a list (or a name specifying a list) of the objects that are
contained in the CST (custom) menu. Objects in the custom menu
usually have the same functionality they have in built-in menus. For
example:

m Names behave like the VAR menu keys. Thus, ifABC is a variable
name, HEDZ evaluatesABC, (] HEL recalls its contents, and

[¢a)AELZ stores new contents in ABC. Also, the menu label for the

name of a directory has a bar over the left side of the label; pressing
the menu key switches to that directory.

m Unit objects act like unit catalog entries. For instance, they have their
left-shifted conversion capability.

m String keys echo the string,

® You can include backup objects in the list defining a custom menu by
tagging the name of the backup object with its port location (0, 1, 2).

You can specify menu labels and key actions independently by embedding
within the custom-menu list an inner list of the form

"label-object" action-object .
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See the example “Providing Different Menu Labels”, under “Enhancing
Custom Menus”in chapter 15 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

To provide different shifted actions for custom menu keys, specify within
the inner list the three actions (objects) in yet another list. The order in
this additional embedded list is the unshifted action, the left-shifted

action, and then the right-shifted action. (You must specify the unshifted
action in orderto have the shifted actions.) See the example “Providing
Shifted Functionality”, under “Enhancing Custom Menus” in chapter 15
of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

“der-’ Names

If 8 is applied to a function for which there is no built-in derivative, 8
returns a new function whose name is “der” followed by the original
function name. These “der”-function names are reserved variable names.

For an example, refer to “Advanced Topic: User-Defined Derivatives” in
chapter 23 of the HP 48 Owner’s Manual.

EQ

EQ contains the current equation or the name ofthe variable containing
the current equation.

EQ supplies the equation for ROOT, as well as for the plotting command
DRAW when the plot type is FUNCTION, CONIC, POLAR,
PARAMETER, or TRUTH. (£DAT supplies the information when the
plot type is HISTOGRAM, BAR, or SCATTER.)

The object in EQ can be an algebraic object, a number, a name, or a

program. Its exact interpretation by DRAW depends on the plot type.

For graphics use, EQ can also be a list of equations or other objects. If
EQ contains a list, then DRAW treats each object in turn as the current
equation, plotting the objects successively. However, ROOT in the
HP Solve application cannot solve an EQ containing a list.

To alter the contents of EQ, use the command STEQ.
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IOPAR

IOPAR is a variable in the HOME directory. It contains a list of the I/O
parameters needed for a communications link with a computer. It is
created thefirst time you transfer data or open the serial port (OPENIO),
and is automatically updated whenever you change the I/O settings.

 

Parameter

(Command)
Description Default

Value
 

baud (BAUD)

parity (PARITY)

receive-pacing

transmit-pacing

checksum

(CKSM)  

Baud rate of 1200, 2400, 4800, or
9600.

0=none, 1=0dd, 2=even, 3=mark,

4 =space. A positive parity is used
upon both transmit and receive; a
negative parity is used only upon
transmit.

Pacing is not used for Kermit | /O. For
other serial 1/0 transfers, a non-zero
real value enables pacing. Receive
pacing sends an XOFF signal when
the receive buffer is almostfull, and

sends an XON signal when it can take
more data.

Pacing is not used for Kermit 1/O. For
other serial 1/0 transfers, a non-zero
real value enables pacing. Transmit
pacing stops transmission upon
receipt of XOFF, and resumes
transmission upon receipt of XON.

Error-detection scheme requested
wheninitiating SEND. 1 =1-digit
arithmetic checksum, 2 =2-digit,

3=3-digit cyclic redundancy check.  

9600

0

0 (no

pacing)

0 (no

pacing)
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(continued)
 

Parameter Description Default
(Command) Value
 

translation-code Character-translation code: 0=none; |1

(TRANSIO) 1=translate character 10 (line feed
only) to/from characters 10 and 13
(line feed and carriage return);
2 =translate characters with numbers

128 through 159 (80—9F hex);
3 =translate characters with numbers

128 through 255.      
Parameters without commands can be modified programmatically by
storing new valuesin the list contained in JOPAR (use the PUT
command).

ni, n2,...

The ISOL and QUAD commands return general solutions (as opposed to
principal solutions) for operations. A general solution contains variable(s)
for arbitrary integer(s) or arbitrary sign(s) or both.

The variable n1 represents an arbitrary integer 0, 1, 2, etc. Additional
arbitrary integers are represented by n2, n3,etc.

If flag —1 is set, then ISOL and QUAD return principal solutions,in
which case the arbitrary integer is always zero.

PPAR

PPAR is a variable in the current directory. It contains a list of plotting
parameters used by the command DRAW for all mathematical and
statistical plots, by AUTO for autoscaling, and by the interactive
(nonprogrammable) graphics operations.
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Parameter

(Command)
Description Default

Value
 

(Xmin’ymin)

(XmaXtymax)

indep

(INDEP)

res (RES)

axes (AXES)

ptype
(BAR,etc.)

depend
(DEPND)  

Coordinates of the lowerleft corner
of the display range. A complex
number.

Coordinates of the upper right
corner of the display range. A
complex number.

Independent variable: its name or a
list containing its name and two real
numbers (the plotting horizontal
range).

Resolution. For plots of equations,
determines the plotting interval
along the x-axis. A binary number
specifies the pixel resolution (how
many columns of pixels between
points). An integer specifies the
resolution in user units (how many
user units between points).
Resolution for statistical plots is
different; see below.

Coordinates of the axes’
intersection (a complex number), or
a list containing the intersection
coordinates and labels (strings) for
both axes.

Plot type (FUNCTION, CONIC,
POLAR, PARAMETRIC, TRUTH,
BAR, HISTOGRAM, or SCATTER).

Dependent variable. Its name or a

list containing its name and two real
numbers (the vertical plotting
range).  

(-6.50, —3.1)

(6.5, 3.2)

(0, 0)

FUNCTION

 

Parameters without commands can be modified programmatically by
storing new values in the list contained in PPAR.
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The RESZET operation ([][PLOT] RESET) resets the PPAR
parameters (except ptype) to their default values and erases PICT,
creating a blank PICT ofthe default size (31 x 64 pixels).

The significance of the resolution parameter is different for the statistical
plot types BAR and HISTOGRAM. For BAR,resolution specifies bar
width. For HISTOGRAM,resolution specifies bin width. Resolution does
not affect plot type SCATTER.

PRTPAR

PRTPAR is a variable in the HOME directory that contains a list of
printing parameters. It is created automatically the first time you use a
printing command.

 

 

Parameter Description Default
(Command) Value

Delay time The number of seconds the printer 1.8
(DELAY) waits between sending lines; this

should be at least as long as the
time required to print the longest
line. A real numberin the range 0
to 6.9. If the delay is too short for
the printer, you will lose data. The
delay setting also affects serial
printing if transmit-pacing (in
IOPAR) is not being used.     
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(continued)
 

 

  

Parameter Description Default
(Command) Value

Remap The current remapping of the Empty
(OLDPRT extended character set for string.
stores the printing. A string that contains as
character- many characters as you want to
remapping remap, with the first character
string for the being the new character 128, the
HP 82240A second being the new 129, etc.
Infrared Printer) (Any character number that

exceeds the string length will not
be remapped.) See example
below.

Line length Specifies the number of 80
characters in a line for serial
printing. A real number. Does not
affect infrared printing.

Line termination A string specifying the line- Control
termination method for serial characters
printing. Does not affect infrared 13 (carriage
printing. return) and

10 (line
feed).  
 

Parameters without commands can be modified programmatically by
storing new valuesin the list contained in PRTPAR (use the PUT
command).

A change in a parameteris effective immediately, except when printing the
display using the simultaneous keystrokes (because this does
not use PRTPAR). This printing method is affected only by the delay
parameter, a change in which will not affect until after the
next printing command has been executed. To have a new delay time
affect immediately, use the DELAY command, which takes a
real-number argument from level 1.
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Remapping Example. If the remapping string were “ABCDEFGH”
and the character to be printed had value 131, then the character actually
printed would be “D”, since 131-128=3 and “A” has the value zero. A
character code of 136 or greater would not be remapped since
136 - 128 =8, which exceeds the length of the string.

s1, s2,...

The ISOL and QUAD commands return general solutions (as opposed to
principal solutions) for operations. A general solution contains variable(s)
for arbitrary integer(s) or arbitrary sign(s) or both.

The variable s1 represents an arbitrary + or — sign. Additional arbitrary
signs are represented by 52, 53, etc.

If flag —1 is set, then ISOL and QUAD return principal solutions, in
which case the arbitrary sign is always +1.

YDAT

YDATis a variable in the current directory. It contains either the current
statistical matrix or the name ofthe variable containing this matrix. This
matrix contains the data used by the Statistics applications, including the
plotting ofscatter, histogram, and bar plots.

Statistical Matrix for Variables 1 tom
 

 

var, var, ... var,

Xll le oo Xm 1

X2 X eei Xpmo

Xin  Xon  oer Xpn   
You can designate a new current statistical matrix by entering new data,
editing the current data, or selecting another matrix.

The command CLY clears the current statistical matrix.
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YPAR

YPAR is a variable in the current directory. It contains either the current
statistical parameter list or the name of the variable containing this list.

 

 

   

Parameter Description Default
(Command) Value

Indep. col. no. Independent-variable’s column 1
(XCOL) number. A real number.

Dep. col. no. Dependent-variable’s column 2
(YCOL) number. A real number.

Intercept (LR) Coefficient of intercept as 0
determined by the current
regression. A real number.

Slope (LR) Coefficient of slope as determined 0
by the current regression. A real
number.

Model (LINFIT, Regression model (LINFIT, EXPFIT, LINFIT
etc.) PWRFIT, or LOGFIT).
 

Parameters without commands can be modified programmatically by
storing new values in the list contained in £PAR.
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Contacting Hewlett-Packard

For Information About Using the Calculator. If you have
questions about how to use a particular command, also check all
related commands. Also check the owner’s manual: the table of
contents, the index, and "Answers to Common Questions" in appendix
A. If you can’t find an answer in the manuals, you can contact the
Calculator Support department:

Hewlett-Packard
Calculator Support

1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330, U.S.A.

(503) 757-2004
8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Pacific time

Monday through Friday

HP Calculator Bulletin Board System. The Bulletin Board
provides for the exchange of software and information between HP
calculator users, developers, and distributors. It operates at
300/1200/2400 baud, full duplex, no parity, 8 bits, 1 stop bit. The
telephone number is (503) 750-4448. The Bulletin Board is a free
service—you pay for only the long-distance telephone charge.
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